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Introduction

qt.

Two years ago, after determining that there was available no reference manual
describing the major types of educational telecommunications systems, and after
evaluating tile potential usefulness of such a voluMe to educdtors in engineering, as
well .as those in other fields, the Publications thnmittee of the American Society
for Eigineering Education chose 'Educational Telecommunications Delivery Sys-
tems f6 be the subject, of an ASEE monograph.

As a guide to compging the monograph, the monograph editors selected as a
.,

working definition of America's educat(onal goals one submitted to the National,
Academrof Engineering in .1972.1. This specification stated that the nation's edu-
cationalprocesses should:

.) Provide the knowledge. necessary to understand themselves,
k their en ironment, and their relationships with others, so..they can effec- .

.tively manage their lives;
2) Give students sufficient trainini an4expertise (be in shoe shining or in

people management) to enable them i6 obtain their basic needs;
3) Develop Within students the ability to adapt effectively to the varying re-.

quirements of a constantly changing world; and
4)_ Generate within students sufficient mothiation to enable them to use their

capabilities in ways that are constructive both for themselves and for the
. .

society in which.they live. . .

. It has taken 371 years (from the founding.cif JamestoWn) and a number of far-
. sighted legislative acts and judicial decisions to create our nationally comprehensive .

,,
i



2 EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

2000

1978
1962 The Golden Age: Progress in the Democratization

of America's Educational System
1954 Supreme Court Outlaws Racial Segretation

1900

1890 Federal Funds -For Land Grant Colleges

1862 Morrill ActLaud Grant College Act
1852 MaSSachusetts Compulsory Attendlince Law

1834 Pennsylvania public School Law
1821 First Public High School, Boston,. Massachusetts

1800

1795 First State University Opens

1700 *
1639 First School Supported Directly by Taxation

Boston, Massachusetts
1635 Founding of Harvard University, Cambridge,

Massachusetts
1620 Landing of Pilgrims, Plymouth Rock, Massachusetts

1607 Jamestown, Virginia, FoUnded .

Figure I. Landmarks in American education.

educationa.1 system (see figure I), and to come nearer to meeting our far-sighted

egalitarian educational standards. We still have far to go, however, to realize our na-
tional educational goals. Further, costs of education continue to spiral upwards,
and voluntary support of public education is decreasing as these costs rise. Without
mordeffative use of its educationafresources, the nation may be unable to contin-

ue its lung struggle for equal access to education for all its citizens.

Threats to the Economic Viability and Public.Support of Our
Educational Processes

Factor One: Failure of educators to control the critically spiraling costs of

their services

The following taken from the April 1977 issue of. Educational and Industrial
Television clearly supports this critical Asessment.2 .

In dollars adjusted to reflect true buying Wwer, the average per-pupil -

cost of America's public schOol 'system fn 1947 was $406; in 1957-58,
$733; in 1973-74, $1,364. In brief, America's perTupil cost has been
doubling (in adipted dollars) every ten years, and is still spiraling. Does
the increased quhlity and quiintity of school-level education justify this
out-of-control factor? American voters apparently don't think sof for
whereas in 1955 they approved 74,7% of the school bond isswas-submitted
to referendum, in 1975, they approved only 46.3%.



/ INTRODUCTION 3

Factor Two; Education's ever-expanding responsibilities

. America's is a -technology-based society, and its educational processes are ex-
pected to keep rip-with the needs i.a dynan* fasi,clianging democratic society.
New SOC1Q-CC91101111C factors and ever-expanding technological information continue
to incr6se the depth, nuniber and types of educational requirements. Lifelong edu-
cittion, cOmputer power distribution and education of the handicapped are but
three of the many new respousibilities of our educational processes. New responsi-

. bilities, as well as inflation, are contributing to the spiraling (and, to the public,
alarming) rise in the cost of education.

4

Factor Three: Educators are not meeting consumer requirements

Time and geography still shackle our educational processes. Those who wish to
leant usually must go to acertain place at a specific time for the education they
need to get a job in the first place, 'and the continuing education needed to keep it.

America has, indeed, spent billions of dollars during the last quarter century to
"develop teaching expertise and materials. but has spent very little to develop more
efficient ways to meet the third dimension of its education processes: distribution.

This failure-has contributed substantially, Many beliekfc, to the frightening rise
in educational costs and has restricted the "consumer" use of America's educational
processes.

Table 1, (sce next page) published in Engineering Education and bilsed om
'data prepared for the National Academy of Engineering's Advisory Committee
on Issues in Educational Technology, indicates the signifitance of our unfilled edu-.
cat ional needs. -

t

Factor.Four:. _E'ducators have failed to make intensive use of modern tech-
tuflogies

According to statistics front the National Center for Education,Statistics, three'
of- every ten of Amepica'S 214 million persons are. currently direct participants in
-the nation's educational praesses--62.3 million, including 58.9 million students,
3.1 million teachers and 300,000 administrators and staff employees. Further, the
Current aqual cost of Otir educational system is running in exCess of $180 billion.
Thus, our educational systems are. the nation's third largest industry,'exceeded only
by petroleum and retailing. During 1975, education represented 7.8 per-cent of the
total -national product, Yet in- terms of per-employee' production, educatiod is
probably the loWest of the country's top ten producers. (See figure 2.)

Many critiCs believe that education is the only .rnajor American industry
-----which does not yet make intensive use of modern technologies to' reduce its costs

and to increase thy scope of its serviCes..

V Innovative Capabilities-and the "Crisis in the Classroom"
There is reason to expect greater use.of technology in the future in our edu-

cational proeesses. Since 1954, for instance, educators have been effectively but
slowly trying to develop new ways to stem the rising tide of per-student costs.

One of the most promising ways to increase.the geographic scope and effec-
tiveness of America's educational processes appears:to be the use of modern tele-

.
con.unun icat ion s technologies.

There are currently six major. telecommunications methodologies delivering,
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Table 1. America's Potential- Student Body.
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. .,
. .

11 Pre-school young (no curriculdm. no communications links)
. 2) Physically handicapped ft hon;fbound (no coMmunications Itqs, no

accomodation of the cluriculum) . . ..g
, Lower ecbnomic Classes.,kunable to affOrd direct or indireci 6Dsts)
4) gommunicativelydisordered.- deaf, blind. dyslexic (system presdp-,

posOsOntering.befiaviors wttjh these people lad)
.

_

-.64. "educationally avereed" dropouts (past reinforcement from the

. : . 4...system leads them to predidtjpOre.lailure experience't
: ',,

- 1.61priPtfrudinaltylinique,taarne as #4) .
' .71' Bbsic skills - deficient ( me as # 4)

- 81 lricakerated institutio alized (same as # 2, neglected Et juvenile -
"del.): ": ,

9) Socially-culturalh) different Tyste,m presuppoaes values which they
do not hovel'. '

10) Geographically remote (same as # 2) .
11) TerAporerily out of phise (night)
12) Oldet Efretired (same,as # 2.-poss. #3)

:.13) Spec. educ. tra(ning skillslmgmt. etc.). '
.

TOTAL
14) Formal Education *

0 K 12 -- .
Undergraduate
Graduate .,.,

Noncredit
Part-tirne credit

.

=-

r

,

Total to . Thoge Now Those Not
Category Being Served Being Served

11,424,000. 3,949,000 7,475,000
.

.

. 399.500 191.946 197,554

160000 7.000,000 9.000,000

'
Z934.606 1,49302 1.440.828

(Elerii. 4% 1.473.800)
JEfigh 24% 3,552.0001

7,6qP,§00 (Coll. 50% 2.611.000)

' -7.636,800

3,783.000 1,195.000 9:508,600
665.000 .. 221,000 444.000

175,000 175.000 NDA
215.000 Migrant

340.000 125,000 Indian NI:WO

1,500,000 `,f t
41 ,g00.000 .1,500:000 * 'NQA

275.000 25,000 250,000

13,000.000- 100,000 *

58,123..600 . 21.395.382**
s 1970

_ .
1975

4 " 51,600,000 511000.000, -
6,662.000 8.368,000

948,000 ., 1,334,900
668.000 962,000

TOTAL.S- . 61,450.000 . 63707,00

% Not
Served
6.4%

50.7%

56.3%

4

68.4%
66.8%

.1

90.9%

.1.

t

e

.1

.
'RDA Ncydata available. Figures rounded to nearest 1000 Revised 4/R/73 '

I

... .
- - -1Pdrop nut's are ipcludert

Source of Rata: U.S. Office of Education aud thebeuartnfent et Commerce.): .... . ,.:1 rethis figure would be 29.032.182

, . s . . -,. .

--; .
See Curtis, J. A., "Recommendations for a National Educational TelecomiminiCationiNetwodtP in fhe Prbecedings, FIE Conference, ASEE,

1973, and Curtis, J.A., "Needed: kNational Telecommunicationl Network for Educ:atton," EngineerIns gdued0on. May 174.
.. .. t -. i ,

. .
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Figure 2. Revenue per employee for various U.S. industries
(in thousands of dollars).2

educational services every, day to major segments of students. Together, these
methodologies have demonstrated their ability to distribute effectively, the "cradle-
to-grave," diverse education so essential to our well-being and democratic future.
So far, only one federal agency (the Federal Communications Commission; which
assigns our frequency spectrum resonrces), and one fed ral bureau (the Bureau
of Education for the Ilandicapped)hgve denionstrate ie farsighted statesmanship
essential to the proper, continuing developmen f this new, major siducational
tool: ,

Although very different in equipment specifications, operating procedures and
cost requirements, the six major educational telecommunications deliVery method-
ologies have one common. denominator: They all have the ability to break .the
shackles of geography and timefactcks which so drastically limit access to most
educational systems. Telecommunications methodologies enable educators, for the
first time, to deliver education where and when the consumers, not the manufac-
turers, of education want to buy and use it.

These methodologies have also demonstrated their usefulneSs in the area of
cyst control. Thea assist this important objective by enabling educators to:

1) Bring resource materials and teaching expertise frOm remote locations to
supplement the teaching expeitise and programmed information of the

... classical classroom; and to .

.2) Increase individuaf teaching productivity by enabling the instructor to
: teach from a central point one or more student bodies in remotely 'located

cIassrooms (be they a home, a hospital, a rented store front or the conven-
.

tional schodl or campus classroom).
.

..
,

, ... . 0
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6 EDLIdATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Six Major Educational Telecommunications
'Delivery Technologies ..s....

tThe six major U.S. educational telecommunication. thodologies are as

. follows:. ..

1) Public Broadcasting (radio and. TV)
.2) Instructional Television Fixed Service (1TFS)
3) Teleconferencing-Telewriting (via standard telephone 'circuits)
4) FM-Broadcasting Station Multiplexing
"5) Community Antenna Television (CATV)
6) Satellite Circuitry

In most instances, each of the Six major educational telecommunications
methodologies has beep initiated to meet differing student body needs and deliv-
ery requirements. Each is therefore likely to have its own group of proponents.
These. methodologies have yet to be integrated into a coherent, coordinated educa-
tional delivery system, even on a local operating level, let alone on a statewide, re-
gional or national level.

These differing faclors 'make it difficult to prepare one comprehensive, in-

depth analysis of current uses and costs of educational technology and identify the
likely future applications and operating costs of more than one telecommunications.
technology. There are, however, operators/users/managers who have operated and
studied one or another of these systems over a lorig time.

We have selected one or more such experts from each of the six educational
fields of telecommunications to prepare papers regarding the particular field in
which each has special knowledge.

Obviously each author is likely, to be an advocate of the particular methodol-
ogy in which the author has time-based confidence and experience. To balance this
possibility of prejudice, we have asked Bert Cowlan, the H.L. Mencken of educa-
tional telecomniunications critiquing, to cast his discerning eye and sharp wit on
the contents or each contribution. The editors believe this monograph to be the
first reference manual to provide in a single volume an overall review of the current
status and likely near-future application of the six major educational methodologies
by professional advocates of their use.

John A. Curtis
Joseph M. Biedenbach

REFERENCES

1 . Written and submitted by John A. Curtis, December 1972, to the Advisory
ComMittee on Issues in Educational Technology., National Acadeniy of Engineering.

2. Curtis, John A. and Alan R. Blatecky, "Project TIMESTelecomMunica-
tions in Medical and Educational Services,"'Educational and Industrial Television,
April 1977 ;pp. 35-42.

John A. Curtis is founder and chief operations officer of the Center for Excellence, Inc.,
in Williamsburg, Va. Joseph M. Biedenbach is director of continuing education, College of
Engineering, University of South Carolina, Columbia. Dr. Bledenbach was chairman'of ASEE's
Publications Committee when plans for this mOnograph were approved.
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When John Curtis tikst asked me to write a series of short commentaries on the
papers assembled for this volume, he described my style as "Mencken-like." Some-
how, my reputation for choler must have reached John, or at least sonie indication

- that I have recently become 'rather short-tempered with over-blown technological
promises'. Not long ago, I encountered a lapel badge (conventioneer-style, and you
what Mencken might have had to say, and probably did say, about conventioneers ),
which read, "Technology is the answer ... but what was the questiv?" Perha
that's the biasif, indeed, it is a biasthat I bring to this volume.

Sin t was a fairly strict injunction, I turned to the collection of quotation
, tha angs over my desk for useon occasions suCh as this or when other words

nil me. I did find one from the Sage of Baltimore that somehoW does seem suita-
ble, "Conscience is that small voice within you that tells you someone is watching,
especially since John took the trouble to notify the authors.that I would be
undertaking this task.

The idea of writing a set commentaries on papers dealing with educational 1
techSlogy and communicati ns is appealing. I find myself wishing, usually just I

afterirublication of mYown efforts, that someone had,done just that for me. (Of I
course, I'd prefer that it have been before pubItcat ions but that isn't the way this
world seems to work.) One non-Mencken saying thatlseems appropriate to the .).

.:education/communications/technology world cameAom Albert Einstein: "Every-
,/ thing has changed," he said, "except man's way of thinking." il is believed to

I have been said in the context of the dawn of the atomic 'era but, since, in the long
run, education is even more dangerous than atomic energy, perhaps it should appl
'here as well. It certainly seems to apply to education in the sense of the old adage
that from innovation to implementation generally takes Seven years, except in

education wiz re it takes forty. . .

After reaIing through this volume, I find myself puzzled by the lack of a ,----.

unified polic , the lack of a realization on the part of those who make policy
that education/communications/technology constitute a gestalt and must be ealt

with as such. he failure to deal with the 'problems of one area can back up
rapidly and wi h possibly disastrous effects, uponlhe,others. Changes in o ,

without consi ration to what will happen to the oMers, can produce the me
effects. PerhapS Garr t Hardin said best. what I fear in the current policy acuum:

We can n ver nbrely do one thing because the world is a system .of fantas ic
comple Nothing stands alone .... The stirring of a flower on Eart ay
not cof ttouble a dittant star, Hut it does trouble the rest of Eaith to a
surp g degree.

Cominntar.y

7

4 .

Bert Gpwlan is an independent consultant in New York City o has a long and
distinguished background in the use and developmentolof teleco unications for.edu-

cation and social service.

Bert Cowlan



Public Broadcasting
and Education:

A Look at theRecord.

Douglas F. Bodwell
-Corporation for Public Broadcasting

9

chlo book bout educational telecommunications wou d be complete Without'.
dealing w th the contributions that public redid television have* made to
learners ef all ages. A comprehensive study of th ducational uses of. public radio
and tel ision, however, could easily fill a volUme by itself.

is chapter looks at the educifippal and instructional programs-and services
prov ed by public radio and television licensees in the United StatesoGuam; Puerto.
Ric and the Virgin Islands:. Specifically exchided Oil be educational and. .

iu ructional programs broadcast over commercial stations (such as Sunrise
mester) and closed circuit prograinming originated by school districts or colleges.

/ /Ind universities. ,

.

Wh.d. ile most programs brOadcast by public radio and television licensees can be
. rconsi ered educative in the broad sense of the term, I will focus,here Primarily on .
/ those` that are formally, :"instructiona17, ;i.e., aimed at specific instructional
/ objectives; usually used in organized lArning environments, providing credit to

viewers or receivifig feedback from ',bent, and usually .accompaDied by learning
materials.

The Corporation for Public lkoadcastifig (c7PB) was created 'by the Public
Broadcasting Act :of 1967 to facilitate the full growth .and development of ./
non-commercial, educational radiO and television nationwicle.A private, non-profit' /
corporation, CPB was funded mainly by Congressional appropriatiOnS for-fiseg-j/ear
1978 in the amount of $101,150,000,. CPB disburses funds by . several means,
among which are direct, unreSiricted financial atsistance to eligible public radio and. I/
television licensees in the forin of ComMunity *vice Grains; programining support .

grants in radio and televisibn; and contracts with the Public Broadcasting`Servicer

of public radio 'and television. CPB also l'unds training opportunitit;'S and provids
(PBS) and National Public/Radio ,(NPR) for,the natitinWide interconnection servic

other services to the stations and thelndustrYln such areas as educational activitioi,
.. audience research, sySteth-wide Information gatherink and engin'eering rewarch.

1. 1 f.)

t.
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10 EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Origins and Growth

It should be clear thats a systentas involved as public broadcgsting did not
emerge full-blown overnight: ,,.

From the beginni4.:what is now public' broadcasting was 'Closely tied to
education. The first mincommerCial radio signals were transmitted in 1919 on an
experimental bas* from Madison, Wisconsin's, station 9XM, relicensed to the
University of Wisbonsin as WHA in 1921: From 1920 to 11430, educational
institupons constructed at least 176 radio' stations, of which only 35 survived the
192q --Crash. The survivors were mostly at land grant colleges, where the
commitmenx to, off-campus learning and education was mandated under the Morrill
Act. These stations conitinued to serve through World'War H, when the emergence
of FM caused some educators and broadcasters to petition ..successfully for

- educational reservalions on the FM spectruM.
'In 1948, the membership of the .National Associatiod of Educational

Broadcasters (NAEB). readied 95 educational institutions, 'with 50 stations in 31
states, and NAEB 6egan to explore the use of television in education.

Meanwhile, the' Federal Communications Commission announced its intention
-If-develop a new plan. for ,television spectrum allocation. As R. B. Hull wrote in his

history of ETV, "While some educatorsfboped ads plan would reserve channels for

educational use, the Commission clearly gave no evidence of such intent.
Meanwhile, the vast majority of American educators had expressed little interest or
coneern atiout this new eleotronic medium." For thox who did care, the next few
years brought much activity, inclpding support for educational reserved television
channels by mr national education organizations and the creation 'of the Joint
Committee on .%iiiatipnal Television tp lobby the FCC. These alid other activities
culminated in the FCC's decision to reserve for educational purposes channels in
both UHF and .VHF spectrums for a "min-commercial educatiotial television
station"-.-a dew broadcasting 'entity. In 1953, the first of these, KUHT, licensed 113

the University of Houston, began to broadcast. IP
\ Another milestone for non-commercial eddcational broadcalting Occurred hi
.1962 with President Kennedy's signing of the first federal legislation providing
.support for educational broadcasting facilities. By providing partial funding for the
creation and expansion' of educational television arld radio stations, this act *. .
significantly increased the number of non-Commercial educational television and
radio stations.From 063 to 1967; 161 grants totaling more than $31,971,000
were awarded.
. A about the same time, the U.S. Office of Education supported some
demonstration Projects lb look at the viability Of itiStriactional television libraries.
One of these projects%vas later operated under the Indiand-University Foundation
and, by 1970, was self-supporting. This library became known as NIT or National
Instructional Television. In 1973, NIT. became part of the Agency far Instructional ,

l`Richard H. Hull, p. 339, in "A Note on the History Behhid ETV," at p. 334 in
plueational Television: The Next 7n Years, USOpHEW,U.S: GPO, 1965. (First published by
the Institute for Communication Research, Stanford 11.-1962.) 1 found this article very helpful
and.drew upon it for this. section.



4 PUBLIC BROADCASTING 11

Television (AIT), affiliated with the Council of Chief-State School Officers of the
.7United States. Two other demonstrations were located at the University of

Nebraska (which became the Great Plains National Instructional Television -Libr j
and in Bostoh (at the.Eastern Educational TV Network).

The early 1960s marked a period f _rapid growth for non-commercial
educational television both in terms of the number of stations on.the air and of the
numbers of hours those stations transmitted programming to serve their local
communities. Federal facilities grants and Ford Foundation financial support were
pivotal during this decade..

Late in 1964 the Natiorial Association of Educational Broadcasters', throtigh a
grant from US61E, convened station representatives and others to conside'r the
.financial future of non-commercial educational television. The cbnferenee called for
a national conunission to study the ways and means by which educational television
could become permanently established in the United States. 'Douglass Cater and.
President Johnson were interested and, so was John.W. Gardner, president of the
Carnegie Corporation.

The Carhegie Commission on Educational Television, I d by James R. Killian,
Jr., published in January of 1967 its report, Public Tel vision-A Program fOr
Action. For, the Commission, education*al television ad two components:
iristructional arid public,. The Commission dealt with the la ter,.although it took a
great amount of testimony on the former. It. called for further' study of
instructional television and at the same time called for the cation of what became
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. The- Public Br adcasting Act of 1967
expanded some of the Carnegie Commission's, proposals to include radio, and it
mandated this federally supported organization to, among other things, facilitate
the- full development of educational radio and television, including its uses in
instruction< Title III of the, legislation called fdr an extensive examination of all
instructional media, including television and 'radio,:

Before. monies 'were appropriated for sUch a study, HEW initiated a project
. chaired by Sterling *Muffin, dean of the University...of Utah Graduate School,

which led, to, a grWof all instruNional techndlogy, including televisio'n and radio.
Commissioned under the Johnson Administration, the McMurrin Report was

...presentqc1 to the Nixerii Administratiou. No action was taken on the report's
(pcommendation to establish a National Institute of Instructional Technology.

Public broadcastin4 contipued its growth in the 1970s with the success of
. . Sesame 'Street and the creation of PBS and later NPR, and CPB's federal

appropriation; though sometimes handicapped by continuing resolution, grew
slOWty.xbut steadily from $5 million in 1969 to $35 nlillion in' 1972 and 1973, to
$62 million in .1975 (when the Public Broadcasting Financing Act Sthorized a
federal match of tWo dolars for 'every five dollarsof non-federal revenue, subject to
a Congressionally authorized ceiling get two years in advance of appropriations).

\

The Current System
,*

Public 'broadcasting uses two distinct media -television and radio. "Altfrough
some organizations hold both a public television and public radio license, it is epsier
to look separately at the two sets of licensees. ".

1 a
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Public Television

In public televiion, there are 253 stations licensed to 1.58 licestisees located in
ail SO slates except Delaware, Montana and Wyoming. Licensees are traditionally
divided into four. descriptive groupings reflecting the type of organizations holding
the license: community 'yr independent organizations -(59 licenses); university
licensees (53); state authaitities (28); and public school systems and municipal
auttorities (18).

Public television licensees within geographic regions have'found it useful to*
work together for common interests, services and program sharing, and sometimes
for distribution of programming. Perhaps the most well-known regional grouping of
stations is the Eastern Educational Television Network (EEN), composed

ivhistorically of most of the stations in the .Northeast and mid-Atlantic states. EEN,
unlike the other regions, has maintained its own interconnection system, apart from
that operated by PBS. The Central Educational Network (CEN) is composed' of
many bstations in the' 11 states of the Midwest; the Southern Educational
Cgmmunications Association (SECA) represents many of the stalipns in the
sthithern and southwestern states. Finally, the Rocky Mountain Public Broadcasting
Network and the Western Educational Network complete the regionally based
collections of stations. The latter two grouPingsmerged in the summer of 1978 as
the Pacific Mountain Network. These regionals, as they are called, differ among
themseives in scope, function and purpose, butt they all play important roles in the
life of public broadcasting. EEN, CEN.and,SECA,vfor example, provide signficant
instructional services.

0'
4.

In fiscal year 1976, the total income of public television was about $361.4
million. The federal governMent contributed 27 percent, the largest single
share, closely followed by state governments (24.5%). Amotig the remaining
sources, local governments Ind state colleges and universities each supplied
8.1 percent.

In 1976, the average public television station broadcast 4,542 -hours of
programming.

As of *nu* 1977, public, tele:ision licensees employed -8,039 people
fult-tjme.

On the national scene, the public television licepees &long to the Public
Broadcasting Service, which is at "'once theii memberShip organization and the
organization which operates the nationwide system of program interconIction..
PBS distributed about 69.3 percent of all hours brdadcast 'by public' television
statias in 1976.. PBS receives programming from production agencies andArtions
for distribution. It does snot pnoluce 'programs. ln addition, PBS represerits the
stations before Congress, federal agencies and the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting.

Pudfic Radio
V..., ,

As of March J977,.the public radio system cpnsisted of 182 licensees, of which
116 were university licenseeS, 35 were licensed to community grotips, 24_ were
licensed.to locaLauthorities and seven to state authorities.

. . . .

1
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,
In 1975, the latest year for which data are available, an annual average of

_ 6,446 hours weret broadcast per -station, and 63.5 percent of these programs
were produvad by the local stations.

In fiscal yelr.1976, public radio had iin income of $50.7 million, with the
federal government providing 32.9 percent, and state colleges and universities
accounting Ilk 31.2percent. Local 'government arid memberShip subscribers,
accounting for 9.8 percent and 8.4 percent respectively, represent the next

largest sources of kupport.

As of January 1977, there were 1,729 full-time employees in all of public.
radio.

'At the national level,/Niitional Public Radio is the major national program
producan 'and ibterconnection servicOand represents the public radio licensees to

.
Congress, federal agencies and the Corporation for blic broadcasting.

In fiscal year 1974, NPR distributed 1,935 hdirs of national programming to
the public radio stations, shout half of which was produced by NPR. Unlike PUS,

. NPR jiroduces mud; of its own programming; like PBS, NPR distributes
prograniming produced byits member stations and by other production entities.

Sources of Data

To.provside the most complete picture of public, broadcastingiand its relationship to .

education, I have drawn in thit article upon four Major studies which CPB has reerently
undartken. "Public Television Programining by Category : 1976," &inducted by Nathan x
Kakunan and Kenneth Wirt for CPB's Office of Communication Research and HEW's' \
Naillbnal tenten for Education . Statistics, depicts the programming .schedule, on a

'sampling basis, of about 98 percent of the public televisiOn licensees in 1976.
"The School-TV Utilization 'survey," (SUS), was also co-funded by CPB and:tha

National. Center for Education Statistics. Conducted by Peter Dirr for CPB's Office-of
Educational Activities, the survey covers the school year 1976-77. It is the first national
survey of televisiOn's tire in elementary and secondary education, public and private. The
SUS raxdom sample Thcluded 933 school districts, 1,850 school prfncipaisrand 3,700
classroom teachers. SUS is a statisticalili valid sample which, because of the high
response- rate, can be extrapolated with oonfidynce to natiottal estimates. .

The thirCand lotirth major ittdies are CPB's Educational Activities' first Biennial
. Instrubtional Teievlsiost and Radio Services,surveys conductad,in the fall of 1976, and
-covering academic year 1975 - 76. Of. 158 then-exIsting ribIllic. television' liCensees, 156'
responded with usable dote, as did 145 orthe then-existing 185 public radio licasees.

Taken together, 'the four rveepresentIhe Mint comprehensive data trase or
i ntory available about OW 1 lp between_mblic broadcasting end education
tom the perspective of th stet/1ov tindiin one case:frorn the perspeclive Of .the schools.

In the fall of 1978, th Office of Ediratioual Activities of CPB updated its biennial
instructional strays for pu radio and tinevision licensees. The Office is also planning
a comprehensive survey of nd university use of TV and radio to be implemented
In the next two years. . I 1

Additional statistical informs on about public broadcasting was ob ed from the
Status Report of Public Broadcasting, 1977 (advance edition), published CPS and the

..
,National Center for Education Statistics (NCES).

I .. r
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at

The Dimensions of Public Broadcasting

.

. The grid depicted in figure I aids in examining such richly diverse systems as
public radio arrd television and as equally diverse and -complex a system as
edlication.

Pre-School

K-12

Postsecondary
Formal

"Professional.

Adult

National

Regional

State /1"
Local

Programs.
?rim
Material

Physical People

Facilities
q.,

Source: Mary E. Sceiford, Educational Activities Assistant Director,.CPB.

Figure I. Analysis of radio and televiston for education and ins(ruatio.n.

t.

The first dimension of the grid contains the essential components of public
broadcasting. There are three essential .components: programming, physical -
4,cilities and people. Progiamming includes the production and, dissemination of
radio and television progams and the related print mdterials that make those
programs useful to learner and teacher. Physical facilities include the licensee's
hardware necessary to produce and 'transmit programming and the learner's
hardware necessary to, receive that programming. People include those who design,
produce and broadcast the programming and those who facilitate the use -of the'
programming. The sutcessful interaction of all three of these components is
essential for the development and, delivery of educational radio and television
services in the United States.

The second dimension of the grid foctises on the four 'levels of education to
.which services are provided. Public broadcasting has a long history of providing
educational programming at vend levels. ,Pre-school television programming
.continues- io be an important pill- of an.eilucational service as shown bY the fact
that Sesame Street alOne accounted for 564 hours -of the average public..
broadcaster's schedule in 1976. K-12 (eleinintary and secondjuy ) programming
plays an important role for most putgie:television stations.,'accounting for 80.

*- .
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percent of the daytime programming (8:30 a.rn. to 3:30 p.m.) on days when school
is in sessionr Increasingly, more publie television stations arc providing college
'courses and developing close relationships with colleges and universities in their
broadcast reas. Pwtessional, continuing and adidt education progranaming.is also
receiving increased attention at many public television stations. Although public
radio has a less extensive record of educational services, the four levels pf education
services provide a valid tiarinework for examining public radio.

The third dimension of the grid displays the geographic level or scope of the
. .educational service's provided. Local educational serviceare usually limited to the

iMmediate broadcast area of the licensee and usually involve nhe station and local
school districts And colleges. Statewide services usually involve A state net work and
might involye a .state department of education. Regional services involve &group of
licensees, siates and state departments of education (e.g., a multi-state regional
interconnation service providing mechanisms for previewing, acquiring atad
distributing insttuctional programs). National educational services usually involve
PBS and the local stations and frequently include the distribution and transtnission
Of multiple-use programming (e.g.,. The Electric company, which is equaliy suitable

qor in-school and home viewing). Most stations have available" at least "tWo
simultaneogs levels of educational service (PBS nationaland their own local),jwhile
mapy, others hAve state and rer,ional services also available simultaneously with their
own local service.

1 \\. . ln taking a close look at the curren sfatus of public Vondcastifig's educational
servicesprogrammitit, facilities and ople7we find much. more information
itvailaA on television than onjadio. Figure 2 shows tW instructional services of
146 of 158 television licensees reporting suchVervices. Figure 3 shows a quite
different pictine for radio. k.

.... ..
. Licensees Oifering kistructlonal Services = 148

.. A Look at the.Numbers

4S Break-out of 148 Licenskit,-

0

K-12 K-12

Only Postsecoritiare

tes. Pcistsercondary

Only

9
K12 Total = 129

.17
120 17

Postsecondary Total = 1°47

41,

Postsecondary Formal = 110
Postsecondary Informal = 126

Figure 2. Public-Television and education, 1915-76 school year.

,
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Stations Offering Instructional Services - 63

Break-out 9f 83 Stations (0)
K 12 K 12. Postsecondary

Only Postsecondary Only

43

K 12 Total 20 *
1 Postsecondary Total .= 54

Postsecondary Formal = 20

Postsecondary Informal 42

. 4 figure 3. Public radio and education, 1975-76 school year.

Programming

Availability

One of the hallmarks of public television has been its programs for pre-school
children such as Misier Rogers Neighborhood and Sesame Street. This area has
been the subject of Much researph, and some of the impact an4 usefulness of the
programs is well-documented. Its importance to the system cadot be overvalued.
March 1977 estimates it om the A.C. Nielsen National Television Index revealed
that Sesame Street was viewed by 56.1 percent of the television viewing households
with children under age six, 'and by 38.7 percent of thewiewing households with
children 6-11 years old. '

11 It is in the equally important area of public and private, elementary and
secondary education that for the first time hard data can be found on the presence
of teleVision in the nation's classrooms. According to the CPB/NCES School TV.
Utilization Survey, fully 71 percent of all teachers have television programming
available to them for instructional purposes, and as many as 75 percent of all
elementary school teachers have such programming available. Of all teachers 'in
middle and junior high schools, 64 percent are egtimated to have ITV programming
available; as are about 72 percent of all teachers in senior high schools.

From the stations' perspective, '16.6 percent of their programming hours are
devoted to programming specifically for use in elementary/secondary education.

.Eveil more significant is le fact that on days when school is in session, about 80.5
percent of all time between the, hours of 8:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. is devoted to
programming solely for in-school classroom use.

On the c9ljege level, 110 licensees provided-522 courses which were used by
about 1;300 iolleges and universities in an aggregated count for the year 1975-76.
Those 110 licensees -estimated an enrollment ofApproximately .97,000 students
taking those courses for college credit that year.

Fot in-servjge programming during 1975-76, 78licensees reported offering 284
courses in onjunctliivith. 1,34,5 agep,cies_enrolling almost 1 lZ009 Leachers for
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in-service education. In addition, 125 licensees offered -post-secondary- informal
programming .of about 879 courses involving 218 other organizations and
agencies.

Looking at- radio with the same degree of specificity is difficult because of the
scarcity of data. Some information can be reported with confidence. For example,
in 1975, for the first time, information was collected about the .types of
programming provided by public radio stations. Only 2.5 percent of all public radio
programming was instructional programming a small percentage of the more than
6,400.annual average broadcast hours per station reported for 1975. En radio, there
has been no nationally organized and distributed programming for pre-schoolers
such as Sesame Street, and there is currently no information systematically

thered and available to CPB about pre-school radiONervices.
In 1975-76, 20 radio Licensees provided programming for use in elementary

through secondary education. Twelve of those licensees reported that they serve an
estimated 900,000 students. The remaining eight licensees were not able to estimate
the numbers of K-I 2 students they serve.

At the post-secondary level, 20 public radio licensees reported offering an
aggregated number of 64 formal courses in 1975-76. Eight of these licensees
account for slightly more than 73 per nt of all the.courses offered by public radio
licensees. The licensees themselves esti ate that approximately 10,700 students
look college credit courses through their ogramming in 1975-76. A total of 132
colleges and universities offered courses ii conjunction with these licensees.
Moreover, five licensees offered nine courses igned for the in-service education
of teachers, and 41 licensees reported offering a otal of 131 informal courses for
adults during the same year. It is interesting to ote that school board licensees
proVided the msst instructional programming, fob wed by qniversity licensees,
then state and community licensees in that order..

Public radio had no nationally distributed intgrco ected bJes adapted for
in-school, elementary and secondary use during I975,and 976.

Production and Distribution

We know a great deal about instructional television p eduction. Fifty-two
licensees in 1976 produced programming designed specifically for K-12 use. The
major ITV production sources for 1976, according to the station which responded
to 4he Katzman sukvey, were:

Local station for its own use
, .0* Other-public television organizations

Major public television producers
Consortia productions
Independent producers
Children's Television Workshop

1

26
9
I

23
7

A similar Content Survey was completed in 1974, and some cornOarisons'with
the 1976 survey are illuminating. he percentage for local production of ITV
continue to drop, while consortfum production continues to grokv, as do
independent producilons.

Because of our School TV Utilization Survey, comparisons can be made
betWeen what the stations are transmitting and what the teachers are actually using.

9
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In 1976, the programs most broadcast included:*

Reading and writ ing
Literature and humanities
Science
Music, art, theatre
Social science
Health, physical education, safety 91,

16 A%
10.5
10.1
10.0
9.8
7.5

r

The School TV Survey estimated that programming in language arts, excluding

reading, is used by an estimated 337,00kteachers; social science vrogramming is

used by an estimated 328,000 teachers; science programming by an estimated
264,000 teachers; reading by 255,000 teachers, math by 151.,000 and career
programming by an estimated 91,000 teachers.

Elementary/secondary ITV programming is useful at several grade levels. The

1976 Content Survey permitted respondents to identify one, two or three grade
levels for each ITV pi-6gram. Asked to identify the tatget audiences, by grade level,

for.IT programming, the instructional programming station staffi responded:

Kindergarten: 18.4%
1st grade: 25..8

2nd grade: 31.9
3rd grade: 31.1

4th grade:
5th grade:
6th grade:
7th grade:

36.9%
32.8 '
-29.2'
16.4**

The percentages of ITV programming taper off from the 7th grade through the
12th grade. Only 7.3 percent of all ITV programming is designed for 12th grade

student use.
Similar multiple level use may be at worli for adult instructional programming,

.and the Content Survey reports_ that 3 percent of instructional programming is

designed for junior or community colleges. About 5 percent is designed far college

study, including upper division.. About 6.7 percent is designed for adult educational

purposes.
In recent Years, histruCtional television has labored under many false

assumptions and" stereotypes. One that is widely known deals with the format
which supposedly typifies ITV proirammingthe "talking head." Without debating
the merits of the "talking Bead," (many people consi er Jacob Bronowsky s The

Ascent of Man a glorified talking head), the 1976 Con ent Survey reported that 34

perceni of all ITV program formatting included dr atization; only 30 percent-
included "lectures".; 28 percent wils demonstration 15 percent was documentary;

''- j percent involved symbols; foltowed by anim tion, discusaion, actuality, and
'interview -in:that order. (The- percentages total iiore. than 100 percent, beeauie
responses werepermitted in up to two,categoiles tot each program.l

In 1976; 86.4 percent of all ITV programs roadeast were produced in color.
AlthotIgh this is a 1ov7er percentage than for p blic televis programming (94%),

. it represents a dramatic increase. As recently s 1972, only-2 percent *of the ITV

*Percentageg refpr to proportion& of ITV brqad4ast hours.

4`.*Sinee !riost programa are targeted for more than one grade Level, the percentagekited

exeotid NO% 6
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programs broadcast were in color. The School TV Survey results, however, show
that color TV sets are available only to about one in every. four teachers who have a
set. "Colorization" in the schools has not: kept pace with the increase of color
programming.

Finally, closely related to programming and its use 'in a 'formal educational
setting is the availability of printed material to assist teachers in its use. One
hundred and eighteen licensees distribute curriculum materials for elethentary/sec-
ondary programming, and 83 percent of all ITV programs are accompanied by such
printed materiaL .CPB's Office of Educational Activities estimates that 1,064,000
teachers have access to guides distributed in their school buildings, and an. estimated
522,000 teachers have individual copies. Teacher materials, and in a few cases
student ipaterials, are available from licensees and from such agencies as state
departmetits of education and school districts. Perhaps reflecting the source of
funding for the programming used for in*ructional purposes, or the statutry
authority oilthe licensee, guides are available with about equal frequency free of
charge, or included in a regular service charge of the licensee, or for an additio al
user charge.

Physical FacilitiesTrarismission & Reception Systems

Sources that provide ITV programming to the licensees are almost as diverse as -
the sources of production. In 1976, the major distributors were:

MT/NIT 21.6%
Local stations 17.7
Regional and state networks I 6.1

PBS . 10.1
Great glains National Instructional 6.0

Television Litirary
Miscellaneous sources 28.5

Of special note is the increase since 1974 of PBS-distributed programming in ITV
schedules. PBS has scheduled daytime repeats offligh quality evening programming
that can be,adapted for instructional purposes. Recognizing the importance of this
service, licensees offer these programs'in cooperation with their local educators.

Our School TV Survey asked teachers who *use -instructional television
programming to, list what best describes the ,methood. (or methods) by which
television is.avaitable in their classrooms. Table 1 shows the results. To better.
understand what sources of ITV programming were available, We studied the-
respondents b'y educational level(see table 2).

Analysis of some selectea variableS begins to provide insight about the relative
_importance _of. geographic region. school level and training .to the use. and.
availability of ITV programming. For example, we found ihat Instructional.
Television Fixed Service (1TF'S), clbsed circuli, able' television and commercial
television are about equally available in all lbw geographic regrons. However, region

"and source of availability seem, to be associated in the case of public television and
videotape and rilm (see table 3). We alio looked at the availability of videotape
equipment in the four regidns and found that videotape equipment was available to

. almost two Out of three teachers in the northeast and north central regions and to
,

11-
'
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l

Table 1. Which Bast Davcilbas the. Mothod(s) by
. Which.IIV.1*Avoilabis in your clauroom?

Public TV 58%

Videotape/Film 37

Commercial TV 26

Cable TV 15

Closed Circuit/MATV 12

ITFS 3

Table 4'. Effect of School Laval on Sourc of ITV Programming.

Source -

Public TV

Videotape/Film

Closed Circuit

Elementary Middle/Jr. Hi. Senior High

Schools Schools Schools

69% 51.1%
.39%

18 .47 4 71

1 8 21 ,17

Table 3. Effacts of Fittglon on Source of Availability.

Source Total Northeast North-central South West

Public "I'V SEM 63% 50% 54% 61%

Videotape/Film 30 41 47 24 30

two out of five teachers in the south and western regions. The findings show no
other major differences amont the regionain any of these variables.

Next we looked at the availability of sets to teachers. We estimate Sets are
aVailable to 1.5 million teachers or 65 percent of all teachers in public and!private
elementary and secondary 'schools; 66- percent "of the available sets are
black-and-white and 34 percent are color. In contrast, about 77 percent of all
American homes have color television sets. In elementary schools, there is on the

average one.TV set for every five classroom& In middle and junior high.schools, the

average is one set for every'13 classrooms, and in senior high schools, one set, for
every 1.2 classrooms. About 1.6 million teachershave 11V programming available to
them from whatever source, and we estimate that 100,000 -teachprs within. that

categOry do not have a set available.
Knowing that having a set available may mean many different thin-is, we asked

some detaged questions about where and how that set was used, and vie permitted
multiple answers frOm teichers: 440,000 teachers are estimated to'hive a teleiision

set in their classrooms, about one million teachers have B set. brought into their
classrooms when they need it, and about 300,000 teachers move,school children
from their classrooms to another setting to vIlew the television programming.
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In this area, too, there is only. limited data available' about the instructional
aspects of public radio, except for CPB's 1976 Biennial Survey of Public Radio's
Instructional Service. We do know, however, that 16 stations rely exclusively on
their broadcast chairel for distributing instruclional elementary/secondary
programming, tiiat oneprovides an additional tapelcassette distribution service, and
one station-uses cable for'distributing audio programming. During the time covered
by the survey, no station reported using SCA* to deliver elementary/secondary
progartiming. In spring 1977Nevrark's Public Radio ex'perimented successfully
with SCA iccymbitiatiOn With the broadcast channel for in-school programming
and plans- to ,continue serving the: Newark public schools through SCA and other
mans.

CPB has no data, at present aboiii the use oRidiu/sound in schools or aboUt
-equipment availability. .

4. .
People

The last element of the insfructional television and radio grid (figure I , par
14) focuses on the personnel available among the licensees and some of the serviCes
they provide, and also on the people from educational institutions .who avail
themselves.of these servicest and how the groups relate. t.o.each other.

At the Licensees

Of the 1.29 licensees -that - provide an elementary/socandary type of
instructional delevisiOn service, 98 percent involve non-station personnel in deciding
which ITV programs to bradcast, 4nd 92 percent also involve tfiem in decisions
about when to schedule ITV programs. Only 2.3 percent of the licensees rely solely
on their own staffs to make programming decisions, attd only..7.8 percent to make
scheduling decisions. TypicallY, 'ITV services have advisory committees composed
of teachers, curriculum specialists, administrators and 'state or school district
personnel, among others. Often each school district for which the station provides
an ITV serviceis represented. The stations serve, on the aiOage, 32 school districts.

In addition', 112 licensees .provde utilization services to teachers and other
school personne' to assist them in maximizing the usefulness of the progisanuning.
In 41 percent of these cases, .the licensee staff provides utilizgtron services directly;
in 25 percent of the cases, sUch services are provided indirectly through other
agencies. Assigned licensee and othef agency staffs work jointly to provide these
services in the rest of the Cases.

Another service to people provided by licensees is that of technical support:
seven out oPevery 10 licensees which provide an ITV service alSo provide technical
'consultation about:the reception equipment, and one out of six of these heensees
provides technical .services to maintain the reception equipment in good shape:

It is clear thal for the public television licensees, programming ,distribution
involves a heavy commitment, by them to, serve the people who use the

. programming and to work directly with them in many ways. -. ,,

*Subsidiary Carrier Authorization.

SI
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For /radio, a similar pattern of providing services to the uset and the,
commitihent to user determination of programming is equally appo,rent. Of the 20

licensejes providing a programming service to elementary and secondary education,
12 Oso provide utilization services and technical cónsultation; foul .provide
technical maintenance services. All 20 involve non-licensee staff educators in

-prOgramming and scheduling decisions . through mechanisms similar to those
einployed by the television licensees.

Briefly then, instructional services are more frequently provided by television

/ licensees than by radio licensees. K-12 instructional $ervices are provided by 14
percent of th'e radio stations, but 83 perCent of the PTV licensees. In the case of
post-secondary 'services the proportions are 37 and 87 percent respectilely. If we
look only at those licensees which provide sonic K-12 services, the magnitude of the
differences- between radio and television is not as great but remains substantial in
the areas of full-time instructional staff (20% in radio compared with 53% i
television) and utilization services (65%in radio and 87% in televisioii).

At the Schools .!

Certainly, the most significant research work done by CPB was the 1977
School TV Utilization Study (SUS), which provides quantities of data and, for the

first time, a nationwide Perspective about the. nature and extent of television's use
in elementary through secondary education. CPB is already exploring-a similar
undertaking in higher ethication, but discussion here is limitod to the SUS
information.

Superintendents, principals and teachers were asked to identify the nature of

their contacts with public television s6tions. Ahrst 75 percent of the
superintendents had some contact with the station, siightly less than 62 pereent of
'the principals also reported some contact, bmt only 27 percent of the teachers
indicated contact with the station. Qf course, percentages clotnot tell the full stary,

for More than. 430,000 teachers are included within that 27 percent. Quite
obViously, those contacts .that require the physical presence of station personnel
might be reflected in higher percentages among administrators, superintendents and
principals, who are far fewer in total number than teachers,,and easier to identify

and contact. Much work remains to be done to gain a clearer understanriing of the

role. Of superintendents and principals-in passingalong inform/lion from.stations to

teachers:
Certainly "contacts" between stations and eilucators are. important but,. for

most people, the bOttom line of any utilization study is how many teachers and

students itse ITV in their clessrooms. Until last year, there was no reliable
nationwilie data available to answer, that question. And when the SUS results were
'reported, they.tastonished many. According to estimates from 'this Utilization.
Survey, mole than i .6 million teachers, or about 72% of all the teachers in
elementary and secondary education, had instructional television. prOgramming

available to4 them in the school year 1976.77. Of that. nuniber, 945,000 teachers
were estimated to 'have used television for instructional purposes that year and-

727,000 teachers were estimated to have regularly used television in their

classrooms during 1976-77:Aegular use of ITV was defined in theiurvey question

as use of approximately 15 percent of all the lessons in'at least ohe series; 32

percent. of the nation's teachers uSed ITV regularly, in 1976-77. Furthermore, 58

percent of thpse regularusers inclicated..that 'they used two or more series:
,

2 4
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lEven more significant, 64 percent (945,000 teachers) of all teachers who'had't
both progranimMg and television sets pailable used television for instructional
purposes during 1976-77. Moreover, it is estimated ..that an additional 330,000
teachers used ITV, but not during that 'year. Only, 309;000 teadiers with
programmingavailable have never used ay.

Teachers were also askedto name the series they used and to give tnore
information about the nature and the extent of that lise. Based op their responses; .
we now estimate that (51,000 oY the 727,000 estimated regular users'.could
identify the series and provide such additional information..:The utilization survey

, asked thoSe teachers who use programming regularly to indicate the number of
students with.whom they used each series.

Their responses did not provide an Lnduplicated count of students, since the
same student t watch two or more series with one teacher. ,To eitimate an,
unduplicated c we first Made some assumptions: a) thal ihe 727,000 teachers
who use ITV rdultirly use it with their entire elass whic'h we had foundito.be true
in most cases -d b) that lhe national pupil/teacher ratio is'20.5: I . We thenVere
able to estimate' the rinniber of students who watch ITV-regularly to be about
14,900,000, Because this estimate is to important, we developed an alternative
means of estimating an unduplicated count of studegts. We.conducted a parallel
study that used a silb-sample of:315 public schools to Peach students directly. That

7 study .(funded partly by the Agency for Instructional TelevNin; CPB and NCES)
found that about 35.2.perCent of all the students viewed .ITV It least once during
the preceding four-week period. This figure converts to approximately 15,400,000
studentOvhich falls within 2.9 percent. of the estimate derived from the main
teacher survey,.
' The actual student count-is a fair indication of the' use of programming in the

schools, but professionals need to know,more abont the natured the extent of-
thit use, and about the attitudes of tX Superintendents, prin6pals find teachers

onsible for using the-programming. 'we asked all respondents (whetheeOr not
the d programminwavailable) -superintendents, principals.and teachers- a series, e.'

...of que ems .to provide an overall picture, of curren1 attitudgs towirdVlevisiOn's
instructio I uses. When_ reSpondents were asked to,agrl'For ,disagrebrwitb, nine
staternents.. ble 4), most exhibited positive attitudes towards using televition for

strurtionil rposh. DistzibUtion of the responses was simitar for superinten
entS; principals d teachers. It can be concluded that using television for

instructional purpo $ is favorably regarded. by a rnajority,of teachershrincipals
and superintendents, hile -about '4Q percent of the groups havc,yet to make ti.W
their mind.

All those surveyed were asked to respond to a list of 12 potential rises of ITV,
by rating each as important, nnimportant,orneither..Again there was remarkable
agreement among the three types of respondents. Table 5, which shoWs the\

'response from teachers, reveals that they clearly saw ITV as artimportant means to
extend the range of experiences, available to-students, to present subject matter
where there is not a' specitiFteacher available"(in.music or Aforeign language, for .
example), and to permit individualizati6n of inStruction. It is interesting that 44
rercent saw tdisvision as iniportant fo indiVidualizing instruction, although trios(
teachers do nof use television to permit individualization. Preliminary data tboui
characteristic viewing arrangements for teleision's use in 'Classrooms indicate that
the entire class views programs together in ;almost 6 to 69 percent of the

,
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Table 4,. Attitudes of Teachers Towards the Use of ITV.

Agree _Disagree Neither

1) ITV shows great possibilities for stimulating 1,e07,000 155,000 913,000

teacher creativity- i

2) Teachers, when using instructional television,
lose sorry; of their importance in the classroom
setting.

182,000 1,436,000 657,000

3) The personal relationship between student and 283,000 1,234,000 757,000

lOacher is IPst' when instructi9n0 television is
tided.

,

4) The developmen of more instructional 4elé-
vision programs is waste of time.

.55,000 1,756,000 464,000

5) Teachers don't make ough use of instructional 1,111,000 164,000 991,000

'television, '
6) The use of instructionsi television makes any

subject matter more interesting.
1,145,000 246,000 - 883,000

7) Instructional television inspires students to
greater curiosity and learning.

1,091,000 128,000 1,056,000

8) Instructional television is all right but I feel it
has been over emphasized.

277,000 .` 867,000 1,131,000

9) Children watch enough television at home; they
donit need to watch more in school.

226,000. 1,173,000 876,000

Table 5. Teacher Ratings of the Importance of Various ITV Uses.

Important Unimportant Neither

1) To extend the rage of experiences available 1,723,000 47,000 505,000

to students. .

2) 'To present new materials.. 1,694,000 - 98,000 482,000

3) To provide different approaches for pre- i ,870,000 43,000 363,000

senting material.

4) To reinforce material taught in other lessons. 1,797,000 .80,000 398,000

5) To,bring now resources and/or persons(into 1,833,000 79,000 . 362,000

the-classroom.

6) To motivite students' interest in a subject. ,1,749,000 85,000 442,000

4 .
7) To lighten the teaching load. . 539,000 898,000 837,000

8) To allow tlie teacher to observe the students. 778,000 649,000 847,000

9) To allow teacher and/or students a brief 542,000 . 961,000 771,000

time to reldx,, .

10) To permit individualization of instruction. 1,010,000 403,000 862,000

11) To present subject matter where there is not
a spe6ial teacher (e.g. music, foreign language).

1,226,000 335,000 ' 713,000
. -

'. \
.

12) To serve as a suitable teaching alternative in 776 ,000 707,000 793,000

emergency situations (e.g. school closings, long- %. .

term teacher absences.) . .

. . 26
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elementary, middle and high school viewing situations. In 32 percent of the
elementary schools involved, more than one class views at a time. Only in 3 peicent
of the cases a.re children assigned individual teleVision viewing in elementary
schools. There is slightly more individual viewing in junior and senior high schools.

Television is then by-and-large used for group viewing in elementary schools,
where the set is brought into the. classroom for tlit largest number of teachers, and
in junior and senior high schools, where the class is more commoMy moved to a
central locat ion.

When teachers were asked to identify types of students for which they felt ITV
is most useful, they overwhehningly indicated that it was equally useful for all
types oe studentsbelow average, average and above average. The teachers also
indicated that mint who use ITV prograhis spend time preparing their classes for
and/or following up on those programs, with most spending more time after
viewing than before.

The survey also looked at the training the three groups had received. Eighteen
percent of the teachers had received some training in the use of television for
instruction, ivhile 28 percent of the principals and 31 percent or the
superintendents reported such training. We are in the process now of determining to'
what extent training is related to ITV availability and use. (For example, the survey
indicated that 86 percent of' the teachers. who have been trained .in the us of ITV
.report that ITV programming is available to them, while only 69 kercent of those
without training reported its availability.) Teachers with training tended to be more
positive and--less neutral in their attitudes towards televisions' use for instructional
purposes and the same can be said about principals. At this point, we know training
is an important factor and we hope to learn more from further analyes. The survey
clearly shows that most of the teachers, including most of those using ITV, haVe
not received training, and that ,most of the principals and s4erintendents also lack
training in Use of ITV. There is a big job to be done in assisting teachers and
administratoato make better use of television for instructional purposes.

Conclusion

Although broadcast and nonbroadcast radio and television have been used in
wducation for many years, and individual applications have been well-documerkted,
until recently national data had not been gathered.systematically. Recent iffor s of
CPB's educational activities office have made a good beginning.

The available data reveals that instructional television has become a yore
integral part of elementary and seCondary education than many would...have
thought. At the postsecondary level, television has often been used to provide

,educational services to adult learners nationwide. At each level, success'ful use has
involved a close working relationship between personnel from public television and
education.

Public radio's impact on education is harder to assess, given the relMive scarcity
of data. If one can judge the future based on the enthusiasm of a few of the current
laborers- in the fteld and from the recent aecision of National Public Radio to

- establish an educational serVices" function, it would seem that public radio'
,application to education wilt soon experience a period of new growth and vigor.

27.
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Fm to4 long, the application of telecommunications to education has been
overstated by sonic of its more vocal proponents and under-appreciated by its mote

zealous critics. 'New applications of telecommunications to education are being
implemented constantly. Some will succeed, others will fail. All should be carefully

monitored and evaluated, and the results shared widely.
Many of us in the field believeand the Carnegie Conunission on the Future of

Public Broadcasting confirmed-- that lelecommunications is on the threshold of
more significant service to the educational future of the nation. The ,730 oi so

people who labor full-time for public broadcasting in education are eagei to work

with others who share that conviction. "

Douglas F. Bodwell is director of the Office of Educational Activities

at the Corporation fOr Public Broadcasting. lie has served the,American

Council On Education as assistant director of the Academic Administration
Internship Program and as staff associate for the Offii-e of Ocademic
Affairs, and was assistant to thepresident of Fisk University. In Ins current
position, &dwell is responsible for guiding the growth of CPB:s

. - instructional services at the pre-school, elementary /secondary and
poit-secondary levels. A member of the District of Columbia Bar, he
received the J. D. fr(91n Georgetown University and the A.B. fro n
Colum4i.

Bert Cowlan comments:.

Since the autho-r has-confined him-self to formal instructional programs, I am left
without the opportunity to say anything Mencken-esque abput the increasing use of

public television as a vehicle for Britain's best or as an advertising medium for mul-
tinatidnals--oil or other. Nor do I wish to enter into the old argument about which
was the oldest station in the United States; the claimants .to the title have been

known to doal harshly (at.,NAEB meetings and other such `academic enclaves) with
authors who take the wrong view. Any view is apt 1/3 be wrong.

.1 can offer one comment from personal experience. Mr. 13odwell refers to the

Public Broadcasting Act of 1967. That Act was originally proposed as the Public
Television Act of 1967, and it was not ,by accident (indeed, by the dint of much
hard work, a Ford Foundation grant, a few conferences and some old-fashioned
lobbyingthough it was not referred to as that) that the name was changed to
Broadcastivind, for the-first time, federal money (one out of ten million dollars)

was allocated for educational radio:Since land some good friends and colleagues
devoted a year of mir lives to this effort, the opportunity to mention it here is

irresistible.

26.
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Revel t ing to the Mencken-mode, t must coniess I do not undeistar;d thc
analytical liamewolk the Una! dimensional gild system used by Bodwell I ain
sure there are people to whom it will lie a treasuie !love of substance, hut to me
it seems a bit of overkill to develop a mati ix that says that programs, physical
facilities and people are essential to'produce propel programs.

I would also challenge the implication that public radio has.a less extensive
recold of educational services than public television. As one why entered this bus-
iness of education/communications and technology via WNYE-I'M about forty '
years ago. I think the facts might bear me out . I would like to see some; those

# given in this chapter do not have a reference point . How many stations responded -

out of those queried? The author says there is little data available on public radio.
The "success" of Sesame Street is taken a little too blithely for this com-

mentator's taste. I won't embark upon the argument ; it is well-known that there
are .some other.views.

The point about "colorizat ion in the schools" not having kept pace with color
rogra mining makes me wonder. Is it possible that teachers do not view this issue
N't h the sam*Sillse of necessity and urgency as do public television administra-
fors?CPB's (o?' perhaps PBS's) insistence on certain technical standards (and NPR's

-*reach towards octaphonic sound) has always puzzled me. In this, as in jai other
areds,technology is clearly in the saddle; the public has yet to buck

-That CPB has no data at present about the use of audio commu ications in
schools or about equipment availability borders on total irresponsibil ty, in my
view, eg'pecially considering the comparative costs for programming r dio vs. video
and the recent Schramm findings to the effect that it does not seem to matter
which media you Use for education, it is how you use the media. ( e Might expect
the glaMor of television to bedazzle The public; it seems that thos in public broad-
casting ought not to be so susceptible. (Or, perpaps we need a n "Corporation
for Educational Broadcast ing"?)

Bodwell's sup:Ty interpretations and mine might differ. Ile finds teachers
strongly in favor of ITV, but it' one adds up the "disagree" and "neither" columns
in table 4, a-different picture emerges. What does "neither" mean in the context
of these questions?

Bodwell's point drat "there is a big job to be Uone in assisting teachers and
administrators to make better use of television for instructional purposes" is well
taken and strongly endorsed. B.0

*indeed, L remember an episode that oecurred during the first Alaskan satellite educe-
tional broadcast'. The engineers were lalking Of signal strengths and color tones in themaster
control room. From a small village north of the Arctic Circle came the plea: "Help. This thirm
isn't working." From engineering central in far off Fairbanks: "Go away, Alakaket, we're
busy." 1 was onlVNe visitor but fired two technicians cin the spot -mentally, mit, regrettably,
in fact.

2 9
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InstruCtional Television
Fixed Service: A Most

Valuable Educational Resource

John A. Curtis
Center for Excellence, Inc.

In 1961, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) issued the rlaineilge
School System (Plainedge, LA., New York) an experimental license to initiate what
is believed to be fhe FCC's first authorization to use teleyision circuits in the then
relatively uncrowded 2000-megacycle frequency range to distribute structured,
curricula-integrated programrning.1 L

Plainedge's pioneering not only helped to stimulate the subsequent appropriate
Congressional and FCC actions, but also caused FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee,
long the Commission's most knowledgeablie educational TV.exponent, to say, after
viewing the Plainedge instatlation in 1963, "It may well lie that Plainedge, New
York, will be to education what Kifiy Ilawk, North Carolina, was to the aircraft
industry."2

In May of 1962, the U.S. Confress, recognizing the educational potential of
television, amended its Communiea ions Act of 1934. This amendment provides
for "Grants for Educational Televis n Broadcasting Facilities" (PL 87-447, 87th
Congress).

The FCC, itself a Congressionally mandated.and monitored regulatOry body,
.constructively reacted to this Congressional action by setting aside, in July 1963,
the 2500-2690 megahertz band to provide 31 six-megahertz channelson a non-
exclusive basisfor the then-new Instructional Television Fixed Services (ITFS).

When recognition of the educational significance of ITFS became mo?e wide-
spread and when solid-stale equipment liecame aviilahle, the usefulness of the. ITFS
spectrum became increasingly 'significant. Soon commercial, as well as educational
non-profit svrvices, began to petition the FCC for use of 1TFS channels.

After holding hearings, the FCC, in June 1971, reduced from 31 to 28 the
number of ITFS six-megahertz channels, but ordered that the 28 channels be
exclusively for use in America's nonprofit educational processes. The FCC further
established operating rules and authorities to make the spectrum easy for educators
to provide effective, low-cost distribution for most tybes of eduattional expertise
and materials. Current FCC ITFS regulatkins, for instance, permit the disiribution
of audio-video (TV) programs and hard-copy materials, as well as relay networking.
Their operating flexibility even makes possible, on an experimental licensing basis,
the use of educatiim's most effective teaching methodglogy direct two-way

3 0
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/11

City
schools
(130)

County
schools
(81)

Universities
(103)

.
Religion-
related
institutions
(122)

E(1 uca-
tional
consoi
tia/social
service
organiza-
tions
(51)

e 1. What educational services today extensively use ITES channels as
basic comppnents of theis educational processes*

audio ideo contact between the instructor and the Student. Today, therefore,
for t c first time in history, an instructor is able to 1) teach students in one or more

get raphically remote classrooms on- the basis of direct face-to-face relationships;

2 deliver "written" materials to remote locations from a central point; and 3) has

I w-cost digital circuits available to acess, control and distribute remote computa-

tional power and data bank information.-
Without question, the 19711:CC decision and its associated operating rules

rank in educational importance and potential with the Lind-Grant College Acts of

1862 and 1890, the post-Wwld War II GI Bill, and with the social lights legisla-

, tion and court decisions of the 1960s and 1970s.
America's educators have been given the means to break the shackles of both

time and geographyrestrictions which have heretofore not only limited access

to America's Iwo-way educational processes, but which have also restricted the_ net

productivity of its practNcing instructor to the student body of a single classroom oi

lecture hall.
During 1975-76, the Center ft r Excellence, Inc. (CenTeX)** conducted it sur-

vey called liroject TIMES- TelecoMmunications in Medical and -Ediicational Ser-

vices among a natiottal Sample of 63 ITFS 'operations. As a group, these.operations

represented a national statistical matrix of the then existing 90-odd ITFS system

. operators.
N During 1977-78, CenTeX researchers f(llowed up with face-to-face, system-

( vperations inspections of 23 of the 63 scluiol,.college and university "ITFS opera-

% tionsincluded in the original survey. This national matrix was used to determine

where and how ID'S was being used, and where and why it had gained of lost edu-

.
cational signific nce during the two years since the 1975-76 survey.3 4-

The restudy ound that ITFS systems are makitigernajor contributions to four

major areas America's educational processes and ave beginning to makt major

contributions in two others. These six areas are: 1) public schools, 2) private

schools, 3) graduate schools, 4) Medical schools, 5) social services, and 6) rural

:educational and medical services (see figure I). Survey ftndings regarding each of

the six areas will be summarized.

*Many of t14e graphs in this paper were developed by Alan R. Blatecky, Director, Telecom-

unicattts Operations,.CenTeX.
n IRS-recognized, non-profit, Virginia-chartered, educational/medical/social services research

d resource development corporation centered in Williamsburg, Virginia.
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1ITFSin Public School

.CenTeX restudied II putultesschool ITES systems of the total of 26 surveyed
two years earlier. The restudied school systems are in Newburgh 'and Fiedonia,
New Yiirk: Altoona, Pennsylvania; Birmingham and Jeffeison County. Alabama
(one system carte): lhoward Coumy, Florida; Richardson County, Texas; Long..i.
Beach, Anaheidr. and Fresno. Califoinia. kind Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The major
findingsNI the iestudy piogram foi this sectoi of I'M useis are as follows:

1) All but onc of the 11 opeiations studied have been functioning fo\ (Melt-- --
01 more yeais .soMe for as many as I 3 years.-...

2) As a group, the operators expanded their 4,k,st ems by 12.1 percent during
1977. This compares with an expansion of 12.3 percent projected by the
imaginal CenTeX study.

.

3) One of the I I restudied operations isfor all practical purposesoff the
air. This represents an attrition rate 'of 6.06 percent; a 6 percent rate
had been projected by the original study. (This Off-thp-air system is

. scheduled togo back on the air.)
4) On the other hand, the restudied school ITFS ,stations expanded their

channel capacity by 12.1 percent during 1977. As a group, therefore,'
they had a net growth of 5.5 percent. .

.

5) ' This net growth' was financed by non-federal sources on the basis of the
usefulness of the services delivered to the school children of the s5Itei11s'
constituencies. This 5.5 percent growth rate does not include new Ins
school-installations by new-to-11'ES school managements. (These are
discussed later.)

6) As a group, the. 11 restudied school opeiators plan a 24.24 percent expan-
sion during the next two-year period.

7) The school managements believe ITFS enables them to provide educa-
tion services which could not otherwise bXnade available to their stu-04,

dent I )(lies" Their thinking in this regard is smific and may be summar-
ized as follows:

ITFS can provide the multi-channel services which schoot telecommuni-
cations systems need. Three of the 11 school managements had access to public
.broadcasting channels at the time they did their initial studies on the feasibility of

. ITFS and made the decision to use it. All three gave these reasons for their need to
..,switch frolivne television methodology to the other:

I). To ibrve simultaneously more than one level,of an educational systeM
requires the use of more than (Me or two channels. Limited clumnel capac-

.,ity creates intolerable restrictions on program diversity and also makes
for critical scheduling problems. (Four-channel systems appear to provide

; adequate capacity ,except for operations involving multi-service, consortia-
type operationsQ 41'-.

2) Even the- same Mucational levels have different materials and scheduling
; requirements at different school locations operating under different
; teacher requirements.

3) Only a multiple-channel, school-operated system can bc made into an in-
; tegral and basically important part of the school educational and

3 :
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administrative processes. (u's operating rules and its low-power

iNuirollents. cwIwne to make it easy foi school systems to opeiatc ITFS

systems.)

ItES supplements teacher capabilities. The idea that television leplaces the

teachei is a myth. !TES service does, however, enable theieacher to do a better job.

Vew teachers can possibly teach all the things they inu;i teach equally well. Foi ex,

ample, with writing skills, i teachei may have difficulty demonstiating the correct

fOrm of a letter but, via ITES, the proper graphic presentation can be effectively

demonst rated.

ITa adds teaching services and expertise as.required. con,sider the slow

!camel in a normal clussroom. No teacher cart turn 114r or his back on the teaching

needs of 20 iu moie pupils to give the special attention needed by the "excep-

tional" child. With fus, the slow learner qin be provided with supplementary in-

struction and (by usintk a headset) this instruction can take place in the pupil's

regulai classroom dur*:.,the regular class hOurs. In this way, for instance,

I'M can deliver special reading or math instruction, tailored to meet individual

1)41)11- -requirements, to the below-grade-level student without embarrassing the

pupil.
This same methodology can also be used to provide challenging special pro-

grams for the gifted and high-achiever who finishes lessons faster than the average

pupil.
ITPS can be an effective communicationsas well as teaching .medium.

School administrations can use [TES systems as communications linksWaetween,

themselves and teaching faculties. Fadi school in a syStem develops ils own corps

of teacher-leaders, its own personnel problems, and its own barrage of questions.

Administudqrs can invite faculty representatives from the local schools to meet

with the superintendent and his or her staff,-and such meetings Can be broadcast

via !TES back to the faculty groups who have gathered for the purpose in their

remotely-located school rooms or auditoriums.

IThS circuits protect privacy. ITFS is privacy-protected and, by virtue of its

specialind equipment, closed-eircuit. Thus, representatives can ,present locally-

generated questions and concerns, and only those authorized to do so can be in-

vited to hear the answers and.discussions regarding them. (Under the privacy pro-

visions of the 1934 Communications Act, unauthorized listening in on ITES circuits

is likely to be a felony.) In similar fashion, ITFS can make practical the use of this

same communications methodology for administration/student body liaison for one

or all of the schools within a given school district.

IThS makes possible the specialized daily-living curricula which students

need but which would otherwise not be available. Many .school-aged pupils need

down-to-earth special 'courses, such as How to Open and Use a Bank Account,

What You Should Know about Nutrition, Ilow to Apply for a Job, How to Fill

Out an Income Tax Form, or How to Use the School's Guidance Department

Effectively. Curricula in such subject areas must usually be developed by outside

curriculum personnel. They often even require teaching expertise by non-school

personnel, and usually require one-of-a-kind course materials for which prepara-

tion all teaching dollarsare hard to find, but Which may be made available by

public ben'etactors outside the school system.

'; Plan
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IIIS enables school curricuhun managers to acquile and deliver from outside
sources specialized. but perhaps critically needed, Individual, "how-to-live' courses.

ITFS encourages pupils to be creative. Telecommunications make possible
innovative developMent prow ams which would otherwise liever be initiated. Be-..
cause yoting Ow* feel at home with V, and because TV holds a high level ot
credibility. with them, teenagers are quick to use ITI'S to develop their Own pro-

/grams (and creative talents).

irES is a dynamic teaching tool in the classroom. TV moves effectively and
adds efficiency to the classroom teaching process. Curriculum content can be care-
fully prepared and tested before being regularly-used. '

/TES seriies the homebound pupil more effectively and at lower cost (awn
other methodologies. An ITI'S system can be used to instruct the homebound by
increasing the amount of teacher-expertise that can be delivered and by decreasing
the teacher's travel time. For instance," teacher can present a lesson from a remote
location instead of travelling to the homebound student's location and can simul-
taneousl9 teach studepts at two or more remotely located homes or "special.'
institutions.

TIES can be used to eliminate fear of tests. By enabling a pupil to take, typi-
cal quizzes on his own, Ins can heus4 effectively to prepare the pupil for testing
sit uationsi-both those met during the çool educational process and those that
must be faced in adulthood.

- ,ITFS is-an effective in-service teacher training tool. One good instructor can
simultaneously teach remotely located groups pt. teachers. Teacher representa-
tives from local schools can meet, exchange experiences and share real-life teaching
experiences with their remotely-located colleagues. For this type of application,
I'D'S systems have no peer.

I'M lets pupils use their "open" time constructively. If a pupil arrives early
or stays late for non-school reasons, he or she can go fo the auditorium for special
enrichment programs. Pupils can also view ITFS progrants during lunch o.1 other
recess periods, or when they have completed their lessons ahead of schedule. Thus,

\ an [MS system provides a means to increase thc constructive.use of "open" in-
school time.

ITFS systems have a long life expectancy. With proper Maintenance, even
tube-type ITFS s3fsteins °con provide ten or more years of active, full-time daily
service. When technological obsolescence or equipment redesign occurs, however,
replacement parts become hard to get and mitintenance' is more difficult to
perform.

HT'S puts the control.of education in the teacher's hands. Because of its
multi-channel capabilities, ITHS systems put the cOntrol of the teaching process
where it belongs---with the teacher, not with some schedule arbiter. Teachers there-
fore can use the system 'to meet their specific requirements and the needs of their
individual pupils on a "when, where and what's neeged" basis.

ITFS-delivered school curricula. 'As illustrated by table 1, ITES school sys-
tems are being used to distribute programs pertinent to 'the teaching of varying,

)across-the-board curribulareading and science; literature and health sciences;'

34
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Table 1. Categorical Summary of Curricula'Distributed by
35 I TFS School Systems.

Subjects/
Curricula

%of 35 schools using
I TFS to deliver
specific subjects

Subjects/
Curricula

% of 35 schools using
ITFS to deliver
ipecifk subjects

Arts 'and Crafts 74 Literature 89

Business Admin. Mathematics 80

Business Education 29 Music 80

Community i 3 Nursing/Pharmacy 114

Computer Science
Engineering ' 3 Psychplogy

Public Affaiis
23
40

1

1

!

Foreign Language. 51 Reading 80

Guidance 71.- Religion .... 26

Health/Physical Ed. 74 Science' 86

History 60 Social Sciences 83

Teacher Training 61

mathematics and music-and are especially useful in the teaching of the "basics"
pf school educiition as well as the arts, personal guidance, hygiene and the sciences.

I. Even four-ehantrel 1TFS systems operate during every sihool day. The 35

initially surveybd school systems-even those which are four-chkannel .systems--'

operate each of their channfrls.40-44 hours per week, or more.

What Makes Public Ssehool 1TFS Operations
PrOductive and SuccOsful?

The ITFS systems of the dirmingham, Alabama, City School System .and Jef-

ferson County (adjacent to Birmingham) began operatiOns at about the same time

over ten years ago. Each hAd four channels; each served similar numbers of school-

aged chiidren. After approximately ten years of operation, one system is still going

strong; the other went off the *air last year. Why? What are the requirementS for,

-suicessful operation of an ITFS system that serves education in the.publiq schools?

tenTeX posed these questions to Robert E. Dod of the Birminghain school.

Here are some of the reasons he supplied for Birmingham's successful ITFS record:

I) The top administrators must be behind the project 'that pioneers ITFS

use. From the beginning, Birmingham's school management wanted to
make use Of any ITFS capabilities likely to improve the quidity of theii\

school s)istem's te,aching processes.
2) From .the very beginning, a team of technically and acad micaicy capable

people mug be formed to fuse the thinking and ex lDrince o( their nor-
mally unassociated

3) From the beginning, grass-roots knowledge of individual pupil and teacher
needs must be meshed into the delrelopment and operational use of ITFS.
'Birmingham' has a special office to maintain the needed liaison (two
academicians, one .director trained in the use of ITV programmingond
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experienced broadcast engineer). The librarian in each school is the apo
pointed representative of this office, so that the 1TFS management has its

.8wn 'field commanders at the front lines"lo keep communications open
'in both directions. This results in needs-based services and prompt reaction
thereto. Further, keeping in close touch with teachers and pupils at the
ground-level stimulates their interest; their thinking is promptly and ac-

,curately evaluated, and (to the extent of their capabilities) their vigorous
participation can be encouraged and utilized effectively.

4) Those involved must keep abreast of technological changes and be pre-
pared for them when they, become practical. For instance, .while most
programming in .the Birmingham school system in 1969 was live or on
film, now -as improved tape teclmokigy has becoifie available.- 75 to 80
percent of the programming is on tape. Initially only black-and-white
cameras 4e used; now 80 to 90 percent of production is in color, and
three new color cameras have been purchased.

; Two years ago, when cenTeX, Inc., did its first in-depth 1TI'S survey,
the Birmingham school system was producing-44'percent of its needed cur-
ricula. It now produces more than 60 percent, and another 25 percent of
its curriCula requirements are acquired by swapping arrange,
ments with other Alabama school systems. Only 10 _percent of the re-
quired curricula are now puithased, and 5 percent come from PBS.

ITFS School System Costs

What does it cost to build and operate an ITFS system for public school use?
The 11 public schools participating in the 1TFS update study have made available
their fiscal data. These may be summarized as:

.2

Capitbl Equipment Requirements. Initial capital equipment costs (exclusive
of building costs) average approximttely $275,000 per system. As a system builds
its population and school-site coverage, however, system capital equipment and
installation costs of serving 50,000 to 100,000 students can rise totapproximately
$900,000. When public school systems are expanded to serve 150,000 a more
students, in one instance, at least, capital investment (including building facilities)
increased to $3 million. The capital investment of the 11 restudied school ITFS
systems average $791,721 for a four-channel system.

Annual Operating Costs. Annual operating costs of the 11 restuqied school
systems ranged from a lOw of $44,258 to a high of $738,100, depending on:
I) the number of channels provided, 21 the. number of school sites included in the
system, 3) the number of pupils served, 4) the geography of the distribution area,
and 5) the amount of self-generated materials used' by the particular system. The
average annual operating cost of the 11 systems stildied is $219,000)

. Per-Pupil Costs. The teaching effectiveness of ITFS has been very carefully
documented by all of the managements of the 11 schools studied, as have equip-
ment life and maintenance Gusts. All but one of the operators of the restudied
ITFS systems believe (and most have themselves demOnstrated) that even tubes-
type ITFS systems have a useful lite span of ten years. Using this experience as a
staiistical base, the avetage annual per-pupil Ost of the.11 restudied §ystems is-
R.3.5 for capital equipment amortization, and $3.77 for operating and teaching
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urt"-"

materials costs. This makes a total annual 1TES per-pupil cost of $5.12. a figure
.which includes equipment amortization, all material preparation costs, and all
ITFS distribution system operating and maintenance costs.

t

IIITFS in Private Schools '31

Private-school ITFS systems have been limited almost exclusively to Catholic
archdiocesan systems operated in large cities. Four of these systems came within

the CenTeX restu4 matrix: the well-managed Instructional Television System of.
the Archdiocese of New York, initiated in 1964; the system ofthe Archidocese of
Milwaukee, which began operations in 1967; the technologically-progressive system
of the Archdiocese of San Francisco, started in 1968; and the newest of these
systems, which went on the air in 1976 and which is operated by the Archdiocese
of 'Chicago.

Like the nonsectarian ITFS operations 'of the public schools, the Catholic
ITES systems serve school children. They also seek to serve the spiritual and social
needs of their respective diocesan areas. For example, the Magnificently equipped,
comprehensive CTN/C system in Chicago reports that, in addition 'to serving
143,542 school children, it also provides programming to 2,200,000 people in com-
munity parishes and to 40,000 senior citizens, for a total non-school viewer popula-

i tion of 2,240,000.
Unfortunately, the management of the Chicago system was not willing to make

the requested fiscal operating costs available. It did, however, provide its capital
investment figures, and all requested data were provided by the other archdioceses.
Oh the basis of the figures from New York, Milwaukee and San Francisco, these
systems are obviously as well-managed as they are coMprehensive in matters of:geo-
graphic coverage and services offered.

Capital investment costs of the restudied diocesan systems are reported to run
from $650,000 to $4,000,000. The average capital investment is $1,970,000.
The per-person-Served costs of the Catholic ITFS systems arc, indeed, the lowest
of any similar, major lIFS operation'in the nation- $3.3 for capital investment
and. $3.98'for annual operating costs, for a total .of $4.32 per person, per yeer.

IIIITFS in Graduate Schools

,. For the most part, the use of III'S at the graduate school level is directly re-
lated to dollars and cents and to the educational needs of American industry.
Perhaps that 4 why ITFS systems operated for this level are primarily concerned
with the delivery of courses in engineering and business administration, either for

credit or for employee Improvement.
CenTeX restudied in 1977-78 four graduate-level systems: TAGER in Dallas,

. which hegan operation in 1969 and now serves apProximately 1,000 peisons;
Stanford University in Palo Alto, California, begun in late 1968 and serving about
-5,400; the University of Southern California in Los Angeles, which serves about
1,328 and went on air in 1969, and WETS (Indiana Higher Education TV System),

begun in 1976 and serving a statewide population of 15,440. The total number, of

3 7
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graduate students served is 23,168; From the restudy, CenTeX noted these salient

-facts.:
1) At the graduate-school level, 1TFS services are paid for eithei by the stu-

dent 'or by his employer. Unless, in the opinion ot these two tuition-

, ,payrit sources, the gervice is worth the price, the tuition income stops and,
tfle$ITFS:sis(em that distributes this type of educational service ceases to
functkiii. All four of the restudied systems are produeing sufficient ,nicoine

to be considered economically. viable.
2) Since these systems are dependent dn tuition-type income, the privacy

protection clauses, in the 1934 Conmiunications Act are, indeed, a basie.

factor to their economic survivability.
3) 'Graduate school ITFS systenis usually have longer "working !lours" than

do, for exarriple, public school systems, Aoth have heavy morning sched-
ules, bin public school systems usually stop program distribution 'in the
late .afternoon. Graduate school systems, in contrast, continue,thei r. ser-

Vices, until 9:00 or 10:00 p.m., and their normal daily scliedules begin at

8:00 a.m.five days a week.
4) Though most graduate school systein4 limit their programming to Hie en-

gineering and business instruction needed by. industry, the system opera-:

tors surveyed, however, are beginning to distribute other educational
courses. For example, USC broadcasts .personnel-improvement courses
that viewers in remote indusprial classrooms can watch durnig lunch haunt

on week days.
IHETS (Indiana) gpes the whole way. It is currently .bnilding itself

into a statewide ITFS systeni, unassisted by' Satellite.circiiits. It is already'
distributing courseware in many graduate disciplines, including medicine,
nursing, pharmacy, engineeritig and audiology. It offiks continuing educa-
tion courses, including curricula in mass transportation, labor relations and

nursing home administration.
5) With thp increased insistence by many states for continuing education pro-

grams tO upgrade professional skills in such fields as law, engineering and
education, the graduate "school ITFS system is likely to become,. more

widely used in .the near future, eurrently,"howevei, its use is Innited
primarily to the states of indianajexas and California.

The fiscal, data developed by CenTeX in the restudy indicate the folloOing per-
student costs for graduate level systems: 1) annual per-student cost 01 capital in-
vestment-434.08; 2) annual per-student operating cost+. $ 79.05; 3) total annual
,per-student cost $ 113.13. ,

IVITFS in Medical §chools

One of the fastest-growing uses ojTFS distribution systemssis in the medical

field. State regulatory agencies have become more concerned with the continuing

education,of medical and allied health professionals. In fact; 14 states reportedly

now have requireknents for updating profession'al skills and knowledge for both

doctors and nurses. Wily professional societies now require\their members to take

continuing educational programs periodically.
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'With or Without state or professional association iequilements, and given the
.fast.changing information in the medical fields. health care professionals must have
contMuing education if they are to remain effective. RFS systems can enable
,health caie practitioners in all disciplines to leceive such education dining theii
"open" hours- in the office, at the hospital. m at home- and the pirivacy-protec-
t ion inheient ITFS systems can be nsed to make practical the delivery of medical
progranfining. indluding actual clinical observations, to only those authorized to
ieceive them.

The iestudy project- included personal interview; with the diiectois of four
medical 1TES systems: the one ,oper4;ted by Emory Universi-ty in Atlanta,

7 Geoigia, which seives appioximately 9,000 'medical peisonnel; the, University .ofj
Alabaniallirmingham system serving 900 medical personnel; the Cleveland Metro-
politan III'S system, serving approxiihately 10,000 medical professionals; and the
Indiana University Medical Network, beliewd to be America's first, comprehensive,
statewide medical telecommunications system.

The nation's first ITFS Medical, network went on the air in 1969 in Atlania,
,Georgia. The phoneering operAtion was initiated by. the ripkerton-Fulton-DeKalb
Hospital- ,Authority; was initially funded by the National Medical.. Audio Visual
Center at the National Center fin Disease Conti oe(also in Atlanta); and is very; ably
managed by the Medical School of [ivory University under the name Georgia

,
Regional Medical Televisiou Network (GRMTN).

When . at the ebd of 1971, the National Center for Disease-Control reclaimed
its funded equipment, the P-F-D Hospital Authority and Emory raised the dollari
to replace it. Today. GRMTN not only makes substantial contiibutions daily to
the inFdical capabilities of the -Atlanta area, but the educational impact,of its cir-
culating medical library (with more than 706 titles) today is making educational
.contribiltions through the contiguous 48 states,and Canada.

lii Atlanta. GRMTN daily delivers medical educational programming to 31
niedical i4itutions located within a 25-mile radius of the Emory Medical Sehool
centrarstation. The daily programming averages not less than three hours a day,

1five-days a Week (MOnday-Friday,4). In addition, several times each year, GRMTN
broadcasts to its' ITFS institutional subscribers an entire, coherent postgraduate

Course on it tpecific subject -of timely medical conceM.
Uccause. )11-1 Emory, one of the nation's better known medical schools, and

the National Center for .Disease Control .induce visits by many of the country's
most capable niediihil practitioners tothe Atlanta area, the quality and up-to-date
accuracy of Emory's \medical lecturers are likely to have wide, as'Well as timely,
professional anicl significance. TO nuirke these lectures available to Georgia's
rural doctors, and to facilitate their reuse, GRMTN,early began to record itS lee-

' tures.and to seek "subscribers" for its v)deocassette circulating library.
Thus, GRMTN, believed to be America's first ITFS and the nation's first de-

e wloper of a medical cassette eireulating library, has become a nationally effective,
economically viableand ever-growing factor iii North Arnerican medical educational
processes. Further, both its, telecommunications and library networks have been
targeted and managed to'provide effect hie educational servicesio all levels of the
medical professions (students, interns, residents and practitioners) whether in urban

Otlatita, rural Georgia or efsewhere in the North American continent. The follow-
."41ng shôukt allobe iinted:,althbugh federal funding first enabled Atlanta medicos

to asscss the educational usefulness of an ITES medical distribution system, no fed-
eral funding.has contributed either to the capital ityestnient (to date more than

.
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$347,000) or to the annual operating costs (more tlum $92,000 a yeai) of the
GRMTN since the National Center l'or Disease Control withdrew its equipment in
1971.

. Another ,ITVS medical network also requires special recognition. Whereas

GRMTN is exclusively a privately-funded, single-city ITFS deliveiy operation using

coRntional dehvery services to make videocassettes available to those home-
state, city and rural areas not served by its Atlanta-based ITFS network, Indiana
has built a statewide ITIS system: which todar selifes 38 health care institution%
in 19 cities strategically located in all parts of the state. Like GRMTN, the Indiana
network is managed by a medical school (the Indiana University School of Medicine

in IndiaitapOlisLU.). and its avowed major educational thrust is continuing medi-
cal education for its home State's physicians and allied health professionals. It is

also important to note that, like Emory, LU. serves Exith privately, as well as pub-
licly supported institutions. Like Emory, too, I.U. is building a. cassette library
available for purohase by both in and out-of-state medical practitioners. Although
.the I.U. medical network made its first use of [TES late hi 1969 (shortly after
Emory first begari its ITFS operation), its circulating.cassette library has not yet
attained the scope of Emory's library operation. During 1976, for instance, 33 df
the LU. catalogued medical cassettes were distributed, to 26 institutions outside

Indiana.
The 1.1.1. ITFS medical network, however, includes a-talk-Wack ciituit from the'

38 remote locations senied by the system. This operating feature has enabled I.U.
to provide first-year medical training at seven regional centers. It is reported that-
this system feature has been a contributing factor in the 30 percent increase in thei

annualenrollMent for I.U,'s Bloomington Campus pre-med student body.
Studl, of the Capital investment and annual operating Costs of the four studied

medical networks (Emory, University of Allbania..at Birmirigham, Cleveland TV
Association and I.U.) indicates that average annual cost Or professional served
(including both capital equipment, amortization and opefating expense) is $13.16.
a very low, per-persdii'eost for the delivery (xf critically needed continuing education
and professional comultat ion to a highly technical and specialized field.

,

VITFS in Rural Education

In ChautauqUa County, New York, a micro,wave system is used to establish a
resource-center connection between the New York State University campus at ,
,Fredonia and the prograni production Center of the Chautauqua County Board of'
CooperativEducational Services, From the latter control, ITFS delivers programs
to ten previously established,remdtely-located transhiter installations which, in
turn, regurgitate the 1MS-delivered programs to the rural seryke areas for which
.they were established. It is inteiesting.to note that the translators were initially

.' installed to extend to4rural areas the public broadcasting programs of station
WNED, operating on Channel 17; but whose signal can not be received in many Of
the valleyed rural and urban areas of the cqurify. Thus,- the translators perform a
dual purpose: they distiibute both the 1TFS- and PB&delivered programming at
aifferent.hours of the day.. ,

In resn.o, CaliforhiN the county-managed hool authority uses its ITFS
, .

1
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system to deliver structured curricula to schools with single teachet or limited staffs
who teach at more than one class level. Since theit students are often located

. in mountainous,,low-population areas, 'Fresno's pioneering rms syStem, 141 opera-
otion since 1967, adds the necossary .multi-le-Vel teaching capabilities which such
populations need but cannot afford and therefwe seldom get.

In the Tidewater atea of Vitginia, the Center for Excellence, Inc_ is developing
an all-1TFS system to serve the rural areas of the upper and middle Tidewatet Pen-
insulas; the Virginia Eastern Shore (the Commonwealth's most povertx-testricted
area) and Virginia's rural, eastern southern-tier county area.

Unlike the Chautauqua system, the CenTeX Virginia system has been de'signed

to deliver simultaneously two or more programs, and has the additional advantages
,of system-wide ciicuit protection of privacy and return-cireuit comniunication.
Thus, the system being built by CenTeX in Virginia cap serve as a distributing net-
work for many anal requirements, such as medical services, as well as those of
structUred, two-way-teaching and special education.

Since' an ITFS circuit requires one-fifth (or less) of the dollars and spectrum
space.' needed for the use of satellite circuits, the CenTeX system, like That in
Fresno. is being built "from the ground p rather than from the sky down." Con-
sideration of satellite-circuit use is limited to "long-line" circuit requirements,
which operating requitements,antcommorrier tariff levels may subsequently
combine to justify.

VIITFS in Social Services.

In the -Chicago area, the Archdiocese, as hasbcen previously noted, is using its
ITES system to Olivet: spiritual instruction and diocesan information to an esti-

. -.-mated 2,200,000 parishioners: The same system is also Used to piovide special
programs to more than 40,000 senior citizens.

In. California's Bay :aka, the technitolly proficient Archdiocese of San Fran-
cisco uses Its ITFS-system to provide hospital patients with helpful information re-

- garding theieflInesses..
In the Peninsula area of Virginia, the.Bureau of Educationsfor the-I Ian dicapped

(BEIThof the" U.S. Office of Education (together With the Special Education Divi-
sion of Virginia's Department of 'Education) is.funding what may turn out to be
obe of ITES'Apost draniatic and meritorious contdbutions to social,services edu-

cation.
Known as Project sErr-uP, this program recognizes the immediate peed to up-

grade all public schoOf teachers in the area of special education. under U.S. Public
w 94-142, public .schciot systems receiving federal dollars (and most such' systems

irectly; or indirectly depend on federal dollarS 'for wsttbstantial portion of thcir
funding) pust provide instructionarservices to all handicapped children "in the
least- restrictive environment." To meet these new federal regulations, moSt educa-
"tors believe that all general as well'as special education teachers must be given
structured; Mservice teacher training in thJ highly specialized, ftcld of services to
special children, including the physically .and mentally handicapped and the emo-
tionally disturbed. - .

Under the direction of BEN's Elertn'an L/Saettler, CenTeX's Project SETT-.
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UP enables .a single illtiervice, special education expert to aeliver simultaneously
. the training necessitated by PL 94-142 to ten remote school locations via CenTeX's

two-way telecommiinications delivery system. Evaluation of first-year results from
the use of4his sysiem caused James T. Mick lem, director of the State Division of

`v, Special Education, to remark, "The Cent.eX system may .be the only way we can
meet our obligations under PL 94-142 on a timely and econoillically practical
basis."

Basic System Specifications

CenTeX's Project TIMES included intensive and ixtensive analyses of educa-
tion's telecommunications needs. The, study procedure featured personal inter:
views with administr.ators and teachets from all educational levels to determine
their needs-based thinking regarding tile potential usefulness of telecommunica-
tions. The study also made engineering analyses of all telecominunications method-
ologies available to meet the edu6tor-stated telecommunications needs.

This component of the study clearly indicated the following are basic specifica-
lion . requirements for a comprehensively useful educational telecommunications
system:

Analog and Digital Circuits. EdKationakirequirements necessitate the use of
digital as Well as the more conventiokal analog circuits. Analog transmission is re-
quired for TV (audio-video) signals; digital circuits are needed for efficient, low
time-and-dollar costs for hard-copy transmission and for accurate access to and re.

trieval from remotely located computer power and memory45anks.
Real-Time Capability. Live (question-and-answer) interchange between instruc-

tor and students is essential for the effectiveness of many types of structured cur-
.riculum delivery. %

Easy tlser Access, Quick, easy communication between instructors and stu-
dents.signifieantly improves the effect iveness of most typeS of structured curricula.
Qiiick, easy instructor access to program production systems facilitates the effic-
ient:development of effective curricula. Putting tools directly in the hands of the
user (be it a carpenter's hammer, a secretary's typewriter, or a teacher's telecom-
munications-delivery or curriculum-production "tool") usually significantly im-
proves end-product capabilities and reduces end-product costs.

24-hour Availability.- Only by distributing structured educational curricula,
at least between the hours of 6:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m., can many of America's
unfilled educational needs be met, and the per-student costs of telecommunications
delivery systems'rehced to viable economic levels. Further, some post-graduate
and craft-skill educational processes (such as medical and blue-collar industrial up-
grading programs) require multi-shift (or round-the-clock). delivery. capabilities.

Multi-Channel Availability. The curricular requirements and schedules of dif-
ferent student bodiesespecially at the pre-schoal, primary, elementary and sec-.
ondary levels-- usually vary. An effective educational delivery system must there-
fore. have Multi-channel delivery capabilities to meet simultaneously the varying,
teacher-dictated needs of different student bodieseven those located in the same
geographic or operational ju'risdiction.

One-Way Audio-Video plus Audio-Raturn Capability.. In some instances, Such
as engineering and business adininistration education, although audio-video cir-
cuitry is fequired from the instructor to the student, only a voice-return circuit is
essential from the student back to the instrilt.

..T
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Two-Way Audio- Video Capability (in special cases). Learning and use iesults
have xlearty demonstrated that two-way audio-video circuitry is essential to the
effective teaching of sonic medical subjects, to the making of diagnostic/piesclip-.
five medical and psychological analyses, and to distribution of laboratory or clinical
courseware and skill training. Further, in many instances, cost-effectiveness, as well
as teaching efficiency, justify the added costs of two-way both-way educational de-
livtry systems.

Privacy-Protection Availability. The Educational Broadcasting Branch of the
Federal Communications Commission has stated in writing that it believes that tile
privacy-restriction and penalty provisions of .the I 9c34 Communications Act apply
to the information transmitted by ITES systems. Under these provisions, just
"listeging in" on FITS systems constitutes a felony.

Circuit-privacy protection is essential to the use of telecommunications for the
distribution of many educational services, such-as those based on tuition ft:es (to
protect the tuition-paying requirements essential tO their economic viability) and
those for which privacy Is essential, such as psychiatric treatment.

The Ecimomic Practicability Factor. To be economically practical, educational
telecommunications systems must either increase student access tweducational pro-
cesses or increase nstructor twability to the extent necessary to pay for their

v.
costs and to justify the efficient use of available spectrum space.

The Usefulneis Rating Factor Even though an educational telecommunications
system may he justified by. its use and economic viability factors, a subjective eval-
uation or judgment) must answer one over-all question: Just how well and how
deeply can an educational telecointnunications system be integrated into a given
educational process?

. The importance of the last questimi is emphasized by Helenl_ Clower,'who
hejped pioneer one:of America's first comprehensive- and operations-integrated
III'S systems-. the Anaheim,' California, City. Elementary School District [TES
system. Anaheim has had 13 years to evaluate its, [TES system; based on results, the
Anaheim television system has been allocated 4.2 percent of the 1977-78 instruc-
tional dollar. Three key points contributed to its Success:

The Anaheim [TES syslenCtmahagement first.made grass-roots studies to-
determine their comniunications needs. .

Based on a definitkin . deiermined by both teachers- ana administrators
of the school system's major coMmunicat ion needs, the ITFS system man-
agement developed and published specific communication system goals.

Based on these clearly, defined needs and succinctly stated goals, the Ana-
heim ITFS system management* proceeded to establish specific procedures
to implement its objectives. I

Anaheim's fact-based, operations research and fact-based .decisions have un-
doubtedly been among the key factOrs- which have made its FITS system an inte-
gral part of the school system's operation. Further, because the RFS system is in-
tegrated into the school academic program, its usefulness can be regularly and ac-

curately eviduated and its position as a budget-line item can be made clear at budget

time.

Matching Telecommunications Technologies

Based on mote than five years Of continuing research, CenTeX analyzed all
of the teiecomMunications methodologies today availatile to meet one or more of
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the requirements which studies have indicated as majoi requirements of an edu-
cational/medical telecommuuications cklivery system. Table 2 (pp. 44-45) lists the
basic practitioner-stated system comMunications capabilities (I I in all) and ana-
lyzes the nine major telecommunications technologies today available to distribute
educational,.rehabilitative, medical and social-services programming. Technical limn;
itations and other salient factors appear to make unnecessary any further consider-
ation of three of these nine methodologies. Referring to t'able 2, these three are:

_AM Hmadcasting: Videocassettes (are useful to store information, but some
delivery-system capability must be provided. Cassettes are not telecommunicatfons
delivery siestems); and Special Plume Circuits. Without *ide-band circuitry on
system-wide bases, the use of common-carrier telephone company, jacilities for
educational/medical audio-video one-way and two-way Oogiaminingis economic
suicide. Recent comparison of estimates for a two-way audio-video circuit for a
CenTeX studio-transmitter link of about 1.4 miles showed that ITESdauld supply
the same circuit capability as the Bell System for approximately onell hijd of the
phone company's quoted cost.

Each of the remaining six communications technologies in table 2. however.
can effectively provide, educational/medical telecommunications for differing
types of program objectives and program content.

FM Multiplexed Circuits, Commercial and Public Radio

FCC rules currentikuthorize the Use of a 6000-cycle spectrum component
of a 30,000-cycle FM -radio channel for the modulation of a subsidiary discrete
channel which, in effect, "piggy-backs" on the main FM farrier. Since the use of
this Subsidiary Cummunications Authority (SCA) channel does not noticeably
deteriorate the reception of the listener of the programming on the primary station
channel. FM operators are happy to make bi-product, productive .use (and "sale")
of the SCA channel. Special low-cost SCA receivers (selling for $55-$80) enable
listeners to receive SCA.-distributed piogramming.*.

Currently, this "second" channel is being effectively used to distribute data
and information, narrow-band musical programmAng (such as Mrizak) and slow-scan
television programs. Further, the SCA channel can modulate special audio Receivers
for the visually impaired, homebound and aged, teletype machines for the deaf, and
Waffle machinesdr the deaf and bUnd.

Rental .of tnrFM Sulisidiary carrier circrritviof 50,000-watt stations currently
is running between $3,000 and $5,000 year. In the instance of the commercial'
statiop, the rental payment is likely to-take the usual format of direct-dollar pay-
mew i'br the SCA thannel use; for the non-prolit Public Kadig station, the channel
rental *merit is likely to be made in the form of a gift.

Experience shows drat the ground.pat tern of the SCA channel of a 50,000-Watt
.FM station, has a 25-30 mile.radius4 or a ground coverage of approximately 1,962
miles:

The currently low. FA channel cost, the low cost of individual receivers, plus
the large propagation .area served py a 50,000-watt FM station combine to make
this telecommunications methodology *an ideal one to deliver narrow-band signals,._
such as those for the handicapped mentioned above.

Sections 73.294 and 73.319 of(the FCC's rules describe the operoing privileges and restric-
tions of SCA channel use.

4 .0
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Table 2. Telecommunications.Technologies: Educational/

Communications Analog . Iligital Real- Easy 24-hour Multi-

TechnolOgy circ. V arc, time user avail- .channel

cap. access ability

.AM Broadcast
Stations yes no yes no Yes no

F M Multi-plexed
Circuits yes yes yes no yes no

Videocassettes/, yes yes no yes no yes
Audiocassettes

Public
Broadcasting

Norrnbl Telephone
Circuits

Special Phone
circuits

CATV Circuits

yes no yes no Yes no

yes no yes yes yes yes

yes

t
yes yes yes

.

yes

.1- -

yes

.

yes yes' yes
,

yes yes yes

1/4

Satel I i te
Circuits yes yes yes no yes yes

I

ITFS Circuits yes yes yes yes . yes .yes

*
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Psychormodical Rbquiremants vs. Capability and Ceti,

'.1 2-Kev 2-nsly Privacy Economic Useful- Applicability to educational, rehabilita-
' voice video practic- ness tive, medical and wcial services program

ability rating* distribution.
rating'

Meets few of the edutator .specified
no no np C D requirements for a telecommunications

,. delivery system.
..

.. _ _ ......_ ... . ___

Useftil for some applications: such as
no no yes B B teletype circuits for the deaf; audio

circuits for the blind; slow-scan TV for
educational purposes.

no no . yes Useful as a storage medium; does not
provide real-time access; has limited
privacy; requires additional delivery
system toreath student populations.

useful only tor general Information and
no , fy). no D C distribution; no privacy; excellent medium

for cultural development/enrichment
programs.

No video, no digital capability; but uie-
yes no yes A f ul for non-video distribution and student

talk-back circuits in audio-video-out
systems.

0
Wide-banil circuits often not available; are

11

yes: yes yes D usually costly when compared with Othr :

media circuitry.

yes yes yes B B Not available in many geographtic areas;
often does not have 2-way capabilities,
which can be costly when available.

* . Equip. Ccistly, not easy to install/operate;

yes yes yes D useful for single-channel dist. to sparav
. settled areas. Req. 5-6 times other media

frequency spectrum and dollars.

yes yes yes A A Only available methodology capable of
meeting all educator-developed system
specifications.

*A .2 Good

Walt
C n Poor
D= Not useful

1 6

"r;.'
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Alt4ugh SCA circuits cannot provide two-way capability, a telephone circuit
can be rated for this purpose. It is important to note that, though protected by
.the privacy provisions of the 1934 Communications Ad, SCA receivers are inex-
pensive and-elatively easy to obtain and/oi make. Unauthorized persons may
therefore be able to eavesdrop, and the privacy of an SCA circuit is, of course, al-
ways open to all who have .receivers tuned to .the SCA channel serving a specific
geographic area. . ,
Public Broadcastink,--TV

To assess, wired y the educational usefulness of Public Broadcasting V, the
following factors regarding this telecommunications methodology must be con-.
sidered

Public TV must compete with commercial TV for the general listener's inten-
tion. Public TV station managefhentsi therefore:

1) Must develop programming which contains a high percentage of enter-
tainment rppeal;

2) Mug maintain costly studio equipment and the specialized, expensive staff
able to meet the standards of conipeting commercial entities;and

3j.....Must maintain high-powered transmitters to produce the audience num-
bers and broad public interest essential to their survival.

Because Public TV stations are costly, high-powered operations designed to
distribute programming over a wide geographic area; it i& difficult to'.make them a
"teacher's fool." In most instances, there is a substantial studio crew between the
teacher and the 'finished educational program, and it is difficult to produce (or
justify economically) the development of spbcific Programs for un, by specific stu-
dent bodies.

. ,

Even when the needs-based curricula are available, Public TV cannot provide
the flexible schedule required to meet the varying needs of multi-:school operations
and.locations. For instance, high capital equipment and operating.costwd avail-
alile frequency spectrum have limited the number of Public jv broadcasting sta-
tions in $iven geographic areas to one--and soinetinieS two programmable chan-
nels. Educators point out that a single school district usually requiresithe use oft

ix* more t han two channels and that the geographic area served by. a kublient station . ,

usually includes four or more separate school system operations.
Harlan N. Levich, assistant director of the Instructional Resources Radio-TV.

Office, Long Beach, California .Unified School District, summarized this point*
as follows:

The two-year feasibility study . indicated . . the Instructional Television
Fixed Service system .. . was much loss expensive than a cable, VHF, or UHF
system and the four channels provided four times as much flexibility in program-
ming as any single channel. The FM system also gives us a privacy not otherwise
available for thou% times when we wish to broadcast strictly fOr "the team."

Three other factors make it difficult for Public TV to meet the needs of
America's structured-curricula educational processes:

._ During evening hours, Public TV stations must use tileir distribution power

*ln a memo to his teachers.
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to deliver general-interest programs. Their services ate therefore not,avail-
able to educators during a tiine period critical to the delivery of parent and
professional training.
Public TV is a one-way audio-video system. It thereldre requires an added
system to provide either an audio or audio-video return circuit when
needed.
Public TV stations are general broadcasters, aRd thus the privacy pro-
visions of the 1934 Federal Communications Act do not apply to the pro-
ramining they distribute. Public TV accordingly cannot meet many of

education's most critical distribution needs requiring such protection
(such as psycho-medical, medical and tuition- or fee-based and special
educational programs).

A recent survey by Virginia's Slate Department of Education appears to sup-
port the validity. of the preceding assessment. During 1976, the DePartment 'sur-
veyed approximately 6,000 (about 9.3 percept) of Virginia's total public teaching
stiff. Since it hid been spending almost thrte million dollars a year to help support
Virginia's five public TV stations, the Department wanted to know what its dollars
were producing educationally.

Approximately 3,500 of the 6,000 teachers answered the questionnaire. Asked
fin "judgments of the effect of public instmctional television (Public TV broad-
casting) on .student learning," the percentage of responses to the seven questions
asked were as follows:

_ Improved it greatly 7% ,
Improved it somewhat 27
Improved it slightly 1 8

Had no effect on it 10
Had a slight negative effect on it 0
Had a substantial negative effect on it 0
I do not know 38

100%

In other words, only 7 percent of the sespondees considered public broad-
casting an important factor in student learning, and only 34 percent believed Public
TV broadcasting is an even "somewhat" effective teaching tool.

As a distributor of general, cultural and educational prOgramMing (rather than
structured, needs-based educational programming), however, public tVs-broadcast--
ing probably has no equal in the educational TV-field.

NormalTelephone Circuit&

The senior citizen of audio telecommunicatiops, the normal telephone cir-

spring, teleconferenting methodologies, are 'probably most underpubcized
cuit, which is almost universally available, and its ul

licently

developed off-

of all available educationally-useful telecommunications delivery tools.
All over the nation telephone circuits are being used by educators for talk-back

purposes (from StOent to remotely-located instructor). ,Depending on many
factors, including distance, the useNof common-carrier telephone company circuits
for talk-back 'purposes (provided audio-only communications is required) is both
effactive and practical.

In at least one instance, the lowly stiTlard telephone circuit is actually being
.

.,
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used by a state-wide, out-going, educational delivery,sy stein. The University of
Wisconsin's Educational Telephone Network (ETN) is a system that supplies an
instant and personalized educational channdl to more than 1 40 Wisconsin commun-
ities. Wisconsin's Lorne A. 'Packer reports that during the 1976-77 academic yeai,
FIN served approximately ,30.000 people moiled in more than 100 different.
courses at average per-student contact-hour cost of 25 cents.

Using telephone .company circuits. Wisconsin has also developed a system
which provides the means to transmit simultaneously both, audio and visual mater-
ials. hi this application use of telephone lines, images appear on a scieen at listening
sites at the same time the instructor draws them on an electrowriter. Thus, even
relatively difficult comseware involving equatitms (such as calculus) can be deliv-
ered simultaneously to a number of "classroom" stydent groups remotely loL:ated
from the instructor.

When narrow-band (3,000 cycles or less)_transmission can adequately transmit
the desired, information, the use of the commonplace,ubiquitous telephone circuit
obviously merits serious consideration by educators.

CATV Ciicuits

The uniquevand_pioneering Shawnee Mission School CATV system (Shawnee
Mission, Kansas) clearly demonstrates film CATV circuits can be-highly effective
tbr one-way audio-video, non-interactive, and non-realltitne transmission of school-
level structnrededucational currictila.

New York University's equally effective pioneering use of two-way ('ATV to
create a real-time system to serve senior citizens ip Reading, Pennsylvania, demon-
strates quite -clearly the potential of two-way CATV-based systems in tho field of
sbcial services.

Despite these successes, however, CATV's subscriber growth rate leas not been
as dramatic as once expected, and in most vographic areas CATV_systems reach
less than 30 percent -of the pojSulation and locations needing telecomm.unications-
delivered educational/medical programining. Eurther, few conmiunities currently
have readily available, as does Reading, two-way CATV systems capabilities.

Until two-way, wired city and county CATV installations twcome more widely
established, the national educational significance of CATV in America's structured-
curriculum procestes is likely to be restricted.

Satellite Circuits

In 1972, faculty members of the University of llawaii and their Project
PEACESAT (using NASA's ATS-1 ) demonstrated sahat satellite communications
methodologies could effectively distribute tlyi-way, audio educational infonnatkon,
whether structured curriculum or seminar-type discussion.

Also during 1972, a thorough technical report, prepared tb)- a comniittee of the
National Academy of Engineering* by Donald (3. llagg. manager of the Advanced
Systems Concept Development and Research Department, 1./S. Postal Service,
ml.ide clear the _usefulness aneachievable economies of satellite circuits for the
delivery of bulk quantities of -information between America's 125 largest cities-

.
.

*The Advisory Cominnittee of Issues in Educational Technology.'

#.0"..- 4
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provided the satellite circuits were used during the night hours, when satellite
traffic was anticipated to be light and tat iffs, therefthe, low.

Also 'for (he sante NAE Committee in 1972, I pioduced a report that projected
the pbtential usefulness of satellite citcuits in delivering educational and medical
programming to the Appalachian, Rocky Mountain, and Alaskan Incas and over-
seas U.S. territories.

Since 1972, few, if any, really basic and major new answers to the how, what,
when, where and how much questions about the educational use of satellite have
been made. For instance:

It then could, and still can, be clearly demonstrated that- most intragate
educational/medical traffic in the contiguous states can be more eco-
nomically distributed by means of private microwave or common-carrier
systems (especially if audio-video transmission is required) than by satel-
lite systems. Accordingly, perhaps educators in the 48 contiguous states

. will find that the iise of common-carrier satellite circuits on a when-
needed basis will nitet any satellite-circuit requirements necessary to main-
tain communications contact with out-of-state resource centers and ex-
pert ise.

,

Just what speatruin spade, other than that already allocated in 4-7.c- and
11-13 gigahertz bands for satellite use, the FCC and the forthcoming 1979
World Radio Conference will make available for educational satelli4es is
still not clear.
Tsl,piElity and willingness of any but federa l. jurisdictions to meej the
continuing and staggering capital equipment and operating costs orduca-
tional sataite circuits has yet to be demonstrated.

There arc, however, two proven facts about educational satellite circuits:
1) They require five to six times more frequency spectrum space than do, say,
coin arable earth-bound 1TFS systems capable of providing the same telecommuni-
catio s capabilities; and 2) Exclusive of the substantial costs of launching and main-
tainin a communications satellite, satellite ground equipment requires a capital
equi nent investment that is at least twice that of earth:hound systems with com-
parable capabtities.

Most educators therefore believe that educational telecommunications systems
should be built from the ground up, not from the sky down.

ITFS Circuits

Although the .asessments in table 2 of the generic types of avAilable telecom-
munications systems are, I believe, quite accurate, when considered as a total data
group, they -might imply. that .ITFS is the only truly useful educational telecom-
munications technology. Such a deduCtion would, of course, be far from correct.
As has been made clear, for certain, educational and social-service purposes, other
telecommunications methodologies can be just as effective and more economical:
The fact remains, however, that 1TFS is the only telecoMmunications methodology
which most of those knowledgeable in telecommunications, based on their own use
of media, consider critical to the intensive, comprehensive, nationwide effective
use of telecomMunications in educational, rehabilitative, medical-, and social ser-
vices operations. But, even the listing of its piany unique technical capabilities and
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significant educational applications does niit tell the full story regarding ITI'S's
present and future potential significance.

.

Growth Rate and Expansion Potential of ITTS:.

During 1976, when CenTeX studied 63 of t9çapproxiiiiately 90 FITS opera-,
tions in :the United States, these operations wer serving more than four million
students Extrapolating these data.to the total nomber of ITFS Operations then in

a
the United States, it has Been estimted that ITFS systems in 1976 were serving
apProximately 7,500,000 students.

As part of its continuing effort to keep itS' study of educ. ational technology up-
to-Jate, CenTeX reviewed-*federal winmunications records during May 19771 The

results of this reView are summarized.in table 3.
As table 3 indicates, during the4 8-month periokl :following t he initial CenTeX

study, ITFS overall expansion was 18i91 percent; licensees and applicatts had in-
creased from approximately 90 lo 103, and the actual number of channels in opera-

tion Vos 497.

Tabige31Statistics on the Curreni Status of 1TF% Nationwide1

T..,
'Number of ITFS licenses 99

,...

Number of channels in operation 497
Average of number of channels per operation 5

s.

Nurgber of additional channels requested 50
4 lncrase in number of channels 10%i

. ,

Number of new applicants for systems 4

Number of channels requested- 44
Average nörliber of channels per_ applicant 11. ..,

Increase in numbetrosystem operators , 4% _.,..,
..

Total number of licensees and applicants 103

Total number of channels .
., 591.-

k..
.

Average number of channels per opgration ,
5.8

Overall exp sign of ITFS '''''''- .

Number of sep te licenses issued is 193 -,

: Number of new lic es t. 39
, Total number of licenses .

. . 23? .
i . .

.z,

.
.

Public
Schools .

52%
._

.

I,
.

Prite
Schools

10%

- .. -

Graduate
, Schools .

. 33%

Medi :
ckne

5%

Source: Data are from FCC records and are current as of May 1977..
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The May 1977 review of .FCC records also. made clear that two services
rural-area and social-services providerswere beconiing significant users of 1TFS

..._... .

telecommunications dist ribut ion systems.
Of significance are these facts).

In May 1977, America's ITFS systems were serving more than 7,500,000
students at all levels of education.- from pre-school through senior citizen.
The currently in,place ITES systems are located in areas where more than
38.42 percent of America's poplilation live'. (See figure 2.) With appropri-

c, ate expansion, therefore, existing ITPS operations could effectively deliver
educational, rehabilitative, medical and social , services progrqmming
to 78,086,745 -Americans, and provide the two-way audio-video and/or
audio return-circuit capabilities required to make many ptajor phases of
these Ntlf basic public services effective.

1.

Other major factors regardmg the distribution scke and rowet of ITES de-
livery systems are discussed in the following pages.

The lower Portion of the bar indicates the percentage
of the national population currently being served. The
upper portion of the bar indicates the pereentage of
the national population that could be served by exist-
ing ITFS systems.

K-10. COU.tolt P*OPISVONAL TOTAL
IDUCATION

NR

figure 2.,Servtee areas of corrent ITFS systems:
7

or*
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Figure 3. Per channel viewing populations.
, .

Intensive Use of Available Channel Spectrum
,

It is importani to note that the average viewing population of a public school
channel 18'18,100 pupils (see figure 3); that of a medical school channekis 2,400
"studentr; that of the average private school 10,800 pupils; and that of the average
graduategfhool channel approximately 500 students. ITFS really makes heavy-duty
use of itsiassigned Sf.mut runi..sp ace .

.

4

Potential Application and Capacity of One ITFS Channel

'As figure 4 so clearly demonstrates, because an ITP channel is sk-megahertz
. (six Million cycles) wide, and beFatoe the FCC has not nly recognized the vary-

, . A J:::;' 0 4
r . 5a. .. @

s. 4

.1
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Figure 4. Potential number of circuits available.per ITFS channel.

ing telecommunications needs of edutation but also has adopted rules that ease
the use of ITFS systems to meet these need'', one ITFS channel. can be used for
many types of transmission. For instance, a chandel can be used to proyide trans-
missioneither for a single TV circuit dr for the transmission of 400 slow-scan cir-
cuits`for 650 'audio-onry circuits or for 1,050 computer access and i;ontrolcuit'

Multi-channel Capability of the ITFS Spectrum

Because there are 28 contiguous six-MHz channels available in the ITFS spec--
,trum and because ITFS propagatio

(1.1

is line-of-sight, ITPS chamiels (if their appli-
cations ate appropriately engtneered and their use limited to earth-bound systems)
have sufficient Capabilities and capacity to meit all currently projected nation-

54/
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-wide education and health-serviJe telecommunications delivery system needs, ex-'cept for the 100 largest American cities.
Given consortimn-operated telecommunications system objectives and manage-

ments and the advantage..of the non-competitive time lequirements of the yam rus\
educat ional/medical services, the TITS spect r um, as cm lent ly enginee! ed , may ev n
be capable of meeting all of the nation's educational/medical telecommunications
delivery needs except in the 50 largest cities. Progress in telecommunications com-
ponent!), and system design will, it is hoped, someday iikke it possible for Ins
to develop the capacities needed to meet (or more neatly meet) all of Amoica's

t future educational and health needs.. .
-

1-30

Practical, AvailableLow-cost Production Techniques

Educational use of ITFS focuses on the communication of information and
know-how, and it need ilot compete with connnercial television for viewer atten-
tion. PITS emphasis is on information transfer and interactive teaching and learn-
ing. The effectiVeness of most educational programming does not depend on the
slick production standards so critical to the success of general TV broadcasting.

FCC regulations for ITES recognize this fact and.pormit educators to jeduce
the technical production standards normally required for broadcasting. This can

?A mreduce ITFS production Gosts ,as uch as 75 percent, and thus innovative ser-
vices (e.g., two-way, audio/vi eo teaching) become both feasible and afective.

Lower Capital Investmieat and Operating Costs

All these factors make the capital investment arid operating costs of III'S
telecommunications delivery for education and medicine the lowest of any avail-

able today. For instance, an average ITES transmitter/receive.r s'ation currently
costS approxUnately 1100,000-$150,000, compared to $1 ,000,000-$3,000,000 for

a public television transmitting-Only station or $350,000 to $400,000 fin a compar-
able satellite transmitter/receiver station, plus the cost of a csiinplementary ground
network .to make the use of' such system comparable to %%fiat (US already of-
fers at ground level. (It is important to note that one audiNvideo,satellite,circuit
costs six times the frequency spectrum of its ITFS counterpart.)

ITFS Is Cost Effective

Figure 5 shows- the average per student cost. of delivering educalion via ITFS
systems to the-major studAt bodies served by the nation's ITFS operations. It will
be noted that the figures for each major student body population include capital
equipment depreciation as wel) as total annual operating cpsts.

Of particular interest are the school figures. The average public and private
school annual per-student cost -for die type of !TES school service described in de-
tail in this paper is $5,67 per year. It is to be noted that the National Center for
Education Statistics in the 1976 edition of The Condition of Educati)l estimates
that the current per-student annual school vst averages $1,300. In Ater words;
the cost of providing IV'S systems to America's schools Is less than one-half of one
percent of the total per pUpil average annual cost of American school education.

The- cost of ITFS services for the distribution of medical education is even
more infinitesimal. The annual tuition cost at some medical schools today is more

55
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than $12,000. Using, however, a much lower annual tuitfon cost, say, $6,000, or
half that of the George Washington anii Ceofgelown medical-schools in the nation's
capital, the cost of MS distribution ($1361) is less than one-quarter of one per-
cent of the annual medical school tuition fek.

,

ITFS Generates Its Own Economic Viability

Today, ITFS is the only major educationaktelecommunications methodology
generating its own operating support dollars.

How would public television and public radi survive without the regular,
annual appropriation of ,the millions of federal and s ate dollars which keep such
operation alive and eipanding? How extensive wbuld be -the educational use of
satellite circuits (although there would be .spme, of course) were the supporting
millions of federal dollars Nd "free" sat flite circuits not annually appropriated

5
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. - .

by Congress? Where are the educational cable and FM-rmultiplexed circuits,that ate

,-"cariying their own freight?"

ITFS Has Sound Operations Management

Today, ins educational/medical telecommunications systems have an annual

expansion rate of 123 percent,5 without the infusign of funding from any federal

so II WC.

MIN has ITFS survived without the underwriting provided by Congress for

satellite, public broadcastMg, and some other esoteric fedetally-funded educational-
telecommunications systems? It survives this lack of federal support because opera-
tors of !TES systems have learned to manage their operations so effectively in the
public interest that they arc getting by without annual subsidies from the federal
trough. What would ITFS do for education if it were given the federal suppott,
under t he direction of qualified project officers, that its record merits?

(In the interests of accuracy, it should be noted that during the late 1960s,

federal funds were made available to establish ITFS operations, and that HEW's
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, under.proAct officers II. L. Saettler,
P. A. Andereck, and M. J. Norwood, is currently providing major federal interest
and support to III'S when used tor Ihe delivery of services affecting the handi-

capped.)

ITFS Is a Democratic Telecommunications Methodology

Because. RFS transmission is line-of-sight and uses very low-powered, relatively
simple eqUipment (which can be safely and easily used by non-technical personnel),
and becauk ITFS systemvare low in cost (compared with comparable public TV,
satellite and CATV systems), total school, college and social-service organizations-
whetlier publicly or 'privately controlled-can afford FITS capital equipment and
operating costs. Further, they are readily, able to determine local needs, which is
essentiallo the effective use of IDS fop the distribution of services to local or
small regional populations.

Unlike public- broadcasting, satellite stations and telephone systems, ITES

can, therefore, be used to meet precisely local scheduling and programming re-
,. quirements, and can be controlled by local, private and public authorities. ITFS

is the only major telecommunications technology that permits fUll recognition
.of two cardinal principles of American democracy: the local control of education

- and the diversity of its objectives and management. Yet, krts technologies
without negating the principles of local and diverse control- can effectively estab-
lish ground-based regional, state and even national telecommunicationsiietworks.

Barriers to Egalitarian Education

Without question, America has created the worles most democratically-orient-
ed system of education. Despite eyt Marian legislation, judicial actions, and ever-

increasing dollar appropriations at all levels of government, however, the world's
most comprehensive educational system is in dire trouble. This assessment is based

on mahy factors, including the f011owing:

,..5 7, go
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Many American voters believe the spiralling costs of education arc unjus-
tified by either inflation and/or increased instructional scope and quality.

,.(Voters approved 74.7 peicent of school bund issues in 1965; only 46.3
percent in 1975.6 And, witness the recent 2-1 passage of lkoposition 13
by California's voters and similat legishit ion elsewhere.)
According to figures compiled for the Advisory Committee on Issues of
Educational Technology, National Academy of Engineering, the con-
straints of time and geography arc primary reasons lbr the current failure
of the coUntry's educational.processes to meet 50 percent of the nation's
critically important educational needs.7
Education is the only major American industry that fails to make major
use of modern technologieal.developments to increase the scope and distri-
bution of education services and to increase ihe net productivity of its
"workers" and "execut

What are the barriers to national consideration and use of an educational tool
which has demonstrated for almost ar-decade its effectiveness and economic via-
bility aL all tevels of education?

In -May of 1962, the Congress of the United States, recognizing the educational
--potential..of television, amended its Communications Act of 1934' to provide for
"Grants for 'Educational Television Broadcasjing Facilities" (P1, 87-447, 87th Con-
gress). The adjective broadcastingrather than educational -has been emphasized
by most Presidential proclamations, -and in decisions by Congress, educator study
groups and state legislatures. .

T-he Federal Communicatityns Commission alope .has coditred to protect the
original intent of Congress by emphasizing the significance of the word educational
in its regulations. Therefore, when it -iniplemented the Congressional amendment by
establishing 31 channels (in the 2,500-2,690 megahertz frequency band) for educa-
tional use on July 25, 1963, it titled -the spectrum arca "Instnictional TelevisiOn
Service," now commonly referred to as the ITFS Band.

It is important to note that the initial 1962 legislation merttioued above
includes these basic qualifications regardini applicants:

(1) that the applicant is (a) ... responsible for the supeiyision of public elemen-
tary or secondary education or public higher education ... (b) the state educe-
tional television agency ... (c) a college or university ....(d) a non-profit foun-
dation, corperation or association which is organized primarily to engage in or
encourage educational television broadcasting.

The Congressional -Conference Report establishing the May 1962 ETV Facil-
ities Program (House Report 1609) very emphatically states:

The conferees placed the responsibility for the execution of this program in thb
Office of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW). ... Under no
circumstances should this program be subordinated toor tied in with other Fed-

..
eral programs in the field of education.

3

1
The Congreas initially designed this legislation to ensure that it received top,

prompt attention and to emphasize that funding would go primarily to educa-
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4. 'V

(npt piimaiily to broadcasting) oiganizations. Today, no one of these

basic Congressional intents is being followed.
The allocation of giant funds is in -a lowei -echelon group of the Office of Edu-

catitin, tar ftorn the top level of 11EW and is made to public hroadca'sting organ.

izations whose primary aim is to pixduce and thstribute, over a wide geogiaphie

area, programs of general cultural and informational interest, rather than specific

educational curricula.
.Oddly enough, lit was the educhorS themselves who' first tousup tlis spikes that

held the guiding "tracks" of PL 87-447, of May. 1962, to MeCongressional

purpose.

In I967;a. commission of educators set up by the prestigions Carnegie Foun-

dation published its report on educational TV:8 This report primarily concerns

general public broadcasting, which it analyzes in depth. At its very end, beginnin

on page 237,. the report devots less than a page to Instructional Television Fixed

Service. The 'remaining -.2.54 pages emphasize that "non-coMmepcial educational

television stations may transmit educational,tultural and entertainment programs,r
with little' reference to the use ot; technolow for formalized, prescrtlied, educa-

tional inst ruct ion for st udents.

This Carnegie report and millions of Ford Foundation dollars led to the enact-

ment by Congress ot Pt 90-129, in November of 1967, which established the Cor-

poration for Public Broadcasting/ As its -name implies, this organization (with itS .

operational associate, the Pub& Broadcast* Service) is solely concerned with pro-

moting pnblic broadcasting, and.its, federally-funded Congressional liaison organiza-

c tions aggressively and excluSively protect the line of tederal funding for their public

broadcasting membership. During the current fiscal year, for instance, appiopria-

tions will proVide -.more than $42 million worth of federal subsidies for public

broadcasting stations,.and forecasters believe that Congressional.appropriations for

public brbadcastiug will soon exceeS$100 million pei year.

Further, the technicatly knowledgeable National Science Foundation'has spent

more than $10 million of the taxpayers' money in recent years to develop costly,

esoteric educatknial telecommunicatioils prototypes, such as those of projects

Ticcit and Plato (which would be equally costly to replicate), but it has refused to

supply comparable funding levels for the support of LP'S system research and de-

velopment. '
Even IIEW's National lust iNte of Education, which is spedfically charged by

the Congress with respOnsibility for educational innovation, appears to prefer

spending dollars for spectacular satellite experiments rather than for developing

practical teleconununicatithis delivery systems. The satellite experiments are

designed 'to serve approximately 15.1 percent of the nation's itopulatioa, whereas

practical teleconnitunicat ions delivery systems are capable of serving ahroximately

84.99 percent of the population, while Costing much less in scarce spectrum.space
-

and citizen tax dollars.

,Fortunately, ilegpite lack of federal encouragement, ITFS is-far from dead..

Fortunately, too, one federal agency the Bureau of F4ucation for the Handi-
capped (Perstinnél Preparation and Media Services Divisions) has kept ITFS appli-

cations research and.demoVistratIon alive by funding the world's first use of ITFS

to serve specifically the eduational needs of handicapped children.
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How to Put Edaational Technology
on the Right "frack

Sonic major decisions and actions will he required at all levels of education and
pertinent jurisdictional leadership before educational technology can he put back
on track and headed in ithe right .direction. TheIcquired steps can be plotted in a
step-by-step procedure.

Step One

-Qie first step( in getting educational telecommunications back on the track
is the establishmelit of an accurate general understanding 'Among pertinent -educa-
tors ajid government officials of the educational telecommunications technologies
available and of the potential use and economic factors pertinent to their respective
applieatiop to one or more components of America's educational processes.

This educational and information objective is a basic requirement for all-juris-
dictional levels.- federal, state and local- -affecting educational legislation and opera-
tions. Unless 'this is Volk educational legislation and funding will be the result of
special group pressures,1rather than national interests.

Step Dv()

The Secmul-propiani step concerns 'breaking the educational telecoinnun.iica-
tions monopolies which exist at the natiokal and many state levels.

Current federal funding legislation, for instance, limits the pass-through process
of federal educational broadcasting dollars solely to public broadcasting stations.
It is neither in the inkrest of the nailts<s.democratic future nor in the immediate
public interest to limit all federal educational telecrwmunications funding to a
single monopoly contmlled by broadcasters, not by educptors.

Federal legislation is needed as soon as possible to preclude vested-interest
control of educational telecommunications and to recognize and clearly establish

"4"Alt'itival status for both "educational TV," as public broadcasting s called, and
instructional televisiop, such as IVS.

Otherwise, a federally maintained CPB and PBS will not only destroy the only'
self-sustaining telecommunications* operatioti-ITFS-in the educational telecom-
munications field, but will create the type' of monopoly capable of destroying
America's hopi for a' truly egalitarian educational system.

Step Three\ .0
It is most, ant that federgl, and state funding dollars fpr educational

7telecommunicalions be aced-n the custody of those who are most directly ac-
countable for the use of thos t1Jars.

For instance, funding dollars ich tirNow placed by the Natlpnal Institute
for Education and the National Science Foundation would probably c more care-
fully and productively used if they were spent by the Office of the, uninissioner.
of Education. Further, the transfer to a 'single funding source cpuld ibstantially
reduce the amount of currently required overhead dollars.
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Step Four

!TES operators should form a professional so6iety to organize their experience,

so that the expVence of one menther can he ptomptly !pride pallable to other
society members, ark4 so that eduCators, legislators and others needing intnrmation
regarding the use of FITS can have an authoritative unirce from which to secure it.

All other major suppliers of educational sbpplies and selvices (cable...and public

television operators, ,textbook and audiovisual equipment manufacturers) have
such organizations, but ITFS has not had one since the FCC's National Committee
for the Full Development of the Instructional Television Fixed Service was abol-

ishe'd approximately four years ago.

Conclusion

In the end, what hapPens to (ITS will depend on actionstaken by the Federal

Communicatkms Commission. .

Currently, some- commerc al interests would like to use ITFS for the distri-
..bution of pay televiSion progr ns. At least one manufacturer wants to usurp two
30-megahertz segments of the ITIFS spectrum plus guard spectrum (or 3647 per,
cent of the entire ITFS spe rum) to establish a commerciat, limited common-
carrier system, under the gui4 of course, of a social service for-profit operation!

Even non-profit operations (such as some would-be satellite users and opera-.
tors) would like to secure for special interest uses portions of the valuable ITFS
educational spectrum.

The FCC must be persuaded to resist these attacks on our most valuable edu-
cational spectrum resource. The 1971 decision to reserve .the (TES spectrum-for
non-profit educational uselkonsidered by many to be the most statesnianlike action
ever taken by an American regulatory conunission in the public-interest, was by a
bare majority of four to three. Since the composition of the Commission has
changed substantially since 1971 (only one of tlie ('ommissioners who voted for
the establishment a the service is still On the Commission), and since the commer-

cial and other interests trying to secure the spectrum space are served by profes-
sional lobbyists, a vigorous and concerted effort must be made on behalf of UM.

If the FCC refuses to reduce the ITFS frequency allocation, and if the actions
outlined in steps one through four are taken, lIES will soon take its rightful place

at the forefront of America's educational, medical and social service delivery

processes.

;
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John A. Curtis is founder and chief operations officer of the Center
for Excellence. Inc., a non-profit research and resource development,
corporation in Williamsburg, Virginia. lie has been a pioneer in tuilwuy and
highway communications systems and computer-center service operations.
in 1969, he was made chairman of the Board of Consultants set up by the
Joint Council on, Educarional Thlecdmmunications at the request of the
Common Carrier Division of the FCC Me publication of two papers the
year before, "Center for Excellence," and "The Inslitute for Learning .*
Sciences and Teaching Technologies," contributed directly to that ap-
pointment. In 1971, Mr. curtis was invited to become a member of the
National Academy of Engineering's Advisory Committee on Issues of Edu-
cational Technology. He founded the Center for Excellence in 1973 in
association with faculty from the College of William and Mary.

Bert Cow Itin.comments:

Before undertaking this assignment, I had assured John Curtist4 would be no
less gentle with him than with anyone else. I cannot be ungentle; his paper

_is solid and fact-fllled, and I feel somewhat ashamed of myself as a "communica-
tions poliey planner" that I knew sq little about ITFS before I read it. However,
there is one area in which I would take issue, since l.believe satellites and 1TFS can
combine to provide far 'pore service, mdre outreach, and more flexibility at lower
cost. (I do agree totally, of course, about the need to stop any attempt by any .

commercial operator to seize any portion of the ITFS allocated frequency band.)
Actually, John and I are in agreement abott the ITFS/satellite approach recom-
mended by the Public Interest Satellite Asibciation, of which I am co-director,
and which I will deicribe here briefly.

Under existing regulations of the International Telecommunications Union,
which governs all spectrum allocation and whose agreements have Treaty power,
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the only affordable option for low-cost, small terminal, interactive telecommuni-
cations for the non-profit sector would be in S-Band, the 2-4 Gii frequency band

which ITI'S operates and which is reserved for education, wknldwide. The ITU

will convene a World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) in 1979. Decisions

made at it will be binding until the end of this century. What has been proposed

as a matter of U.S. policy (whioh U.S. policy-makers are still debating):

I ) Seek a dedicated spectrum in S-Band.
2) Proceed with research and development (by NAM) for the further development of

the Large Deployable Antenna Satellite Experiment (I.DASE), designed by NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, on which, for policy and budgetary reasons, progress has been stopped.

3) Retool the LDASE configuration to be,geosynchronous, S-Band, multi-beam, thus
protecting the integrity of all ITES terrestrial sYstems, since a multi-beam would provide the
capability of checker-bOarding frequencies and thusavoid interference with any yrus iystem's

needs:
4) In the short-term, Consider a hybrid, system in 1ich those FITS systems so desiring

could interconnect via the satellite and re-tninsmit.on their terfestrial facilities.
5) In the long term, build a .truly large-antenna, public service satellite telecommunica-

tions system that would provide thousands of (non-interfering with ITES) interactive chan-
nels, using low-cost and portable equipment, for educational and public service uses

worldwide.

I cannot say positively that such a system -requiring as it still doss a great

deal of research and development on the leading edge of satellite technologyi,and
involving, as it will, the use of the space shuttle (still an unknown in many ways)
to launch the large antenna satellite will work. The thrusi of my argument is to
keep the options open. If not kept Open at the WARCI and.assuming that S-Band

is the only affordable iland, ethication, as has, happened before, will-become sub-
servient to commerce. We are at a communications crossroads; time is running out;

education -and educatorS and the deliverers of social sTices -must make their
need's known Clearly and quickly. Neither spectrum nor parking waces for'

satellites are infinite in affordable terms.

or.
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Teleconferencing + Telewriting
Continuing Education in

Wisconsin

Lowell B. Jackson, Lorne A. Pa-rker
and Christine H..Olgren

University of Wisconsin, Madison'

The telephone.is a loa-fwice phenomenon..At first glance it appears tohe a limited
medium with little potential in education.- The telephone has thus often been ig-
,pored in favor of its more glamoroua Sisters -television, radio and computerized.
instruction. But a second look reveals its particular advantages.: The telephone
is interactive, flexible, inexpensive, widely available and supported by-a well-devel-
oped infrastnacture. It is an audio and visual communications channel. Using tele-
writers, graphic input devices or slow scan televideo systems, S telephone network
tends itself to a variety of instructional formats. .

In short, the telephone is Uniquely suited to many educational roles, one of the
foremost being the delivery of programs to a new generation of adult learners.

Continuing professional education and avocational adult education are two of
the fastest grovVing areas of higher learning. Their rapid growth.reflects both a new
philosophy of education and the need for professionals to keep abreast of informa-
tion. It is also the result or the simple demogiaphic fact that the U.S. is becoming a
society of older people. In the presein decade, the number of 25 to 34 year olds
Will increase 44- percent, and this dramatic shift to an older population will contin-
..ue wb11 into the ,1980s and 990s.

Higher education has aditionally focused on full-time, on-campus youth en-
rolled in formal*degree irojrarns. Holveveri, the new post-secondary student, the
adult, has a different vie of education and wants the opportunity to learn in his or
her .home community P ese part-time learners of all ages and lifestyles have diverse.
learnini needs. Rather an defining education as a terminal degree program to pre-.
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pare-.one for futuie goals, the adult learner sees education-as a self-directed activity

that contiokres !plough life. Education, conceptualized as lifelong learning, is a vehi-

cle, lot on-going vocational development and leistne-t ime poisons.

Aside from a personal interest in professional growth. continuing education is

increasingly viewed as a necessity in many fields, including engipeeling. The ten-

dency for professional associations and licensing boards to enctiurage continuing

education will most likely accelerate, forcing edutators to revise their curricula and

teaching methods.
The adultitleainet is also often a distant learner who iequires non:traditional

delivery 'systems. o reach adults in their home communities, higher education.

which is primarily campus-based, must -inipleThent milw modes of instruction. The

development of oat reach program, however,ris ofteil limited by budgetary con-
straints. The?delivery of hist ructimi to students near their homes oi places of bus-

iness is usually not justified economically if an instructor must hovel great distan-

ces to serve a few participants at .each classroom site. What alternativv, then, is

most economically feasible, makei best use of teach* resources, and effectively
meets the educational needsof distant adolt learners?

In response to this, quest ion, many educallys are turning to the telephone, one

of the oldest and most effective mediums. Altlio:i0i invented oiler 100 years ago, it

remains the basic' instrument of the new communications technology. Following

many .small-scale eXperiments in the 1960s, the telephone's unique advantages are

leading to a second generation of educational telephone networks in North America

and Europe.
There is .almost universal aikement that two-way communication is a neces-

sary element of long-distance education.' A telephone network is interaoive, allow-
ing students and instructor to exchange information, ask questions and receive im-

inaliate feedback. The process of interaction between faculty and students and

aniong students themselves is perhaps the most important of the educational pro-
cesses. While television and radio may be appropriate for some Cyurlos, these essen-

tially .one-way systems fall short when discussion and inmiediate feedback are.

required.,
A television network, which uses cables, microwave or broadcast channels, is

also costlyand cannot easily be modtfiid to incorporate new receiving locatiOns

to shift transmission sites. A telephatre network can ese various combinations of
dedicated'and dial-up lines to minimize cost while maximizing reception and trans-

mission flexibil0.. For example, dedicated lines may interconnect any number of

remote classrooms, while dial-up lines givp people, at other locations access to the

network. `
The telephone also offers instructional flexibility. Course materialt can he

modified easily at reakonable cost. The latest telewriting equipitient or slow-scan
mlevideo system cao display 3i variery of graphic or pictorial infonnation to supple-

ment audio instructiop..
In Wisconsin the focus has long been on the telephone. The Wisconsin idea

that the boundaries of the -campas are the boundaries of the state -provides the

philosophical base for statewide outreach programs. In tifftpportive enviromnent,
the University of-Wisconsin Extension's Statewide Extelision Education Network

(SVEN) and Eddcational Telephone Network (ETN) lia`ve flourished. Totlay these

telephone networks annually attract over 30,001 studena,enginesrs, teachers,

physicians;nurses, librarians, lawyers,..business people, social workers and others.2
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gi Wisconsin's Statewide
Extension Education Network (SEEN)

Wisconsin's Statewide Extension liducatieni Network illustiates the application
of the telephone to ingineering education. StEN was devekyed in 190 tomeet
the instructional needs of extension engineeting. Foi the past eight yeais, its unique
capability_ for both audio and visual progiaipming has made it possible to deliver
continuing education to engineers through6ul1he state, even in the most isolated
communit ies of nort hern Wisconsin.

SI:EN uses leased, commeacial telephone ,lines to simultaneously tiansmit
-audio and visual material *to hiany widely seReilated classmoins. Two-way audio
conununication allows st udents at . any SIVI locatile to participate actively in
the comse, asking questions and exchahging information with the inStiuctor and
fellow students.at all the conhected .sites. Elect Lowaters supply the visual element.
Any material that is customarilrshown on a classtoom chMkboard equations.'dia
grains. outlines,.graphs, line drawings-, can be presented instantly on 'the electniwri-
ter and transmitted. over the t?tephone lilies to all SEEN locations. Stud nts view
the malerial exactly as it is created by the _instructor and may commei oi ask-
questions any time dining the session.

'The SiEEN-s!;ysteni links more than 20 locations throughout Wisconsin (see
figure I ) with approximately 3,500 miles of long-distance telephone lines. The loca-
tions were seleved according to ,population densities, t!ducational needs of loCal
residents and distribution of engineers and other professionals in the state: This
crintiguratioo -allows the network to serve Sol percent of Wisconsin's engineers and
tedinicians.,',The. classroom settings vary: soThe in county cow thouses, while
otlips are on campuses or in manufacturing firms. inredition to intra-network
conjmunication, a telephone call from anywherse in the t.S. can be tied into the
system, thus-providing contact with outside exiArra.,

a

Programming for Epgineering Education
fs

. .

Extension Engineering offers SEPN propano in both non-credit continuing
education and credit undergraduate and graduate education13 ..

Continuing education, the largest program and the bfasls of the entire Wiscomin
teleconferencing network. 'is directed to .the practichig engineer and other profes-
sionals. Engineerinrcourses are usualluondueled over A six- to eigtit-week period,
m.ceeting'onee or twice each week. Tl t)iey tend to ractical state-of-the-art courses
tailored to the needs of professional eVneers"(e?. , Industrial anil Manufacturing
Engineering .Refusher). Continuing education courses are usaally offereli between
4:30 and 10:00 p.m.,Monday thrattgh Thurstiay, times that are convenient for
working engineeh. Participantsr eiliu Continuing Lducation Units (CEU) for eachII
program satis mfactorily coplet,ed. -.- .

. .

s Wisconsin engineers who c 11 in continuing education programs have a
unique opporiunity to earn a ph ionat-Zlevelopment degree in engineering. a

- post-bacNilaureate degeee pioneered t thie University, of Wisconsin. The P.D. pro-
gram is based on the special heeds and pelsonaJ ob3ectives of the .full-t hue employed
. . .r ' ,. - .

t . ..
1 OW :.. .
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Figi#e I. The SEEN network serves 80% of Wisconsin'.V engineers.

. and technicians. '

engineer. Each engineer's plan-isflexible and eiin be changed 'to reflect ndw learning
objectives. The 120 r.F.Us required may. be earned in short courses, insititutesAnd
seminars, wokkshopi,, correspondence study, video cassette coUrsev.Ind individual
guided study'programs, as well as in SEEN courses.

,
. . ,.

Undergraduate and graduate credit courses are available* to both off-campus
and- oh-campus gloudenti. These courses are' customarily conducted during the morn-

.

ing or afternoon hours, dontinuing engineeilingesudenis may also take the courses

at any SEEN site...Resident -campus students ake4tsually etiiolled in SEEN courses

It

Air
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Ji111t are simultaneously telecast to the 14 tFo-year campuses of the University ot
_Wisconsin Center System, an aliangement oteen mole economia than offering sep
arate classes at each school. In many cases, the inclusion of working students who
are occupationally associated with the subject matter has added much to tlie Me-
Vance and scope of instruction. In such.subjects as product liability. weldiiig met-
akliirgy or pollution control, the experienced engineer,rias conti limited much to the

4:ourse and ohallenged the instructor to keep abreast of engincering.plact ice.
Engineering SEEN coates may originate in Madison, Milwaukee, Wausau oi

other lOcationgss allowing flexibility in prpgrain topics and the most effective ttssign-

-ment of faculty specialists from,ey pact of the state. -

-r-
Administration Is a Cooperative Effort.

The, adm inist rat ion and o f the SEEN engineering piograms in-
volves three groupi: Instructiowl- Con uniations Systams,. Extension's Depart-
ment of.Engineering and Applied S vs, and Extension ageuts at the local level.

--

hist ruct ional Communications Systems.(K'S). a divjsion of University Exten-
sion: is responsible for adiuinis,eringvSEEN, Coordinating,petwork programming
and managing the techn' I system. Coordinating functions include program sched-

'. uling, instructional desi , pCoeiit ion and evaluation. IiC.S also serves as a liaison be-.
tween Extensitp Enginiering and Ahe local avnts. Technical management of the
system invvolvos tilt operation and ntaintenance of the tdephone network, studios,

classroolu houk-usps, electrowriters and audio equipmeN, as well as Ihe production,
r&:ording and distribution or programs. ..

. . ,

. lln Extension Engineering, course design, faculty idointificatimiland'all aca-
demictiliatters relat d toSE,Fit piograms are managed by the ciiiviiG.;r 4.Electronic
Media'Prdgrammi in E gif Vring (EMPE). The 'EMPE.difeVtor initiates courses,
conducts Oirect tn I 1 and coordinates with otho' Extension departments,
S' - nath, hilliness and in magement, concerning offerings of probable releVatice

.. ,
to-engn eering Clientele. ''

A, .y

. The third branch oftdministration is' proVidea by the Local Program Admin-
." istrator (LPA), an Exiension agent heallquartered- at or near a SEEN-location. The

°- \LPA is the contact person at each 'site, who is reSponsible (or scheduling, managing,
;and promoting programs locally:. The LPA may also 11ave-a program aide to wel-

come and assist students and to oper<c_the audiovisual egkiipment.
.0 (- / i.

The.Faculty
' : .-, .

t

The instructional services for SE.111 eouries are supplied by three types of fac-
ulty: 1.) the mofessional staff of Eitension Engineering; 2) the teaching faculties,
primarily in engineering, at five or.six of the. 27 campuSes in the University system;

,.. and 3) the engineering and indugtrial cvmmunity.with appropriate experience and
teaching expert ise.

X.. Pah.hy 'in the first eategOry supply the bulk of the non-credit offerings, which
deal with- their areas- of professional competence. These teachers are able to respontt
ciaickly to the °changing aspirations of continuing engineering clientele. -Participa-
tion' in SEEN teaching.' i,g encouiaged as a substantial method of.professitn
advancement. / ..

.7'. 4 i
A ,

6e -.
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41,
S.

The SEEN courses offered for credit are generally taught by resident campus

faculty and adapted din-ctly hom existing comses 'offered to students on campus.

Courses offered by these niculty members are generally those simukast to thenel-

woi k from a class of resident .turlents. Teachers in this category were in the past
compensated by an "over load" payment ru addition to their regular faculty_salary,

but they now often engage in SEEN programuung as part of then regular academ-
.

lc act ivit res.
Budding on the long expel rence of the evening non,er edit offerings based in

Milwaukee, some of the SEEN schedule is devoted to simulcast versions of these

courses. The instructors may be horn any ol the three types of faculty. Those

not on the staff of 1./W-Extension are usually compensated at an hourly rate.

SEEN Engineering Programs At-a-Glance

Table I pr eseuts statist ics. about the SI: EN engineering progi am throughout its
operational life. Since courses differ in length, credit status, and design in relation

to the contact hours required per credit, the CEA; has been used to represent the
total t rine spent by the student orillae corn se, including outside reading ancTstudy.

Experience and projection show that the engineering portion of SEEN can
be expected:Ovith good management, to maintain an aver age of about I ,000 CElls

per'se wester, geuertted by about ten courses, each with approximately 25 students.

;, Table t SEEN a.tics, 1970-1977

Semester Number CEU Enro lees '`.
Avg. Enroi./

Course

-Fall 1970 6,52.8 77 7.0

SPring 1971 1202.0 157 17.4

Fall 1971- 938.8 76 6.3

Spring 1972 827.3 88 11.0

Fall 1972 1324.1 181 15.1

Spring 1973 936.8 137 15.2

Fall 1973 906.0 153 17.0

Spring 1 000,4 1.168.6 295 29.5

Fall 1974 271 22.6

Spring 197 .% 1349.0 400 36.4

Fall 1975 933.6 1A3 22.9

Spring 1976 1051.5 273 24.8

Fall 1976 735.8 26.0

Spring 1977 f 733.2 286 28.6

Fall 1977 '1139.4 275 2511,

- 6 9
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The Technical System

A successful educational teleconferencing systein, whether made up ol two Of
200 lpcations, includes tlnce basic components: I) the terminal or station equip.
went, 2) the interconnecting transmAssion system, and 3) the network coat rol
center. Among the variables that irilluence systeni design are the number-1)f locai
t ions, the geographic area covered: the network .conligurat ion.; whether the system
is a four-wire, multi-point de/heated -tietwotk ot a t wo-wne d*d-up network; and
the network's intended 'use. No two designs are likely to be, the same. but several
i9gtedients are common to successful systems:

/
I ) A n educational teleconferencing system should be able.to connect parti-

cipants at widely scattered tocations..
2) The system shbuld provide a communications environment that d uplicat es

(iis closely as iysible) the single-site discussion group.
3) Terminal or s at ion equipmenttshould provide even sound distribution and

allow easy part icipat ion.
4) The system should be manageable. allowing additional locations anti equip-

, moil as well as modifications to meet user's changing needs.
5) network control center should provide a. program origination point and

es .ential supervision of the system's technical operation.
.1.11 transmission systent shoukl. provide clear, intelligible communication-
bet n all points on the network.

7) The system should be able to connect groups anywhere in the world via
. r ular telephone service.

hods shouki be developed to recognize and Clear quickly any techni-
ca probk:ins interfering with serviee.

9) Equipmedt should feature the latest technology and be reliable and
servi-ccable.

10) All terminal equipment, station location interfaces, and installation proce-
dures should be standardizett throughout the systcm,4

With these general capabilities in mind, the three basic .omponents of the-
% SEEN system will be described in greater detail.5

Station Equipment

Each of the SEEN classrooms has identical equipment:a Darome Convener for
two-war voice communication and a Victor Elect rolVriter* to eit her,transmit or re-
ceive graphic material. Using these devices, ii hist ruetof can present both audio and
visual information to students in a number of widely scattered,locations. .

The Darome Convener** (figure 2) is a self-contained, portable conference set

S.
*The Hectrowriter, manufactured by Victor Comptometer Company. was an early pioneer

in visual:telephone devices: Recent developments in telewriting and telovideo systems are re-
viewed at the end of 'this chapter. ,

**The Convener was developed cooperatively by instructional Communications Systems,
the Daromo CoMpany and the Wisconsin Telephone Company to mget the unique need for im-.mediate, two-way communication in an extended geographic area.

I
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Figure 2. Participants a? all network_sites interact via the Darome
Convener, a portable unit with a speaker and 4 microphwies..

that contains four microphones and a speaker that plugs into a standard telephone
*jack and AC Power outlet. Students simply press a bar at the base.of the micro-
phone to participate in class discussion. Each microphone has a 20-ft. cord to allow
easy access by student S. As many as 16 microphones may be placed in a single class-
yoom usingra jack provided on the unit and afilho.mixers. The audio.amplification
syStem produces ighly intelligible sound in a classroom seat ins up to 300 peopk.

Electrowrite perthit the transmission, reception and projection of any visual
material customarily shown on a classroom chalkboard. As shown in figure 3, the

. instructor writes oq the eleetrowriter transmitter with a special ball-point pen. Pen
position and movement create tone signals that are carried overyegular telephone
lines Iv electwwriter receivers in SEEN classrooms around the sTate. These signals
are translated' by. the receiver Alto Inc instantaneous 'and faithful reproduction of

"St the instructor's writing. The image on the receiver is then projected.onto a screen,
which becomes the classroom chalkboard.

The basic electrowriter system consists of a transmitter and receiver, each of
which liave an electronic pen, servo-mechanism, and a writing area of 17.5 square
inches. The SEEN electrowriters were modified by Instructional Communications
Systerns,ip :double the writing and viewing arta, thus making a two-frame systepi.
V4tert fraftle..is being deirelbperby the instructor, students carf still see 'the
framepreviously discussed.
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Figure 3. As the instructor presents written material on the electrowriter,
it is projected onto screens in the SEEN classrooms.

Distribution Network.

The SEEN system uses two dedicated, four-wire, multi-point teleconferencing
netWorks; voice signals are transmitted over one network, while the second network
simultaneously transmits the signals from the electrowriters. llaving'two of the
four-wire networks gives the system greater flexibility, for both audio and visual in-

formation can origMate from any SEEN location.
SEEN's dedicated system uses'permanently installed facilities leased from file

telephone comikany on a 24-hour-a-day basis. Because the liitening centers arc per-

manent, all points on the system iirie wired to operate like a party line. On a fours
wire system of dediCated lines, each message is carried on its own pair of wires:
eliMinating feedback on the return loop. Greater control over signal levels, signal7

to-noise ratio, and signal bandpass also results in a transmissiOn quality farptceed-
ing that of alwo-Ae confereni:e system. .

The baste building block of a multi-point, dedicated network is a tour-wire,
six-way bridge. Using this together with exiting telepbone transmission facilities,
a network of any size can be designed. Since these bridges can be located regionally,
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a network can be tOinied in a regional building-block fashion. The in actical size
_limit lot any legion, however, is 20 stations, because of the noise cleated by the
multipk facilities and cilcuit teiminations. Most rif tie techniques used to con-
struct a multi-point, private line teleconferencing system ale standard opeRiting
procedules within the telephone industiy, kuipment is available from several
manufactuleis and suppliers.

An important ingiedient in a su'ccessful dedicated telephone netwoik is tliM
ability to connect other locations to the loin-wire ysteni. By biidging a dial-up
.call to the pi ivate line netwoik, SEEN's covei age is extended to any location wliei e

thew is a telephone. .

Studio Control Complex

The studio contiol complex consistst studios fioni which programs may orig-
inate and a control room for network operation. it is -located on the University of
Wisconsin-Madison campus and is operated by Instiuctional Communication
Systems.

The control room and studios were designed to piovide smooth, tionble-free
programming and to minimize the bui den on the instructoi. Because all technical

aspects of a pro 'ram ale litandkd by a -trained engineer, instructors are free to con-
cell; rate on their material and presentation.

The contiol oom (figure 4), is equipped to handle prow am control, telephone

INF L
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Figure 4: A control room engineer handles the teelmical aspects of
program and monitors the network to detect any problems.
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network contiol, studio sound contiol, monitoring, and netwoik faihne detection.
The contiol room technician uses a console to contiol piograin audio sources.

such as tape recoi dings and miciophones. I'm example, the 'technician loads any
insert tapes on the tape machines aiul plays them on We I) om the instinctoi. The
technician also controls the electiowriter signals and lecords licogiams I'm future
refeience or "make-np- sessions.

Complete contiol of the entire telephone netwoik is maintained in the contiol
wont. Bernie progiam time, the technician establishes the teleconferencing net-
wm k, quickly tying in the applopliate locations. The network_of dedicated lines
can be ananged as plograms and enrollments dictate. Participating locations can be
selected foi total system piogi aiming. or regional nctwoiks can be established and
plogrammed simultaneously. Dial-up bi idging commis also allow the technician to
tie iegulai calls into the private network.

Studio sound system equipment is used to contiol the distiibut ion of audio
programmingsto the studios, so the stiuctor can heal the response lrom the net -

(- woi k 1 to the control loom, so all au( io channels can be monitored; and to admin-
istiative offices, so staff can listen to piogiams. The contiol room also piovides gen-
eial building paging with emergency ovei ride to all aleas.

Monitoring is (Alicia! to the quality of network plogramming. Console cont i ols
and VU meters allow the technicia0o cue and listen to any of the audio sources
without connecting them into the network or piogram. The technician is also able
to monitor selectively the output levels at the distribution console and coi reel the
level quickly. Tiansmit signals are monitmed to check that signals are getting
thiough the master blidges at the telephone company. Visual quality is monitwed
ou an elect iowriter receiver in the control room.

Quick det ect ion and resol ut ion of netwoik failmes is vital to the success of any
teleconferencing-network. Wit [lino 16-hour programming day. an avei age of three.

or IOW system failures may occur on Wisconsin's two odocational telephone net-,

works. Adequate monitoring and test features ale therefore necessary to minimize
network downtime and program in terrupt ion. An experienced control engineer can
isolate a problem quickly And ident4 the sonice, whether station equipment,
transmissfim Uric, carrier sy'steni, or some ()Cher characterist ic failure. More complex
failures can he reported to the telephone test hoard, which then helps to isolate and
correct the Problem. Given the ahility to quickly isolate a region, the technician can
bypass the' problem' area and ,Continue to operate t he remaining parts of the net-
work. A oontroI room microphone allows the technicil to talk to any point on the
,nebkork: . / i

The electrowriter tr9nsmitter is contained in a special table that keeps it flush
1

with the table surface kri ease of writing. The elect rownter also sits-on a swivel base
that an be adjuste;/1(for the most,, comfortable position. A microphone head-set

frees t ie instructor' ands hir writing.
i electrowritier receiver in the auxiliary control room is used to project the

visual presentation onto the screen in the Studio as tbe instructor writes on the
'transmitter? Ei it bar-activated, table microphones allow students to interact with
participants other SEEN locations. Tables and chairs are arranged as a, classroom
setting, witly each table having two microphones.

/'
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Program Planning

FITective use of the MIN network depends on carefill program planning.
From the inception of a topic through final production, programming is a complex
process that requires close coordination among the instructional department, ICS
staff, and local UWA:xtension agents.

Program plandig basically involves seven stages: content selection and devel-
opment, network scheduling, Operational design, program announcement, promo-
tion, regisfiation and production.6 Standard procedures guide progranuners
through this process. A 20-minute videotape acquaints programmers with the many
elements involved in effective programming, including support seryices available
at ICS and other Extension departments. A brochure on planning procedures is also
available to programmers.

Content Selection and Development

The content of SEEN engineering courses is inbiated and developed by Exten-
mgineering faculty. TheliMPE director oversees the selection of courses and

st ructors.
For continuing education courses, Engineering has found that effective pro-

gramming is based on an accurate determitiation of the education needs of its cli-

ents. These needs are determined through: quest iiinnaire surveys; voluntary sugges-
tions from both ififfinctors and stmdents; advice from persons such as industrial
training directors or those serving on various continuing engineering studies advis-
ory committees; and spontaneous "targets lir opportunity- that indicate a subject
likely to be of current interest to a specifii clientele. For example, close watch is
kept on legislation that .appears to require an increase in sonic technical skill or
knowledge, such as a now uniform single-family housing code or a solid waste dis-
posal law.

Graduate and undergraduate courses are based on the more traditional require-
ments of a degree program as wdl as the willingness of an instructor to offer a
course in the SLENinode.

sio

Scheduling of Programs

Program time on the SEEN network is usually sclieduled at an annual meettnig
held in January. One or tWo weeks before the meeting, programmers arc invited to
submit programming requests for the academic year. which are sorted and preplot-
teil on a master.schedule to best utilize network hours and resolve conflicts before
the meeting. The meeting itself alloiNs programm rs to review the entire schedule,
negotiate hours if needed, and firm-up the: rogram times. Two weeks after the
meeting, all requested network tune is rechecked and confirmations are sent to
the programming departments. Further requests for time can be made during the

aryc

Operational Design

The overall operalional design of a program inVolves both the programming
departiner and the Instructional Conununications Systems (ICS) department.
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1

Each group has certain responsibilities but works chisely in planning the
following:

Target clientele: klentitying target clientele and program objectives.

Budget: Determining program materials, mailings, ptoductiou, suppolt
staff, honorariums for speakers, people needed to make thc program success-
ful and arriving at a program fee. I

Promotion and publicity: Planning brochures, press releases, radio spots,
feature stories, radio-TV appearances.
Product ion t imet able: . Est ablishing pre-recording, telephone t ie-ms,

remote program origination, A-V materials, cassette packaging.
Instructional approval: Obtaining department chairman and divisional
dean's approval.
Registration process involved.
Evaluit ion instrument to be used. ,
Program materials: Determining handouts, books required.

cCourse format to be followed.
Station selection: Serving statewide or certain locations.
hogram initiation request: Confirming thc operational design; also the
official contract between thc programming department and ICS.

Program Aimouncement

A program announcement is prepared by thc ICS program .coordinator in
conjunction with the prograniAlepartinent to provide the local ppograni administra-
tor (LPA).and network coordinators with pertinent iaformat ion about the prograw,
A schedule,card mut be returned within a given time, usually two weeks, if the net-
work facilities cannot be scheduled. Thc LPA determines location availability and
uses the schedule card to int'orni ICS accordingly. From thc schedule cards re-
turned, a listing of confirmed locations is sent to the program department and the
registration office, which keeps a checklist for location requests. Thc program de-

, partment then completes its program brochure identifying specific network loca-
tions. The program announcement, witki its approximate 60-day lead time, gives
the LPAsjind the programmer ample time to schedule and promote the programs
properly.

Proinotion- .

/ The promotional strategy for SEEN engineering courses has been largely
based on direct-mail announcements: Approximately 20,000 people in Wiscon-
sin and some engineers in Iowa, Minnesota, and Illinois, receive brochures. An
internal mailing list is augmented by a few outside lists.

There are thrcc types of direct-mailings: (I) an annual directory thiat lists
all Engineering Extension offerings and describes the SEEN system and other
instructional modes: (2) a catalpg of EMPE courses (SEEN. and various tele-

vision formats), on a semesterior annual basis; and (S) monthly-reminderbrochures
of upcoming programs, generally grouped in interest categories.

Molt 'general promotional vehicles also are used, such as the newspaper tab-
loidan economical and convenient mediumprepared each semester by ICS
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and the Program Intbrmation Office. It lists all plograms by depainnerri and in-
dudes dates, times, fees, clientele, and a genetal desctiption of each coutse. News.
paper adS and publkc service TV spots have been used on occ4sion.

O gt owing impoitance to promotion are the locar ptogrom administtat ors.
Theu local contacts with potential clientele have been increasingly effective in
genet ating enrollments, and their efforts are enhanced by special news releases
prepated by Extension's Progiam Information Office for dishibution by the
L.PA in local news media.

Registration

Registtation for SEEN engineering coutses is conducted primarily by mail pte-,.

ceding the fitst p.rogram. Enrollment forms on the program biochures are addressed
tv the EMPE director who, after listing the registrants fot each couise, fot wards the

enrollments to Extension's central regusttat ion office, which processes the forms

and deposits the entollment fees in the programming department's account. Copies

of the repsfiation forms are sent to the registrant, the ptogramming department,
.and to the local progiam administtator at the participant's location.

Production

Before the first prop am session,irS staff contact the instructor to confirm the

production format for the course. If an instructot is<ifatniliar with network facili-
ties and production capabilities; ati appointment is arranged to demonstrate the

.equipment and explain the production process.
,-Production requirements for eaceii prow am ate writte,n out a standard form and

given to the letwork engineer for use at transmission time. Included are the loca-

tions participating in the program, ot igination site, tape inserts, dial-up telephone

partiCipants, and tape duplication seivices.
Programs ott the SEEN system cin originate at any of the network locations,

but most engineering courses originatie. in Madison, Milwaukee, or Platteville, where

the majority of faculty members are located: The programs may be produced live

or prerecorded foi later telecast.
In addition to the SEEN studio and regular monitor-control funclions, other

production services are available to faculty, including:

Faculty production. lab: A wOrkshop area where faculty may use cassette
and reel tape machines, turntable and telephone for convenient recording,

editing and listening to program materials.

11-Tape-It studio: A self-operated, push-button control studio in which faeuk

ty record lecturers and interviews.

Studio recording and editing: A technician-controlled production service
available for single-voice and tnultiple-voice recordings, such as for role play-

ing and panel discussions. Editing assistance is alst, availtrble.

77
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Iape duplication: Cassette and reel copies ot programs available for purchase
by facultpandyudents.

"i
Instructional Design

An interactive telephone network such as SEEN is a unique instructional mode.
Although it is similar in some ways to face-to-face teaching, there are important
difkrences. Effective prograwming therefore requires that certain element's be in-
corporated into course crintent and teaching style.

The design techniques used in SEEN programs arc based on 1.2 years dexper-
ience with ,Wisconsin's educational telephone networks and accumulated research
in communications, adult education, listening. and learning theoey. Workshops,
printed materials and faculty consultations help SEEN instiuctors implement
these techniques and use the network most effectively.

.--, Four designielements are considered essential to interactive programs: person-
alizing the experience, varying thv style of presentation, seeking participation from
the statewide audience, and obtaining teedhack.7.8

Personalizing the experience .helps studenis feel comiOrtable in the distant
-learning environment By creating a eongenial atmosphere and group rairport. SEEN
instructors usually adopt an informal teaching manner, allowing their personalities
to come through. Frequent use' of names and locations identifies participants. By
emphasizing common objectives and the sharing of idea's 'and experiences, learners
scattered throughout the state feel like part hi a group.

Style of presentation involves many elements, all of which contrillute to the-
goal of helping the _learner understand and remember the material. A variety of
illustrations preSented on the electrowriter, such as drawings and graphs, amplify-
ideas and um.Terscore key points. The visual development of equations acconfpabied
by a 'clear, concise verbal explanation help the learner understand the mathematical
relationships. Instructors often exploit the two-frame eapacny of the electrowriter
by reviewing the material previously presented, which contributes to the clarifica-
tion and retention of ideas. Topic outlines, bibliographic lists of resOurces avail-
able for self-study, and other hand-out materials distrib before the program
help students organizethe learning experience.

Partieipation,atio integral part of interactive media like 'EN, does not occur
automatically. Detailed class rosters, fOr example, are used t direct questions to
those with specific engineering experience and training. At the ming ()fa pro-
-gram, many instructors converse informally with students at different locations to
"break the ice" and stimulate discussion.

Feedback enables both student and teacher to_ assess the learning experience,
achieve progam objectives and improve performance. Informal question-and-an-
swer periods interspersed throughout .the program show immediately how well

- the. material_ is understood. Many instructors ask participants to send in questions
and comments, others make periodic phone calls to their students. Individual yr
small group projects and wiitten responses to-specific questions arc other means of
obtaining feedback...,

7 8 ".
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4

Evaluation

\41Evaluation is an.integial pad of the plogiamming p cess that contiihntes to
the overall effectiveness of the SEEN system and the quality of individual courses.
Three types of evalteitions me ! conducted for SEEN engineering piogiams: I.) sys-
tem surveys of SEEN clientele at thiee-year intervals; 2) so' veys directed to the
participants in a pa'rticulai SEEN course; and 3) spot evaluations to facilitate t4
critique and managment of certain courses.

i

System Evaluation

'Ric purpose of the system evahiat ion is to determine the strengths 'and weak-
nesses of curient programs so that the piogiam design can he improved. Evaluation
results show the students' assessments of both instructional and technical elements.

These results are analyzed by the program coordinators, educational specialists and

individual instructors, and recommendations are incorporated into the design of
subsequent programs. The system evaluation also provides peripheral. benefits. For
example, it functions as an additional channel of cOmmunicat ion between the par-
ticipants and the instructor, and it is a tangible sign of interest in student opinion_9

System evaluations of the SEEN engineering programs were conducted in 1974
and 197? by survey questionnaires mailed directly to SEEN engineering clientele.
Response' was voluntary, resulting iq a sample size of 282 respondents in 197.4 and
244 tn 1977.

The first part of the evahiation tnst rumeift included a series of items that pro-
vided a demographic profile of the.SEEN student that has been useful, in
mg frituie pai t icipants and in struct uring programs loyt his part icular group.

Some of the student demographic data is presented in table 2. The two surveys
show little difference in any category except the degree of participation in SEEN
courses. The number of respondents who are regular. SEEN customers (defined by
enrollment in more than one offering) more than doubled in 1977.

A statistic which bears on the justification for off-campus network program-
ming is the distance traveled one-way to the SEEN dassroom. ApproximatelY
thirds of the participants were within ten miles of course access both yeam-(icn
item added to the 1977 survey reve.aled that nearly two-thirds of the students were °
located more than 30 miles from 'a. university campus with any technical curricu-
lum, and 'one-third were more than 100 miles away.)

The acceptance of SEEN 'as a trelivery system is indicated by the percentage of
students who said they would participate in another course. In both years seven out
of eight students responded affirmatively.

The second part of the evahiation measured student' response to the engineer-
. ing programs. It contained 30 descriptive statements relate4 to the instructional and
_technical aspects of the courses. These twill's were classified into six, general

categories:
1) The find ioning or the technical components of the programs, such as the

audit') network and eledrowriter.
. 2) Tile lecturer's delivery of course material.

7 9
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Table 2. Selected Demographics of SEEN Engineering Students.

1974 (N = 282)
61,

1977 (N -.244)

Number of Employees 0-10 1.150 . 51-200 200+ 0-10 11-50 51-200 200+
in Company 4% 16% 20% 59%. 7% 20% 16% 55%

Age of Respondent 20-30 31-45 46-60 60+ 20-30 31-45 46-60 60+
31% 42% . 24% 1% -25% 48% 26% 1%

Percent of Tuition 0-20 20-40 40-60 60-80 130-100 20-40 40-60 60-80
Refund by EmploYer 45% 2% 15% 11% 49% 16% 2% 14% --"--rozz,

Distance Traveled 0-2 3-10 11-301 30 + 0-2 310 11-30 304
One-way to SEEN 14% 49% 27% 7% 18% 48% 24% 7%
Site (miles)

Have Participated in More 1
k 42%

Than One'SEEN Course

Would Participate Again
in a SEEN Course

Would Not Participate'
Again in a SEEN Course

86%

10% S.

6-,

839k,

9%

..

a

a 41
-ts'

0

.

80-100
46%.

t
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4r1

3) The course content and othei progiani mat enals.
A) The arrangement of thc physical facilit ies.at thf,SFFN.classroom site.
5) he program's oiganization and nivolvement of the participants ni .

d iscussion.
6) The oveiall effectivenewol the' system.

Each of the Inst five categoricS -cot iesponded to a piiniai y. sisteliPobjective
and was evaluated .by at least five desciipt rye items on the suivey. One statenw-t at
the end of the evaluation asked for the participants' overall feelings toward the pip-
gram. Responses to each statement were oarked as & numerical rating ahnig an or- c,

dinal scale as folloWs: I strongly awe (SD); 2 disagree (n); 3. neutral (N):
4. agree (A): arid 5,-strongly agiee (SA).the.data collected ere analyzied to derive
tife mean, percentile and standardAeviat ion for each L 'j1gory and.the individual
items. Their reliability, qualityt and predithie prTo.ver weraitioasurcU by a. MER-

.
MAC computer program.

The respondentst evaluation of the engineeriug progjaM is suAnarized in table
3. There is little difference in the ineali values of each caTegitny ibr (he two suiveys.
The.data collected in 1977 show a slightly higher level of sAisfactioti with the in-
struction (lecturer, material, organization) and slightly Iowa ratnig of the physical
aspects of thc system..

of

Table 3 Evaluation of SEEN Engineering Programs%

tft

1974 1977

Catewry' Mean . Reliability Mean Reliability
r

Technical 3.78 - 3.65 .74

Lecturer .84 3.67 .80

M4terial Presented 3.59 \t.70 3.69 .84

Facilities 4.12 .58\ 3.80. .92

Organizat ion 3.55 .89 . 3.66 .77

Total, All Items 173 .92 3.69 .93

Overall Effectiveness .3.69 3.73

e

Individual Course Survfys 4.

c.:
k,

4.

Whenever the enrollment in a SMN engineering course excizeds 55 students,
.(Which may happen max or twia year), a survey sontewhat 'different from the.:

. .

system evaluation is used. Result*Dave been strikingly similar to the sysiew survey/
results. The value of such individual evaluation in the critique and adjustment kyi-
the, course instruction issubkiantial. For the individual Course survey a numb-ery6f, questionspeculiar toithe subject are igcluded:

THISIC 4 shows dig summary results of a 40-question survey designAid
fctr.ii new courst. Items scoring below3.5 are candidates for refinement.

-

8 1 4.
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Table 4. Sunimary of Single Course,Survey/ ,
r

.,. Category Mean

Technical .4.16 -.48
Lecturer 3.74 .67
Organization 3.52 .62
Knowledge 3.10 1 .71

Competency 3.13 .76
Content I. 3.67 .82
Total Overall 3.59 .92 p.

Spot Evaluation

1,

--WhOU the ize\bf A cs is so small to reduce the statist icakignificance of the
resgonsAa stafidard evaluation form is istrbuted. The return in this category mayr

bek, cohiputer-pncessed, aat are tJle othe ypes discussed above, but are More likely
-k, to1ie "hank-prove4ed: These spot luations ore particularly valuable for first-,
r,

ryilepurlse fre'sh instructors,_new t pical material, or where attendees appear
tolie .dnb1 diffe'rent from tfic ordinary clats.°These evIuations ofteft are de-
plo 4 in 1:0090 o randoni palticipant fee6back that .calls for subkantiation.

... ......-
- Many incjiru . .. :.,,..,

outMay distute-and conga-41z responses for theif oViiiise.
e.. n , .

k.: , .., ..,

, Costsf I-he System
.4. ''\.:

.

4 t.
-slAn- iy, i

, .. ,
if

-..
-The cost I the EEN niacin include those for athninistration, promotion,

4.

printed han out aterials, intuctional fees, line costs, engineering equipment

. t

.1.

maintsnan and a xariety of itipport\ services such as those involved ip conduting
.? survey ulty training and local sile coordination. . - .

Tile, university cbsts of the SEEN.engineering programin-I977,were.appro)d-,
matelY $60,000, with about half beht sptpt on intstructional cbsttand half/on net:-
work operation. Income from student tuition" amounte'd to some 130,000, pla&ng

, the c&rent .41f-Sugport 1;vel at 50 percent. Contirmallyimproved program man,age-
, merit and market develo ment might make Me program 60 percePt self-supporting

(fp ringthe n ,0% several. yea rs. .
Costs in,hi e4Cducation ,are usually Alitivied by two approiches: 1).coSt per-.

student contact II, Llf, and 2) cost int- ,contininfig education unit. Using the' first,..
. . appioach, the SEEN engineering progrtim costs pout $17 ppt- student contact h.bur.

, 4 In 19.77 somelS0 siu-dents were enrolled in courses with 460 instructional hoUrs at
a toial uniersity cost of $60,000 (550, 460 253,009Stddent contact hours
$60,000 =07). qiitig_the lotal nuniber of I8,72 CEUs vied in SEEN engirieer-
in courses; Apiertost is about -$33 per CEU. Kcompaejr-between ths cost per

E,L4CEUOf SEE *ruction and other delivery formats is sTown irttable 5. 7 .,a

8.2
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Table 5. Cost Comparison of Continuing Engineering Education Fo:rmats, 1877.

'Avg. Nosiof .

Format Methods Used Clientele Served Students/Yr. Level and Scopet

Correspondence Self-study with Students remote ';\moo Mostly undergraduate:'
s

University .Student
Cost:-Dollar/ Cost: Dollar/.
Student CEU, Student CEU

-.

,e study . study guides from campus . Usually geneial interest
-,/ (worldwide) - and some audio- topics. Seldom enough

visual aids demand to justify ad-
. . ..

vanced specialized topics.
. ./ .

, V -

Institutes end Lectures an Practicing engineers ,.... iido Highly applied. Generally
short courses worksho s and technical state-of-the-art.

$14.00 - $8.25

i

$85.00
(institute). ..,.

$100.00 z
6
>

(Madison 81 management 0 .66.7.4,4"fh a $7500 $75.00 ---i

Milwatikee) ..
,

. (short Course) 0
A

a
. t_

.
7,.... - _

* SEEN El ctrowriter Ve ady bro
.

550 ApPlicable takwide range .$33.20 . '.$20.00
,.

(statewide) network . rqme a from,NAlege courses to
singil-topic state-of-the-art.

.4,, .

Video cossette Study guides, Students &. I, 1,000 Same as SEEN.
courses . Video Lessons Practitioners A

,(worldwide). on & off campus ' . .
No Interaction.,

, Evening Lectures and Working students, *5 Oftertslmilar to college
classes -labs sometimes'w ithout - ' courses. Usually more,

, i Milwaukee) comparty financial - applied. Some state-of-
,

support the-artprograms.. . A,

,
$16.00 ..$16,00 - ,

.

$35.00 *$30.00

...
°

er)

'...) _ ,
..,

Univ.f ersit Lectures and Resident students,
.
campia c urses labs ---. part-time students
(Madison) \

/employed
locally

,..

2,600 Generally aimed at 4 '622.50 -45.50
resident campys- students; (undirgrad.)
continuilig endineering - txt$41.25 (grad.) $12.25,.

- dents can ehroll.
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Rigure 5. Relative esosts and ielf,study. .

111

Looking e Cost.. iLvhy relating Student and university costs to the percentage
of "self-study" required-of the student to partiitaie in a particular-type of instruc-
Hon, fiiure 5 clearly indicates a decrense,in aist as the sclf-study component:in-
creases. The-time also shows the effe. of ,inanagement to bring student and uni--
versity costs together, whereas the Ifetence for public in,struction is
quite pronounced:, . ..tor -. I

There are other stude r$ osihen4fIts difficulf to estimate: those .cost savings
for, travel between. buslnej1nd campus as pPposed to SEnEN locations in lb:total

4: cornrnthiity. Thc surveys 1 4, and 1977 ksiked, as in the ease of other fortnat
such as- Institutes aro1 S rt Courses; a great dealoof the,continuing engineering stu-
dents' direct eitpelfse often refunded by their ejnployets.-.,. -

The;Pkr uf the TelephOne in Education

, The telkelione hes.Aeryed Wisconsin well- in extendihireducation opportilthities,
engineersWiroibers throughout the state. The teleconferencing networks haye

increatingly groWn\ in numberof enrollments, programming hours, and variety of
. .; 4. 4st- .
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The Latest equipment
The future of the telePhone in education depends not only on its ef ftwtiveness as

, an audio-medium but also rin tts capacity to plovide a high quality of visual information.
This consideration Is especially impoi tent in technical fields like engineeling whole in
structois often present mathematical and laphic material. Recently intioduced totem'
ting and televideo systems have great potential in education. A variety of giaphic and
pictorial infoirnation can be presented,ovei regulai telephone limos using improved elec-
no-mechanical pens, graphic tablets, video write's, electionic blackboards, compute!
giaphics systems, or slow-scan televideo systems. Some oLthese devices and-their manu-
facturers are summai ized in table 6. ,

Electro-mechanical pens thet write On,papavkcovered surfaces, such as the Victor
Electrqwriter, are probably the oldest of t%le telewr it ing systems, enteling the market of
telephone_ technologies in she early -1960s. Sing' then, then resolution and accuracy
have greatly irnpioved. Their relatively low cost also makes these Nevices attractsve'far

etiansmitting hand-deawn graphr. s equations, line drawings, outlines, diagrams, graPhs.
Graphics tablets, videowrit s and the electionic blackboard-are simile, in a num

ber of ways. Handgenerated material is accurately reproduced by writing -directly onto
conductive surfaces. Graphics tablets usually.have electronic gilds or specially coated
transparent sheets' that sense pen movements. To produce giaphic material omit video
writel,one*writes:airectly onto a TV monjtor with a light pen. Oniinaly chalk is used to
present information on the pressure-sensitive electronic blackboard made by Bell tabora
tories. The Electionic Blackboard has been tested. in continuing engineering education ,

to, a number of years at the University of Illinois at Urbana-atampaign. All of these sys-
tems digitize theitinformation.and displaY it on rnonitois at !emote locations.

CompUter-graphics 4steins.ore capable of showing both written material and com-
puter-ggnerateb graphics. A graphics tablet is used for hand-drawn infolmation. 1:n addi
t ion, these systems are programmed to perform various con-Muter glaphics,such as con
structing bar charts and diagrams. Some have programmed syni-bolA that can he instantly
placed at any point on the televised displar. These symbols may be mathematical or sim-
ple figures VIM can be animated to shosni, Or instance, an airplane flying thrbugh a cioud
or a person walking. Many firms have lines of computem graphics systems or will design
packages especially to meet the user:s needs." .4 . .,

.

Slow scan televideo systems add artother dimension to telephone instruction the
capacity to present pictorial information as welt& graphics. Any image that can be cap-
tured by a video camera can-be shown on a televideo system, including views of tho in
structor end classroom,- outdoor scene's, written and plepaied material. T.-he pictule is
transmitted oVer the telephone lines during a numbel of seconds and shown as a frozen
tmage on a remote TV morshor. Past systems we're quite limited, used mainly for secul
ity-surveillance operations. However, the recent application of electionic technology has
greatly improyed their performance and wersatility.

4

- classes 'offered. This expansion is expected to continue as more and-niore adults
seek off-campus phigrams for profes.5ional development and personal growth.

_Supporting theWisconsin experience are ininy studies that show the telephone
to be an effective, inexpensive educational medium. Rao and llic1i,10 for example,

leviewed 18 experiences in teacbi41g-13-Tratrihone and concluded that students learn
as much or 'pore in telephone classes as in face-to-face discussiA. SiMilar conclu-
sions were draOkby Hoyt and FreY," peli942_ Blackwood and Trent," and

ny others. tie -

new telewriting and televideo systems providct additional flexilrility tOr
visual instruction over a telephone network. Combined with its proven effectiveness
as an interactive audio medium, the telephone can y a unique role in education-*
a role that extends teaching resources tgdult learn in litany distant locations.t-

.717,

7
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Table 6. Selected Telewtiting and Televiden Systems.

Capability -\\ Device Manufacturer

Hand-drawn
graphics

4

lectro-rnchanical pens

Telescr ibpr
TelenotefTelescreen
Electrowriter

Graphic tablets

Audiographic Systems
Graphic Tablets
Intelligept Digitirer
Cybergraphic Systems

Video writer

Electronic). blackboard

Telautograph Corporation
Talos Systems, Inc.
Infolink Corporation

Interand Corporation
Tektronix, Inc.
Summagraphics
Talos Systems, Int.

FOR-A Company, Ltd.

Bell Laliciratories

Hand-drawn
graphics and
computer-generated'
graphics

Computer graphics systems

Telestrator Electronic
Graphics Systems
Interactive Graphics
Systems

Interand Corporation

, Tektronix, Inc.

Hand-drawn
graphics and
video pictures

Slow scan televideo systems

Phone Line Television Systems
Narrowband VideoSystems
'Telephone Video Systems,.

(monochrome and color)

-Robot Research, Inc.
Colorado Video, Inc.
NEC-Amer ica, I nc.
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Bert Cow Ian comments:

"Teleconferencing + Telewritifig = Continuing Engineering Education in Wis-
consin," by Jackson, Parker and Olgren, describes well an extremely sophisticated
system known, by now, the world over. (Or, so one must assume, given the charges
quoted to me by one of the authors of theppaper to spend a few days obprving
the project . There seems to be, these days, an unpleasant correlation bet ween the
cost of observation and the popularity of a project.) The chapter's opening para-
graph virtually says it aH and the second paragraph is even MOM to the point.

If this program is as effective as it is (and there are no doubts), why should it
not be.inore widely available? Why, too, should the focus not be extended by
beyond continuing professional educatiOn? (I would hardly advocate, as do some
institutions of "open learning," uging telephony for "Witchcraft I" or "Skate-
board Ill," but a goodlechnology,ti usable and affordable one, should always be
sctutinized for further applications. This would be true, in my frame of reference,
regardless of whether some uses are more cost-beneficial than others; not all skills
(such as, for example, a widespread knOwledge of basic life-saving techMques) lend
themselves to cost-benefit analysis, or, for that matter, to zero based budgeting.),

There may be technologies, if not yet in place at least on the drawing boardis,
that will use satellite-mediated instruction and turn out to be even less, costly than
the ubiquitous telephone. This is not satellite-pie-in-the-sky; they are close at hand
ii-wiIl be discussed in the chapter on satellites. The point here (and I make it

frequently in these commentaries) islhat we seem to need a national policy, both
educational and communicationat, to deal with many good things that are in place
and working, but are local and fragmented. (This is not to be taken as an argument
for federal curricula, although, for certain kinds ofacurriculum material, that might
not be the most evil course to follow, especially where some measure of central
coordination would provide for a wider distribution of educational.valuables and
lower costs for all.)

The point made by Jackson et al, that "a television network, which uses cables,
microwave or broadcasi channels, is also costly and cannot easily he modified to
incorporate new receiving locations or to shift transmit sites," isañ excellent one.
The point could also apply to telephone installations, of whidh costs are sising.
The satellite technology-that-is-not-yet-here-but-could-be, If the proper regulatory;
policy and political decisions are made, might be an answer. (Satellite telecommu-
nications, for the purpose of these comments, are seen as telecommunications, not

.4t4roadcasting, and can as easilyand far more cheaplybe narrow-rather than
broad-band.) And, I have no illusions about tlegieed for cOlbr motion pictures in
education; recent evidence has developed that in many vases they are counter-
productive.
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- Since I -have not seen the Wisconsin project in operation any continents about
equipment, production and pedagogical approach and the li e would be unseemly.
It all sounds superbly thought through, though, in terms ot comparable projects
on a lesser scale that I have visited. The costs seem reasona le. especially when one
factors in the ever-increasing cost of travel. There have he n figunes mentioned fon
satellite configurations as yet unhUilt that are but a fract n in terms of delivery
costs (software, courseware stays about the sante) of thi e.

That graphics-by-telephone will improve is acceptel as a given; both quality
and costs of the initially-required equipment seem to re improving and dropping,
respect ivel*Whether this is true for installation and ne changes is a matter
worth further study.

So

\

4-
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How to Establish and Operate
A Radio Reading Service

. Via KA
Rosanna Hurwitz and Thc5tas Fish

The University of Kansas

89

A Radio Reading SCrvice (RRS) rrrovides printed inforination via closed circuit
methods for people who are unable to read for themselves. Use of the service offers
the.,possibility for a more independent life style to the blind, the physically handi-.
cappediaud the elderly.

To establish. a Radio Reading Service is a challenging experienet. Planning surely.
spells the difference betweAr rtal success and demoralizing failure. This chapter is
written as a guide (or those who ai'e interested in starting thek own RRS.

The Audio-Reader Service at the University of Kansas was launched through
the generous efforts of a local philanthropist who decided the blind should have ac-

gess to daily newspapers, books, ind other information through radio. Stan Potter,
director, of services for the blind in Minnesota, who had pioneered the first Radio
Reading Service,* told her how the Service in St. Paul operated. She bought a new
transmitter- for the "main channel.- KANU-FMtape recorders, a- cart machine, a
turntable and 500 receivers, and hired two staff members.

AudiozReader, the second kaino Reading Service in the United State nt on
the air October 11 , 1971.. Ldeking organized stipport for the venture, ur benefac-
tor carried the costs by hersejf for a year-and-a-half. Several concrric4Iinembers of
the Kansas legislature managedto get the Audio-Reader added to the state library
budget for one yeer, and the University of Kansas agreed to administer 'the program
it' the legislature would fund it the fqllowing year. That was five years ago. Our

. status remains much the same todsty.

How to Startarour Own RRS

In order to launch a Radio Reading Service that will continue to operate and
grow, there are several itnportanf factors to consider. The priorities are as follows:

1 ) Form a general advisory committee of agency representatives, individuals,
and Private organizations to determine the needs and interests of the arca to
be served and tofind eligiWebclients,

.

*See page 99.
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De(ermine the availability of subcaniers of pieferably public radio stations,
and the interest of these stations in making a subcarrier available for this
pu rpose .

.3) Find an agency OW shares your goals and is willing to piovide at least some

sort of basic budget and administer the service.

The latter might he an agency for the blind and visually handicapped, a state
teleconimunications agency, a university, a vocational rehabilitation agency, and so
on. The possibilities vary from place to place, but a well-establishedyinnding agency
with an interest in the radio reading service is critical in establishing and continuat-
ing the service With a basic budget to depend on, grants to provide for special proj-
ects and prograxnming can till additional needs. (lf, however, a wanting program is
the sole support of thc service, questions arise concerning thecontinuation of what
will have become a valuable service to those who depend on*it, once the grant runs
out.) The parent agency or organization ideally will share your gbals, provide basic
funding, furnish whatever other help is necessary, and let you provide your own
'service, developing it in the way that hest in&t s. the needs of your listeners.

When it comes to fuhd raising or influencing legislation and assisting your
administrative agency, tk general advisory committee is the nucleus to depend on.
Committee members are the political trouble shooters and thc people who can raise

a matehing grant, along with the parent agency. The group ideally should include
ncwspaper publishers, representatives of local service clubs, elected political offi-
cials, radio and TV ownership, the Chamber of Commerce president, local industry,
etc.

Administering the -Radio Reading Service

The administering agency is a critical factor in the success of a Radio Reading
Service. If this group is an independent, non-profit corporation, it must spend much
time deciding the essential funding level, goals of the program, groups to be served,
anti the type of director the service needs. Good people in the past have been hired
and fired because a board of directors was not willing to lei a director direct. by the
same token, the director should be sensitive to a fund raising group that rightfully
expects to be fully informed of the program's workings. Total candor before com-
mitment is essential on both sides.

If the administering group is a state agency, therc will be a 'built-in advantage in
having at leas/ a basic operating budget and the established reputation of that.group
to back a fledgling Radio Reading Service.

We feel a state university or a college is particularly well-suited for this role.

The direction of most educational institutions is three-pronged: academics, re-
search, and service. The possibility of improving thr quality of life for the blind, the
physically handicapped and the elderly fits neatly into the school's service category.
Further, a program that provides a broad range of services to many different

groups, such as eligible print-handicappea people, is possible under the direction
and sponsorship of a univerlity. In the words of the Chancellor of the University of
Kansas, Archie Dykes, "The Audio-Reader Service is an important part of the
University of Kansas Outreach effort to serve all of the people of our State."

The University of Kansas provides its Audio-Reader Service with housing, utili-

ties, a basic operating budget, students (who may participate for university credit),

91
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rantsmanship expettise and an outstanding main channel that can ies the signal.
Audio-Reader was the first iadio reading set vice to be housed on a university
campus and we teel it is one of the best possible options.

Feedback from Listeners

Oui plogramming advisory committee is composed of the listeneis. It should
be formed as soon as possible after the set vice takes the air and should contain a
good cross section of the listeners.

. Our committee consists of 50 people who volunteeted via the annual survey we
conduct of our listeners. We call theni each nionth to ask certain specific questions..
The answers provide ncw programming ideas. We ask on the air fot comments on a
regular basis, so inpul is not limited to this group.

Facilities and Staff

After you have ascertained the needs of -your area and organized your wp-
portive general advisory committee, found a subcarrier to use and an agency to fake
fiscal responsibility, you are then ready,to find space, hire staff, buy the necessaiy
equipment andrecruit volunteers.

Space should be adequate but need not be lavish. We house seven full-time
staff, two half-time people, a guide dog, nine announcers, and anywhere front
100 volunteers in 955 square feet of space. We also have the use of the basement
for storage.

A small reception area is nice, but office space (which may be strafed), record-
ing studios. (which can be very small and must be sound treated), an on-the-air
studio and a control room are 'necessities. Ideally, you should have additional space
to audition tapes, store, pack and mail receivers, a production and interiiew studio
for special local production, tape library space, and somewhere to meet with the
volunteers, st udents and visitor.

Your space could be anywhere, but when 'decision time comes, think of acces-
sibility for the handicapped, for older volunteers and students, adequate parking,
and neighborhood noise. (Unless the insulation qualities of yoUr buildingare excel-
lent, or you are prepared to soundproof the whole area, look for a quiet spot.) If
you pay your own tent, you will decide on -the basis of your pocketbook.

Next comes the hiring of staff. The number of people you can hire will natural-
ly depend on space and budget. Critical to your operation is a director who cares
deeply about your goals, knows how to implement them, likes working with people
and will work twice the hours you can pay to get the job done. Of equal impor-
tance is a technical director or chief engineer who can install equipment, do Preifen- .
tive maintenance and advise on the purchase of appro riate equiptnent. We would

advise you to buy the best equipment you can afford.
From personal experienee, we most earnestly 're mmend that professional

broadcasters be hired for the director and technical director positions. Whether or
not the FCC cinsiders us broadcasters, that is exactly what we are. We broadcast an
all-talk format, which presents challenges that many commercial and public broad-

1Casters never have to meet. Professional broadcasters can contribute the skills itnd
techniques that keep. listeners from beconaing bored, as well as the knowledge of
format and programming that can be. a significant factor in the "listenability" of a
Radio Reading Service.

92.
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The third person to hire should be an office manago to -keep books,lecords,
volunteer schedules, and do the typing. A program director and/or operations man-
ager to Oversee the announcing staff and assure the smooth flow of volateers, stir-
'dents and other personnel, is very helpful. We also have a blind student who audi-
tions all tapes to assure their quality and calls our Program Advisory Committee
each month to get their progranuning suggestions and feedback. We have a field en-
gineer rind a rehabilitation program director as a part of our vocational rehabilita-
tion grant. Add a 10-hour-a-week development director .(who actually works more
like-35 hours per week), a secretary-receptionist, and a traffic person who does the
prograM logs, publishes the monthly program guides and helps with receiver
records, and you have aipicture,of the Audio-Reader staff. (See tigirre 1.)

The essential staff members for a new service are the director, chief engineer
and the office managet, plus the necessary announcers. This stall' will get and keep
you on the air, it' you have,a willing group of well-trained volunteers. (Audio-Read-
er operated for a long timelivith -a director, an assistant director/engineer, and a few
students on work,study grants"who served as announcers and handled the typing.)

Director

Dtkelopment Operations

Director Manager

Assistant Director/ Admin strative
Chief Engineer Assistant An ouncers (8)

Field Engineer

Rehabilitation
Program Director

Clerical
Staff (2)

Client Liaison

Figure I. Sua of the University of Kansas Audio-Reader Seri,ice.

Programming
The purpcse of a radip reading service is to give rkint handicapped people access to

printed information that is not generally available.to them. The Most popular program any
radio reading service provides is the fading of the *lily newspapers. Access .to this
information creates opporttmities for greater social interaction as well as greater personal
independence. We offer the most recent best selling books, current magazines:and feature
programming that includes weekly, grocery shopping information, as well as 'practical
suggestions in the form of vocational 'rehabilitation information. Audio-Reader provides a
monthly program guide for its listeners in large print or in braille.



.
purchasing a new exiter with the generator, spaciky 6 klIz deviation foi the geneia-
tor. This will enhance your signal by.providing extra fondness in the fringes of youi
listening area. The injection level should be adjustable on the exiter and should be
at 10 peicent of the'total modulation of the main channel, assuming a stereo opera-*
non. The price on this will be in the neighborhood of $1,000 to $1,500 for the gen-
erator and $4,000 to $7,000 for the entire exiter package.

For legal installation, compression and limiting equipment will be neede'd to
achieve the highest possible loudness without over-modulation. A subcarrier modu-

;tat ion monit or. will [we'd to be purchased to measure "on air" modulation, injection
and frequency deviation. The cost of this equipment varies with the manufacturer,

4- but should fall in the range of $3,000 to $5,000. In some cases, 4-he EM main
channel may already have this equipment on hand.,,if they have been previously
using their subcarrier for other purposmbackground music, meter telêmetry, and
so on. .

Distribution amplifiers "may he needed at bhe studio location. if .you arc plan-
ning a large studio installation with many inputs and oUtputs. Patching facilities
would also be neetled in that case. If yga are at a remote sitt from the main channel
FM station, you probably will have to use a telephone audio loop-to feed the main

. channel station with the program material. Whj6ther or not a program amplifier
would be needed in this situatiOn would depend on your individual service. It is
advisable to consult with the main channel ehineers on these items. Prices for
amplifiers, etc., might range from 11,000 to $3,004.

Miscellaneous items couldlnclUde tools, wire, switches, lamps, AC hardware,
meters, and so forth. These 'items are costly arid take a long time to be delivered
plan ahead. Costs on these essential parts will.arji; but you can count on $1,000 to
$3,000.

,
-

The audio console purchase will depend .1on your bildieit, but.you should take
into account how many audiQsourc6 Oft will have to mix on the air. flow many

O mikes? How many lines? There is lwide variety of items from which to choose.
Again, the-main channel engineers cVn. give elpful advice. Buy the console to suit
your needs from a reputable company, pre rably with a guarantee to cover repairs.
Some of the newer console' are modular,:so that the working circuit cards may be
removed and retunied to the factors/ for repair. Costs range from $1,000 to

'...t I P' $30,000.
J c, . '

.
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.Technical ConsiOerations & Costs

The equipment necessary to stint a Radio Reading Seivice might include that
described below.

The FM. transmitter has three main sections: the exitei , the driver and the final
power amplitiei..AThe subcarrier_generatoi is (he most impoitant pal t of the system.
It is a small 'pan Orthe exiter which multiplexes or modulates the Radio Reading
Service on the air; it must be coqpatible with the exiter. If youi local FM iadio
stat ion .ZIoes not already have this important-part, the generatoi might be puichased
as an option to the eXisting exiter.

. If you are, planning a new FM station or Radio Reading 'ieiviee and wili he
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It yQU are planning 11) ntempotate music into the phigiamining. you will need

'to purchase One or two turntables and associated tone arms. magnictiC tarn idges

and picamphhers for both the "air studio- arid the "prodUction studio." Gond

turntables for broadcast-mg can he cued faster and easier than the home entertain-

ment machines. Consult the trade publications I'm these and other items.

Ilow many microphones will you need? Detei Mine how niany readers you will

have at any one tIrn. For example; au interview or newspaper studio might r equine

two to four microphones; the-recoi ding studios tor books neerfonc for each loom.

(`o s ronge from $50 to $200 per microphone. except for condenser mikes, which

cost from $400 to MO.
To determine how manly tape- recorders you need, first decide how many

iccording rooms you wish to have. One tape recorder is i equired-foi each room:* For

the actual. "air studio- we would recommend three or more machines to add the

most flexibility: .A minimum of two is necesSary -to permi13mooth plow= transi-

hon. If you prodtice your own featute programs, you need a production studio,

\\hich requires at least three adclitional machines. 'Buy the best you can afford.

Prices range from $1,000 to.$3;500. Avoid home entertainment equipment, since it -

is not, designed to withstand kmg, contirmous use.. '
Broadcast tape cartridge machines arc nOt man o will enhance be- .

tween-progratn capability: Prices range horn $400 $700. -Cassette -eq

pm ovides flexibility in gather...Lux information horn t c field. They are compatieWnet

with equipment of the library of Congress and sometother Radio Reading Services.

Prices range from $75 to.$300 per monaural unit.

Who Is Listening?
Audio-Reader currently has 1.200 individual SCA (subsidiary communications au-

thorization) receivers distributed. The breakdown by the age of our listeners is as tol-

lows:
e

Age Alo. oi Listeners'
0-19 i, 6

., 20-39 12

. 40-59 50

60-92 .
1,132

,.

.;
The average edt:Ktnidhal level reached b oyr listeners is high school graduation.

There are alsii-Aeveral central hospital installations where pat,ients cen listen

tfiroughout the hospitaren ceiling or pkIlor speakers, or on unused:N channels within

the hospitals' cable TV iOfttlation. Therro are presently *seven hospitals with 2,660

patients who have access to th-70Audio-rfleader program in this way.

Other pationtillin 57 nprsin1omes are being servecb Most of the nursing homes

have,established special listening ar1, so that many-listen.togethet to daily newspapers.

a favorite book, or special progranen g. These nursing homes `house fron. 30 to 200

patients each. Those who.are not arnbu tory and want individual receivers ate sent one

for personal use; We know of, only end senior citizens center with an AudiirReadet

listening room, butother such installatiOnst are.plannad, An additional 1,000 individual

receivers will be distributed thii year; and many mOre hciripitals and nursing home insist-

letions are planned as we expend bur listening area. 4

4
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Recruiting & Training Volunteers

Mole embarking on the task of recruiting volunteers a most critical aspect of
Radio Reading Sei viceseveral factors need to be considered.

Who are your listeners?
What is their average age?

. What educational and cultural interests will you needlo cover?
Ate you programming for an urban or a rural population, oi both?

A surve y. sent to prospective listeners will provide this information. Once these
factors are determined and you know for whom you are programming, you will
know what kinds of volunteers can -best meet the needs and expectations of your .

listeners. Possibilities for providing volunteers might be found in community re-
source organizations such as those that coordinate cinnmunity volunteer activity (a.
volunteer clearing house), service clubs, church groups, the League of Women -Vot-
ers, and the Ainerican Association of University Women. If a college or university is
part of your community,,faculty, members and spouses, students, and retired staff
and teachers offer excellent recruitment possibilities. Do not overlook valuable help
available .from the Cetired members of your community. Members of the American
Association of Retire,d Persons (AARP) and the Retired Teachers Association are
often good readersatid they have the time to help you. In beginning your drive for
volunft4s, do enlist the help and support of the local media. If the newspapers and
local radio and television stations-publicize ybur efforts, many people will-seek you
out to otter their help.

you <screen prospective volunteers? Two people on our staff handle
'screening- the operations manager and the director. After a brief visit just to put
the guest at ease, the prospective volunteer is iven a list of 100 words to read
aloud. Fewer than ten mistakes means we have a nential qwspaper reader. ,

If the vocabrilary test is. passed. we thendi ve applicants read a newspaper
article and a brief passage from a book to give us-a idea of their style and where
they will best fit ipto our format. We make a big eHqjto fit readers.to their
favorite areas of intAst.

Turning doWn volunteers requires tact. We usually tell them of other areas in
arich we nfed help and suggest other activitiqs, such as helping in the tape library
or visiting ntirging homes. What if a poor reader has already been accepted or if a
formerly good reader's kerformance can no longer, be tolerated? There are no easy
answers to this question. Occasionally a volunteer can- be shifted sideways or
steersd towards a. different kind of reading material. Others:can be given help to
improve their reading.

Readinifor Credit
Another source of volunteers for those of us on a university campus are stu-

dents who want to earn credit. At the University of Kansas, students in some
journalism and speech courses may enroll for one or two hours of credit (three
hours a week for oil& credlt-hour and live hours a week for two credit-hours). As
the stud,ents have mill11. ers to write and no exams to take, we are very tough. They

96
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must pioduce many 110Urs 01 matettal and it mintsLbe excellent. Each how mkssed is
subtracted tiom the final.grade U cuts who miss seven hours earn an Incomplete

-and must start from sciatch the next semester. If they do not make it the second

'time, they eain an F. We have acquired sonic of our 1110S1 dedicated volunteels horn
among these students, mayy of whom return semestei aftet seivestei as volunteers

after they have eat ned tkit maximum live- houis.

Other Volunteers
Childien occasionally 'record fo, vs to add variety to out sound. Their -voices

are lightel and offer good contrast. One niTyear-old has ius( completeNk soles
titled Careei Oppoit unities Unlimited, foi which he inlet viewed all in-ts of people

to discovei what their jobs entailed and to see if handicapped people had the
oppol (unit y-to do the same work.

When rutting together the piogram logs rind the monthly schedule and pro-
giam gui4, male and female, light and heavy voices aie mixed to give as much
vaiiety to the sound as possible. We are not looking fot Kofess,ional pet forniance

just friendly people who can pioject th'eit interest int otlrs and who have clear,
easily undet stood voices.

Without these wonderful people, the Most exotic decoi, equipment and physi.
cal plant art! worthless. The best advice we can offer is to tect Mt with enthusiasm,
screen and train with care, and be certaiu to communicate your appreciation to this
most vital aspect of your radio reading service. -

National Organizations
le .1975 the First Annual Convention of Radio Reading Services was held in Okla-

home. City under tho sPonsorship of the American Foundation for the Blind. Many
representatives of various national groups interested in this now'concePt in electronic
.modia wore prelent. Such groups as the National Federation of the Blind, tho American
Council for the Blind, Radio Station Management, the Library of Congress, the Corpora
tion for Public Broadcasting and the radio reading services themselves were represented.

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting has arranged with National Public Radio
to initiate a pilot project specifically .for radio reading services. Tho project will include
ton hour-long programs in a maRazine format with topics that pertain directly to the
needs of radio reading service listeners.

The American FoUndation for tho Blind continues its interest in Rag Reading
SeriViees with support .of convention of forts, and Regional- Seminars using their own
national exports and repource people from The Vsociation of Radio Reading Services.

Conclusion

The establishment of a successful Radio Reading Service one that combines
the elements of responsiveness to listener needs, that permits volunteers the satis-
fiction-ortime spent in a fulfillhig way, offers community and state leaders a mean-

- ingful tidtlet for their influence and generositypm be accomplished if the bagic
element4e patiently brought together. The step-by-step organizational structure is
criticat qi providing a strong, evo-growing Radio Reading Service that offers listen-
ers greatt personal independence. IN

1
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go.

Rosanna Locke Hurwitz is director of the Audio Reader Service at the
University of Kansas. With a B.S. in Vecial education, speech and hearing.
she _has served as a speedi therapist in two public school systems. Ilefirre
joining the Audio-Reader staff in /974, she was community affairs di-
rector Jiff KI.WAT Radio in Kansd She was elected to the executive corn
mince of the National Association of Radio Reading ServiCes in March,
1977.

Thomas hi lish is assistant direCtor and chief engineer of the Audio-
Reader Smice. While majoring in radio and television film at the (haver-
sity of Kansas, he worked lirr ilk, University's KANU4.711. lie joined the
Audio-Raider staff in /974.

Bert Cowlan corm' 'tits::

"How to Establish and Operite a RoReading Service via 'CA," by
Rosanna Hurwitz and Thomas Fish, was the first paper 1 re ir this
volume. I found it,warm and tender, a comprehensive And excellent guide

,/- for other do-it-yourselfers in the much-neglected field of providing services
to the blind, the aged and the handicapped. But a sad commentary on our
society emerges, since irseems that something so well w'orth doing must be
limited to the local level. (It was also a sad commentary that I could not
find, in three of ihemOst popular almanacs in current use, any figure for

number or legally blind citizens of tht United States. One did shpw'a
USOE figure of 24,(KX) blind children enrolled in Ideal public schools and
public and private residential whools. The UV. Statistical Abstract did pro'
'vidci total figure: there are 468, )0 Willy blind citizens. If one adds ih .

.0thers who:by yirtue of age.or ot er ht(ndicaps cannotjead or read with
difficulty, the total is probably a esome.), .

It is goot that an Association Of Radio kteading Services has been formed
and that, as the Hurwitz/Fish paper points out, the CPB and NPR are
gearing itp to do Abmething -about providing even a minimal service in the
(form of ten one:hour programs. The choleric! question I must rais., though,
is: Why is so little being done for so manyl If we ateun aging society (as
well Ats a communications-oriented one)7 more and more people will require
or 6uld mnke useofsimilar services. Should these not be embedded
in national eductitionalAtelecoMmunications policy, well-funded rattier than
ad hoc, and untierpinned by long-term policiet? What would happen, for
example, it National Publiadio went quadraphric and needed both of
the subcarrier frequencies (Hz and 4Ik Hz) now: being used (ohe or the
other, that is) to carry this service, which now seems largely to be carried
-on`public radio sunions? What also mighttbe die l?oneficial effect of pur-
chasing sub-varrier receivers en masse, through.a central purchasing agency,
rather than having to tiny them in what ure.asstimed ti4 he small quantities
for $50-$85 apiece?

P.erhaps a good injunction for the Association of.Radio Readhig Services

4
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wouklIbt, promptly toseek legistion for long-iange, nationwide funding,
for mass purchasing of necessary equipment, for turning this activity into
a truly natiOnal service and for .reserving frequency space on which the ser .
vice can be carried out. Whether.this would be via a dedicated sub-carrier
(we might all be able to force ourselves to live withea little less Muzak)
on.SCAs or a dedicated spectiutii on a public service satellite, is an open
issue.
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Radio Reading Service:
The Minnesota Experience

C. Stanley Potter,
, Minnesota State Services

for the
Blind and Visually Handicapped

In the mid-I950s, the Minnesota State Seivices Ica the Blind established its Com-
munication Center. It grew out of,iteeds expiessed by blind people, their counselors

and their teachers. While library servicss in braille and on recorded talking books
had been avAilable iit)lie United States through the Library of 'Congress and

Regional Libraries, the only material that dealt with current happenings in the state

was The Minnesotan, a monthly braille niagazinelts circulation was limited to
about 300, since the demand i'or braille materials was declining. The decline
resulted from the rising proportion of blind people who had lost their sight as
adults, of whom fewer use braille for reading. The first purpose of the Center.was

to put material of local and current interest from The Minitesot&n into recorded
form to be circulated biweekly for auditory reading, in order to reach many more

people.
Also in the mid-1930s, blind and visually handicapped children were in ever

increasing number remaining in their home school districts and-being educated
with theirseeing peers, rather than in.state schools for the blind. This meant that
textbooks in almost infinite valiety had to be transcribed from print into braille
and on tape. Individual studentssneeded the books selected by local officials for
the education of alf children in their districts. Textbooks art published in such
variety that many of the books transcribed are used by only one child or college
or vocational school student. Others, over a period of time, are used by many

She second purpose of the center was to provide all students with all the
Woks they require for their studies, in a form that enables them to read _them

on their own, and that is available through a single center resource. Carefully
selected, well-trained volunteers with dkvariety of talents and backgrounds, who
could sight-read fluently and accurately, have enabled us t\o provide on demand

a high volume of such diverse materials.

Unserved Needs
While that was a good start in approaching our communcation requirements,

it soon, became apparent that other .cultural and social changes were affecting
thp blind and physicially handicapped and their communicationmeeds:

.64
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1) Mole and inme blind people were finding employment in industiy , in the
plotessions, in the service.occupations, and in business.

2)- More and more handicapped homemakers were using iehabilitation
services to develop compensatory skills in mobility, personal self,care
arid in the care of their family. With their new independence, they weic
becOfning more active in women's organizations, church groups and local
political interest groups.

3) Fewer. and fewer of the increasing number of elderly blind people weie
living with their children. Mote .of rtieni were receiving -rehabilita(ion
seivices that permitted them to maintain themselves in their own homes,
Many of those with othet illnesses were living in rest homes.

In summary, the younger blind people were living and working with people
who saw and read and talked about what they read. Many of. the (Adel people,
whether at home or in an institution, had lived thcir lives as seeing,persons with
newspapers and other 'ptinted material about them, until they lost their sight.
Bot.h groups were denied access to the world of immediacy that they needed
to exploit the emming opportunities for acceptance and social intercourse.

Library materials in recorded form are a great asset to many, but they are
no substitute for the "localism" that a newspaper brings, nor do they bring current
best selling books while these are still fresh. It takes several immths to select and
have books transcribed and placed in regional libraries and, as with any library
service, the number of copies is limited. A person may wait for months to borrow.
a requested book. (I will never forget the blind woman who said to me, "By the
time 1 can get a hest sseller, the ladies in the beauty shop have quit talking about it
for six months.")

The-Search for a SolutionWhy SCA?
We were faced with a problem: a substantial group of visually and physically

atypical people were rapidly becoming socially and vocationally typical participants
, in society,tut lacked the current andlocal information available to the people

around theni. For a long time, radio seemed the obvious answer, but in what
. form? On what frequencies? At what cost? After examining these questions, it

appeared that a good answer, and perhaps the best one, might be found in the
/ subsidiary carriers of existing FM stations. They, offered several advantages:

.q In .the crowded spectrum, requests for additional frequencies would be
unnecessary.

2) The cost would be within reach, since the expensive transmitters, towers..
-Ind antennas were already present for anbther purpose. The 'remaining

expenses of any broadcaster studios, program production equipment,
.automatic level controls, peisonnel and SCA xental seem manageable.

I.

*Subsidiary Carrier Authorization. Any FM transmitter can broadcast several programs
simultaneously, provided the necessary encoding circuiting is use. The desired program can
then be separated from the other decoding circuitry, if it is pnCsent in the receiver being used.
Stereo broadcasting of this capability and a third channel is very, feasible, usually at 67 kHz
above the mak& channel:
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3) ,At 100 megaherz. signals an; stable day and night, affected little :by
changes, in the ionosphete,. which alters reception_patterns pn.the lower
frequencies. These hequencies are not limited as severely by 'terrain, as
ate the much Inghei frequencies.

Yet what could one-tenth ot the powei ot even a tull-powei lAlstation-do in a
state that spans 300 by 400 miles'? What pertoimance standaidCcould.be.obtanted
technically in SCA reccivmand at what cost?

-.

"ko answei these questions, in 1967 we began to investigate. We found that-
SCA technology in icceiver design and tiansmission standaidstiad not been given
a grAt deal of attention, hut we were able to determine that one could e)!illect
good SCA perfoi mance for distances flow transnnt ter equivalent to the lecept um
of stereo, which depending' on in ani channel powel,.teliam, antenna height,
hill legal SCA injection and effective automatic level contiol was-50 to 60 miles.
If an outdoor Anectional antenna cut foi the transmittel frequency was used to
replace the customary-receiver whip, somewhat greatei distanyes Weie attainable.

Since that nine, receiver desig has substantially improved. The impiovements
4° do not extend leception capabili much, blit provide vast impiovernent in the

quality or. the SCA signal, greatel freedom hom.ciosstalk, and with some
manipulation of the audio frequency curve bettei and mote pleasant readability.

The Radio Talking Book Network
. The Minnesota Radio Talking Book Network began its tiansmission on
January 2, 1969. In those early years, broadcasteis in many paits of the .country
were concerned about the use of SCA, because of what was known as the "birdie,"
a variable whistling sound that could ho heard when listening to a main channel
with SCA operative. The birdie thmed ont to be a receiver phenomenon that dis-

c appeared With the introductirl of the plpse locked-loop circuitiy now common
in I'M receiver design.

The Minnesota Radio Tatking Book now uses.a network of ten titnsmitters
and fransmits reading matter, mostly very current,-nineteen-and-a-haff hours allay,

*365 days a year. Its audience is made of 4,000 individuals to whom receivers.have
been loaned, and the residents of several institutions with high populations of
handicapped and aging persons. Institutional systems consist of an SCA receiver
feeding one channel of an audio distribution system, which the hospital or other
institution may alre,ady have available-, or the receiVer -may he a carrier current
type of retransniitter, so Thai the signal is available-throughout the raeility in the
rooms of residents or patients.

The type ofTeceivet used in individual homes is crystal-controlled, has a single
cpmbination power switp and volume control and, in addition to its internal
speaker; a low impedence output jack for the: headphone supplied. NI jack
doubles as the output for feeding a tape recorder orother audio &via.

For those extremely handicapped by paralysis or otter disorders:an easily
installed touch-sensitive remote.. switch is supplier) by the agency. This pmniits
listeners to turn the receiver on 44 off if they can move any part of their body
-even slightly.

In our own lab, we build a small carrier current transmitter, the output of
which is in the order of 200 milliwatts. This unit is installed inside the ,cabinctry
of receivers to be Joaneil to those who tire active in.their homes and need 64 be

,
,
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able to jead iii anyrooni. A small handheld battety-poweied ieceivel is supplied.

howevey. which is fixed to the frequency-ofthe re-transtintter.

"Radio 'Talking fiook"?
al mg nook" is a term with which the public is widely familia/. Iladio's.purpose is,

- nrt to replace the phonogiaph talking book, noe the mote recent tape talking books.

/ts purpose is to add it new dimension to auditory reading- it is immediate and, has the
capacity to be local It *should not be consideied a substitute tor Meaty services in which
a ptrson can choose what to read and when to read it. Like all other immediate media
nowspapersradio, anil television it must be programmed, and the programmers must

/ devise systems that vialt provide tor broad input from listeners and will be guided by
their reactions.

2

Summary: The Advantages of SCA

We have found the SCA system of providing a radio talking book setvice (or
whatevet you wish to call it-if you ate doing srmilal progianiming) an approptiate.
and higjily desirable medium. is. perhaps the only feasible. method of doing.

, * what-we wan4 t9 do, for the following reasons: -"

1.4 It is t,lie only cost-effective syteni rot providing full-time service (in'
MiimeSota,, 1914 [toms a day). To us, lnll-time. service is.important since

we want tsi- include a broad cross section of the materialS bei4 read by
flue public. We:want to meet the, needs of peo-ple With a Wide variety of
interests. We want to provide materials mablc by people. with various
levels of compkehension, and We want time to piovide programming
tOr liaise with 4lorter attention spansucli as some ot; our institukocial-
lied and.older listeners. '

2) . The SC-A is regarded by the FCC as. a .private means.of communication..
We have a stable, gradually increasing audience that has come to under-

N.
stand why we include. books that many people like, but that- others find.
offensive. (If our signal were available to a continually variable Oublie

, audimce, we would*be under frequent criticism froni.people who do not
understand.) Our readers do, tell us what they think, and somethnes in
no uncertain terms, I quote two reaetion to the same book:

-

Who selects !., the fat* books . . . such .as the 8 p.m. book (Fear
and Loathing: On thel'ampaign Trat7:72). You', are beating the coin-
niercial stations filth triay.lie it will bring you. notoriety. As ye
sot w so shall ye reap. You have niany pod things.on.

. .

. . All of the volunteers are pretty wonderful. I especially like Eurnce
'Grier and I enjoyed Lawrence Becklund reading-Fear and-Loathing:
On the Campaign Trail 72. .

4
. .

,

rifle much of what we read would not considered offensivt.'by
anyone, we do read material that niany people might read comfortably in
private, but that few would read aloud to another. Many feminine listeners -
have told us that from our "Strictly Feminine" program th4 have learned r

03
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-.a great deal about everOhing from hair-dos to clothing stYles to sex.
.. About the latter, they gained information they had no idea wothen aiound
them were reading, kind that no one had read them or talked to them

. . ,
. . .

--:-...i,,f t._reely abou .4 -#:..--,,,,,,_:, .

. ,

What about the magazine; and books that ate Printspertificaliy for
the purpose of stimulating vicarious sexual exPerienges?foop18.;who can
see 'are free to find such stitoulation in many ways, froin feading 10 just
-plain girl (or boyy.watching. We can include such materials iii bosed circuit
brOadcasting, and the eatphone provides privacy in reading whatever one
chooses to hear. . . -la

. .

The third virt ue of the SCA systeth is that it permits us to read copy.:
righted materials without requesting permission, which must tie the case if
the material is to be fresh.. We are careful about eligibility: only those who
cannot effectively. tea.ii .printed materials, because of visual or physical
handicaps', are listeners. They are people who would' not bily a publisher's
boOk or-magazine; because in its printed form they..cannot use it. .

Radio Reading-Services .are gradually growing in vqious parts of the nation.
Some d thenb are operated by broadcasters as an additional service to the handi-
capped population. More arc operated by agencies for the blind, public or private,
or by organizitions established for the specific purpose of developing and operating
a Radio Reading Service. Eicept for Me broadcasters why provide the. service
tfienisebies, most organizations are leasing the SCA capability. Some systedis serve
a single urban area. Others., throvgh networking, serve a whole state. There is no 4.

doubt 'that radio reading is rapidlY becoming a highly important influence in the
lives of handicapped people.,

There are now approxiMately 50 Radio Reading Services'uSing the SCA rnedi-
i urn in the U.S. and Canada, plus about 25 planning sites. The Association of Radio

Reading Services was formed at a national tonference in 1977. The Association
is concerned with legislation and giving its members technical, organizatiönal,
program and fisa develoement -advice,'as well as with the publicatiot °of dther
relevant informatiOn. Further information may be olltained by writinwthe author.

. C Stanley Potter-is an educational psychologist whohas beendireetor
of the State Service for the Blind in Minnesota since 1948. He has had 50-'
tensive experience in psychologicai counseling and has served on the corn-,
mitteeN-of several states and national groups involved in vocational rehabili- '-

union into the integration of school-age blind children through apPlying
special education materials and techniques. Mr. Potter, who holds the M.A.

. .in education, is president of the National Association of Radio Reading
Serviees. ,

He may be reached at: State Semices /Or the Blind and Visually Handi-,
capped, 1745 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55104.
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Bert Onv lan cottiM6lts:'

C. S. Potter's "Radio Reading Service: The Minnesota Experience," was de-

signed aS a companion piece to thd preceding chapter by Hurwitz and Fish, and it
strikes me in precisely the same way. The emphaSis on improving SCA receiver

design certainly seems a major step in the right.girestion. One would only hope
that, along with design improvements, cost effectiveness is also addresed; that
cheaper receivers will be developell so that a's these programs proliferate (which is
devoutly to be wished), more individuals or agencies can aaprd to purchase them.

11re added emphasis on portability shows an impressive sensitivity to listenicr .

needs; why should not the blind be able to "read," as do the sighted, iltany room?
Also impressive, at least to this reviewer, is the attitudetoward_s sex aml the
sion of volumes With "highr. sexual content : Aluir all, blind is not synonymous .
witii asexual. . .

. As With Ae Kansas program.already discussed, it is 'sad that a program stich as

thfs is not nationally:funded and nationally available. It will be even saddel if, as
suggested in my'comments on Ilurwitz and Fish (and aSsuming the same SCA fie-.

quencies are used in the Minnesota project and provided, as in Kansas,- largely by

public. radio), public radio jurns lo using its SCA's for some other.purpbse, suck
quadraphonic sound. (While Potter refers to.ten FM-transmitters, he does not indi-

cate who Owns them, whether therare cmeimiercial Oi public.) I lovkbver, it seems
possible that, 'were atl theradio reading services put under the.aegis of a wellLtUnded
national ownization, a first act of such an organIzat ion might be to seek, in the .
rewrite of the Communications Act of 1934 now underway, dedicated frequencies
for.that service. I am well aware that this proposal itay be considered raniclieres9
by those in public broadcetine. But what..can you expect from one who still#wns

a black-and-white television,set? -

'0
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Cable Television:
A Useful Tool for the Delivery

of Education and Social Services?

John A. Curtis and Clifford H. Pence, Jr.
Center for Excellence, Inc. (CenTeX) . -)

Community Ante Television (CATV) was first established in 1949 in reuiote
areas of Pennsylla and Oregon.4' The concept was a simple one: Television
signals could be provided in areas of poor reception by iging an antenna suffi-
ciently high to receive a remote broadcast signal, and then redistributing the sig-
nal via coaxial cable to subscribers who could not otherwise receive a good signal

on home-type antennae. For this service, subscribers were willing to pay a .fee.
An entire community could thus be served from one master antenna, leading to
the FCC designation of the service as "Community Antenna Television.-

CATV's Early Childhood':
A Period of Robust Growth (19504960)

CATV's birth-and-growth pattern has been exactly the reverse of almost every

other American technological innovation, including that of the broadcast industry
that spawned it. Cable television began in remote rural areas,,eipanded into The
suburbs and is now beginning to penetrate large urban areas...Most major electrical
and electronic developments- from the electric light anthelephone to radio and
TV have begun.in heavily populated areas and then,spread outward into the coun-

tryside.
By 1952 (the first year for which TV ,Faelbook reports ('ATV statistics)

there were 70 operating CATV systems serving 14,000 subscribers. During each
of the next two years, both the number of systems and the number of sub-
scribers more than doubled.: 150 systems- served 30,000 subscribers in 1953, and

*While documentation of ihe "first" (wry system is a matter of debate, tj, is generally
agreed that parallel developments in Oregon and Pennsylvania led to operating CATV systems
in both areas during this time period. (See Mary Alic Mayer Phillips, CATV: A History of Com-

munity Antenna Television, Northwestern University Press, Evanston, Illinois, 1972.)
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300 .systems seived 65,000 subscribers in 1954. By 1958, ten years after the first
systems were established, thcre were 525 systems serVini 450,000 subscribers (sec'
table I). .

A

Table 1. Growth of the CATV Industry.
(as of January 1 ot each/year)

Year Operating Systems Total Subscribers.

1952

1 953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

11367-

1968

1969

1970'

.1971

1972

1973

1974

1975'

1976

1977

70

150

300

400

450

500

525

560

640

700

800

1,000

1,200

1,325

1,570

1,770

2,000

2,260

2,490

2,639

2,841

2,991

3,168

3,506.

3,651

3,801E

14,000

30,000

65,000

150,000

300,000

350,600

450,000

, 550,000

660,000

472.5,000

850,000

950,000.

1.085.000

1,275,600

1,575,000

2,100,000

2,800,000

3,600,000

4,560,000

5,600,000

6,000,000

7,300,000

8,700,000

9,800,000

10,800,000

11,900,000E

E-7-estimated . Source: TV Pothook, 1977
Note: The change in the number of systems operating each year is determihed by throe

factors: 1) new systems which began operation during the year; 2) older ,systems coming to
the attention of the Television Pacthook for the first -time and therefore included in the
total for the first time; 3) The' splitting or of systems by.operators.
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Most of these early systems were small rural ones, which retransmitted corn-
broadcast signals og only a few (one' to three) stations,' and unti1,1953,

technical caPacity limitN1 cable transmission to no more than live television '
channels.- By 1.45:Th however, 12-channel cable 'cipacity the channel capacity of a
standard television receiver of that time -became A reality, and Cable seemed
ready to take.on its city-born cousincommercial TV.

CATV's Youthful Period:
New Responsibilities

With adolescence there usually come "idles of conduct:" During CATV's
early days, such rules were primarily develqn&on the local level Ind usually
took the form of jurisdictional franchise agreements granting permission to run
cable over public property, and establishing-payment scales for this right, usually
a percentage of gross profits.

By the 1960s, however,: two developments radicallY altered the ('ATV pic-
ture:

I ) Cable operators began to make serious efforts to'originite local program-
s. ming. Although some system operators had been experimenting with local

origination, such origination bad until the 1960s been an exceptional
rather than normal operating procedure.

2) Cable operators began to use microwave technology to iMport signals
-1 from television stations too distant to be picked up over the ah. This fie-.; velopmenrwas significant ill/two respeits.

'First, the long-distance, multArogram importation created CATV's,.first real
tfirea.t oFeompetition to the local broadcaster. Until this threat, big-city comMer-
cial aation operators ha& been only too haimy to .have 00i:service areas ex-
tended .by cable systeins.

-:** Second, since the operation of rnicrowave,transmitters requires Federal Com-
,

muniptions Conimiision licenses, the Commissionwhic.h up to this point had
been,-,reluctant to impose regulation on cable systerns:-now had a responsibility
to do .s(i. FCC regulation of the CA
inerease in saope and severity.

Id 1962, the Commission began to

industry, on& it began, continued to
ss,

6,
pose 'cate-by-case restfictions on those

CATV systems using microwave- relays andAy 1966, the FCC asserted its juris-
diction over all cable systems, including those not u'sing microwave ,relays.1 By)

1966, FCC rules even mandated the carriage of Ideal Signals and iniposed proce-
s dures for the importatiorrof distant signals,into the top TV markets.*

*The FCC claimed these regulations were designed primarily to pirdted the fledgling UHF
statjon operators, who *night be the first to be hurt by the importation of d6-tant signals.
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CATV's Adulthood
.

'

For the next several years, there was concerted effOrt to develop comprehen-

sive regulations for CATV through a series of proposed rule-making hearings,

which invited comments from all conderned parties. Prompted by the President's
Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP) insistence that a workable pattern of
cable regulation be developed, comprehensive rule-making was completed by the

Commission in 1972.
Briefly, the -1972 rules included the f011owing:

Authorization

In order to begin operations, at cable system must obtain a certificate of
'compliance (CAC) from the FCC. Granting of the CA.0 is contingent upon the

cable operator having first obtained a franchise from the appropriate local au-
thority. Broad guidelines were provide& for use.by local governments, ut local

governments are allowed considerable latitude with regard to such deta s as fees,

.
terms of agreement, geographic areas of franchises and subscriber rates.

Signal Carriage -

1.) Cable systems must carry all local stations licensed to communi ies within

35 miles of the served community.
2) In addition, cable systems can, if they so choose, import distant signals to

provide, in conjunction with the "must-carries," a total of:
a) Xree network and three independent stations in the top 50 markets;

b) ree network and two independent stations in thc next 50 markets;

and
c) Three network and one independent stations in markets smaller thin the

top 100 markets.
Stations within the toP -50 markets may import two distant signals, even
if local "must-carries" till the allowable quota.

PrOtection of Local Broadmst Interests

1) Network programs imported from a station must be blacked out if the
program is-carried simultaneously by the local network affiliate.

2) In the l'Ina,,50 markets, syndicated programming may not be shown oh

.cable for ofie year 'from the date that it is first !sold anywhere in thea
country, nor for as lodg as it is under contract to a local station. (The'''

next 50 markets are subject to similF though less restrictive regulations.)

. System Requirements

1) All new systems witk3,500 or more subscribers in major markets (all new

systems regardless of market size since 1977) are required to have.
20-channel capacity and two-way capOility. Older systems with 3,500 or

more subscribers must meet these standards by 1981.
24 Systems with 3,500 or more subscribers must also provide four access-

channels (for local, educational, publk and leased use) if system capacity

.
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petjuits md dentand exist-S. Systems with insufficient channel capacity
must make at least one channel available Fyn the lout previously listed
uses combnled. Systems must also make equipment available lot local plo-

duct ion .2

Mgre.Recent Regulatory Restrictirs

Subsequently enacted FCC rules were made to inotect feature flints and
sporting events from "siphoning" by pay cable. On March 25, 1977, however,
thc U.S. Court of Appeals, for the District of ('olumbia (which is the court of
original jurisdiction in FCC matters) struck down these regulations in Home Box

Office vs. FCC, finding that 1) the FCC had no evidence showing them that pay

cable woold adversely affect the public interest; 2) the rules violated the

*, First Amendment; and 3) they were issued without statutory authority. The
Supreme Court declined to hear the case On appeal by the FCC, thus allowing

Q" the court's opinion to stand.
, But the 972 FCC rule-making still stands, and the itest fedetal copyright)

legislation puts further mature and reasonable restrictions on the unrestricted

CATV use of programming material owned by others.

Continuing, but Less Dramatic, Grbwth

Withip this regulatory framework (and, many feel, in spite ;of. it), cable
television has continued to grow. During the period from January 1972 to Sep-
tember .1976, for instance, the number of cable systems grew from 2,770 to
3,715, an increase of 34 percent. During dip same time period, the number of
subscribers grew from 6,000,000 to an -estimated 11,500,000,?n increase of 91.7

percent.3.
Though America's CATV industry is today a sizable operation, the 30-year,

old fledgling has yet to become the tin hty and comprehensive giant once pre-

dicted. For instance, in 1971qhe Sioa nunission on Cable Communications
predicted that' CATV would have met ated 40-60 percent of the national mar-

ket 1980.4 Today, its pene.tration s believed 'to be approxiMately 17 per-

cent.5
A recent CenTeX study includes data regarding the nation's IS largest CATV

operations (as of September 1, 1976, as reported by the 1977 Mlevision Fact-
book). These data indicate that 'America's 15 largest CATV systems hav-e ob-
tained an average market penetration of .23 percent in the operating areas in
which they are franchised* (see table-2). .

. \
*The cable industry statisticans piefer to use a more flattering "saturation" percentage,

which is the ratio of cable subscribers to thVirumber of homes passed by its cable. This figure

ignores the htnnes in the uncabled portions of the system's geographic franchise area and does

not, therefore, reflect the true market penetration with regard to thc, total population thqt. the

systern is franchised to serve. CenTeX thus sought to determine the trpe market penetration

based op the total population of the'franchised areas.
\ .

a
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Tabis CATV-Merkst Ponelratton Anidysis.

Rank Location Subscribers Households2 % Served

35.1

26.0

7.4

19 0i
. 17.3

35.8

21.1

49.0

55.1

66.1

25.8

17.6

58:5

71.9

23:9

1

2/103

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

11 *

12 ANs

13

14

15

San Diego, CA kip

New York, NY

Los Angeles, CA

Oyster Bay, NY

Suffolk County, NY

San Jose, CA

Allentown, PA 1

Northampton, t A .

Ausilh; T X

_Wilmington, 14K, -

Toledo, OH

San Francisco, CA

San Rafael, CA

A Santa Barbara, CA

Total

)

116,012
..

133,556

78,899

65,000

/'64,749
.

61,500

58,300

55.000'

.54,300

42,000

42 ,000

41,991

40,175

39,333

892,815

0

4

330,531

613,078

.1,067,789

341,517

.374,983

171,643
.

276,139

112,15

98,505

63,510

162,574

238,558

68,679

54,692

3,874,348

1
As of September 1, 1976, as reported in the 1977 Television Factbook.

2
Based on franchise area data supplied by the l;CC and population data from the 1970

census.
Two systems rItve Manhattan. Data from both systems have been combined for this fi

analysis.

., )',141
But table 2 also would appear lS indicate the following:

CATV's ' market penetration, in large city areas, whtre commercial TV 1,:%,
broadcasting stations are highly active, is still low (Los Angeles, 7.4%;',,
New York City, 26%,'San Prikncisco, / 7.6%).
In cities where coverage by the commercial TV. broadcasting operators is fess
energetic, where local progrannitiatioIJ is lest active, CATV's market pene-
tration ppears to go up (in.Cali rnia n go, 35.1%; San,Jose, 35.8%).
In city areas quite. distant from a eas,oilocally-targeled commercial broad-
caat ctivity and where local C TV programining is high, CAW market
penetittion is impressive (Wihnin I., 55.1%; Santa Barbara, Calif.,
71.9%). le distant cities where t ermits reasonably good local use

.of other-city signals, however, market enetration drops (Allentown, Pa.,
21.1%; Toledo, Ohio, 25.8%).
In suburban areas well-served by large commercial TV broadcasting sys-
tims, CATV finds market penetration difficult (Oyster Bay, N.Y. and en-
virpns, 19.0%; Suffolk Couniy, N.Y., 17.3%).
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In city and county areas. outside the range of big.city TV broadcasting
systems. CATV has, II oni its inception, 'done well (Northampton, Pa..

49%; San Rafael, ('alif.. 58.5%).

In brief. tl\e CATV inasstry has. during the 1970s. co ntinued to penetrate
well the rural. county and city areas away Viotti the areas saturated by commer-

, cial TV broadcipting services?: but it has not betome the dynamic social force and
'communications system giant once predicted by us proponents. Neither has it

become the money-making "machine'once envisioned.

;

CATV's Maturity: The 1980s

The questions now facing the CATV inVestoi it the investment of
tiMe, e.dergy; or expel tiseare these:

)Can CATV penetrate America's major urban and nearby suburban markets

on an economically viable basis'?
2) What are the tools available to accomplish the penetration of these heavy-

population-density areas?

Before considering data Which may possibly provide answers to -these two

tandamental questions, the following facts should.be noted:

Some 3,700 "ordinary" cable systems are today serving More than _8,000

communities and more than 12,506,000 subscribers, who are, in most in-

stances, located in tar-from:big-city rural, suburban and urban areas:6

The cost of installing cable on existing poles in rural and suburban areas is

reported to average $6,000 per mile; the per-mile cost of undergrOund
installations in densely populated areas, $80,000.7
Thday, both the federal government and private 'industry are investing

0.heavily in the development of new technical and programming tools to :
facilitate CATV's big-city market penetration ambitions.

All of these efforts combine two basic strategies: The development of locally

unique programs and services not today obtainable from cohnnercial and p'ublic
broadcasting stations; and individual program participation methodologies de-

signed to encourage and enable.CATV subscriber participation in locally unique
programming (whether TV games or educational course ware).

Typical examples of the .current, new-ft:tol developments which may give
CATV the necessary marked impart to compete effectively in big-city and near-

big-city areas with commercial and public broadcasting services are discussed

below.
11.

Warne.es-Qube SysEkm

One prototype systein, which tilt entire'industry is*.watching with more than

.a casugl interest, is Wagner Communication's Qube system in Columbus, -OhiO.:

Qube is a 30-channel, interactive systerri. A Small eontputer terminal in the sub-

scrjber's home permits the subscriber to participate in programstake tests, vote

11 2
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on-public issues, and even to have home the-and-security plotection. The coin-
puteiimi set-uç i. will also make possible the tiansmission of specific piogiainnung
exclusively to pre-selected -subsciibers ("narwwcasting").

,

The Qube system, which stalled full operation in Decembei 1977, also pio-
vides thiee educational ihannels &me pay and two free) anal a local production
origination channel.

Qube's home-located "black box" connol unit imovides five diffeient le-
sponse buttons fm viewei progrAm participation. This capability enables the sub-
scribei to take multiple choice examinations, to respond to public-opinion polls,
and even to requept information or order merchandise.

One of the premium (pay) channels will feature continuing education, en-
rishment and hobby/how-to courses under the "Better Living" heading. A free
educational channel is "Qube Campus," featuring courses offered for credit by
three local universities in a variety of formats. The second free educational channel,

'called "Culture and Learning," will carry a variety of cultural, informational and
educational programming, including captioned materials for the hearing impaired,
sonic. "narrowcast" specifically to that population.

The lOcal live ghannel, "Columbus Alive!", offers a variety of programming
with heavy emphasis on viewer participationtalk shows, quiz and game shows,
spolts, interviews and "happenings."

Obviously, Warner has invested a lot of its dollars andprestige in Qube. The
company openly states that its investment is more than 12 million .dollars, but
justifies this substantial sum op the belief' that Qube will .not only test subscriber
reaction to a comprehensive interactive cable com nunications system, hut that
the Columbus xperience will provide an indicatit i of how' other urban areas
(the.last fronti of cable) might react to and sup ort such systems.

t .,Spen cer arrison, Warner's executive vice-pre dent, has stated, for instanceNr
(as qurz.ted by ihe New pork Dines): t4f it I ubei works, urban cable
television will become a reality. If it fails, cable in 'tlk large cities may be a dead
issuefor many years."

Mr. Harrison may, indeed, be accdrate in his aservations. Though the pros-
pect of customers accumulating charges at the rateof $1

i00 to $3.50 per program
(the range of the Quhe system) is bound 10 make hug lsystem investments look
less foriMdable than the average fee of $7.87 charged' or pay channels, such as
those of Home Box Office, the qtfestion become this: To what extent over a
period of time is the consumer likely to use and pay for special programs de-
signed tolserve his unlined, desired, but perhaps economically impractical, needs?
Are there enough unfilled needi to support the huge initial Qube-type invest-
ments? Warner's management obVioUsly believes ihe answer tO such questions is
yes. '. ..

)

CATY's Educational Service Potential

One of the traditional strengths of the American educational system (and, it
might be argued, of American democracy itself) has been the control of

.. education. Cable television\ is' especially well-suited tà serving local educational

.v
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needs. Cable system; aie usually locally opetated, even if not locally owned-, they
usually follow jurisdicttonal boundalies (because ot franchising purceduies); they
have inme potentially available spectium space than coninieicial in public bioad-
cast television, and they can be made available inexpensively to potential educa-
tional users, including people in then homes as well as students in schools oi
ply sities.

iy has this potential not been exploited more widely? Again, there are
multiple factors working in combination.

hi the. first place, an educational entity has to decide that television can help
to meet its educational objective); (assuming that the objectives have been de-
tined). ibis is no small hurdle especially since the educational use of television
19,s a less than perfect track record, and th4e will always be those who mistrust
technology in any tOrm. Second, there must be a fairly substantial initial commit-

,

ment of funds to the endmavor.
For those who are willing to tafte the trouble, however, the results from the

use of CAT)/ circuits foi the distribution, of educational programs can be rewardi-
nig. A case insar may help to illustrate -both thy.sproblem and the rewards.

A Case HistoryShawnee Mission
lt (969, the Shawnee Mission Public Schools (SMPS) in svburban Kansas 4

City,'4kansas, began operation as a unified school district serving ten municipali-
ties in 'Johnson County.* One of the school districts consolidated had a closed-
Tenn system serving six schools, which was operated for one additional year by

t unified system.. In the Meantime, a study of various telecommunications
options for a district-wide system was uhdertaken. The oietions were ITI:S; district-
owned cable and leased cable. All, however, were beyond the financial means oi the
district.

About the time that the whole Ida was about to be abandoned, TeleCable
(a Landmalrk Communications cable subsidiary) was granted a cable franchise for
nearby Overland Park_ Included in the franchise agreement was one channel for
educational acss and. the option toileasè 'up to three more channels. TeleCable
has subsequintlY obtained franchises in all but one of the municipalities compris-
ing the Shawnee Mission district. One of the municipalities sriecified the provi-
sion of two educational access channels it! .the franchise agreement. Sinee the
same cable Aystem serves all nine mdnicipalities, this Ineant two channels for the
entire district.

The regOlar programming -of one channel began durin the 1972-73 schoOl
year, and two-channel operation came in the next year. Thus three years elapsed
between'the feasibility study and the beginning of p m

Originally, programming was .fed upstream to the ca e head-end, which is
located in the next county, closer to the expected geographic center of the even-
tual cable service area. The distance the signal had to travel (through 31 ampli-
fiers) resulted in significant signal deterioration. A decision was therefore made
to originate from the cable head-end itself, using video cassettes. While this effec-
tively eli-ninited hire programming, its loss was considered acceptable in light of the
improvea signal quality gained by originating tioni the head-end.

*All data on Shawnee Mission Public Schools were developed from personal interviews
with SMPS staff, January 9-10, 1978.

11 4
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One experiment conducted while live piogranuning was still possible ',was the

two-way interaCtive .use of the system Ithr two homebound students. While this
experiment has been ieported as successful in some cable liteiature, it is the
opinion of the system's chief engineer that they "never really got the [two-way
technicallbugs, out of the [cableisystem."

Shawnee Mission originally produced about 50 pe-rcenf of its own program-,
ming, but as :high-uality progranimMg has become more available from, others,
this figure has decreased over the years to a current .20 percent. In addit,ion to
pre-recorded IV programs, Shawnee Mission also purcha'ses videotape rights to 16-,

inip films, so Vint all cable origination-can be done oil video cassette, thus elim-
inating the need for a film chain at the cable head-end, where space is at a pre-
mium. Programs are typically repeated several times at vaiious hours and on dif-
ferent, days to permitsnaximum scheduling flexibility by individual teachers for
their specific 'student populations. In addition, open time is made available to
distribute material requested by individual teachers.

Of the 64 schools in the district, all but two are served by the cable system.
One is in a municipality without a,cable franchise; the other in a municipality
that is franchisedbut that has a school in the area to which cable has not yet
been extended. (These two schools are currently being served by "bicycling" the
cassettes to meet these schools'.needs.)
. In addition to the Shawnee Mission schOols' daytime use of the two educa-
tional chanrkels, the channels are used during Hie evening and weekend by John-

son County Community College. JCCC's programming is largely non-eredit and
community-oriented, mid is targeted for the general population.

The Shawnee 'Mission experi.....,; is a p()od exaMple of how a sctrool district

institutes cable use. It is also illuStrative of what is necessary to operate high-
qWality educational program distribution system. It is estimated that the equiva-
lent of seven-and-one-hrilf empfoyees (spread among the 44 full-time and
eight part-time staff of Shawnee's Educational Media Services operation) are
required for the cable operation. In 'addition to the annual personnel expense of
approximately $91,060, more than $30,000 is. spent annually on program acquisi-
tiontape and film rental or purchase.

From a cost-effectiveness viewpoint, the following is important to note:

1) Cen TeX's analysis of SMPS-supplied cost data indicates annual per-pupil
cost of $4.40 (which includes all personnel and material costs as well as
10-year-based amortization of all capital oquipn1eht investments.)

2) The $4.40 Shawnee Mission figure compares with $5.12, the comparable
figure (ftom a recent CenTeXsurvey) for the natio al. cross-section of the
public school system using ITFS systems for the di qution of teaching
expertise and .inaterials. However, the ITFS systems s rveyed: (a) can use

four channels 'hither than the two channels of the ShawIrçe Mission system;
(b) can distribute live, real-time programming, as well as r corded program-

ming, and therefore can provide for interaction (eiTheividèç and audio or

audio-only) between instructors or* resource person'S and the student
viewers; and (c) are privacy-protected, a feature irraportant to most educa-

tors using telecommunications delivery systems.

,; But the important point is this: given tWo or more channeis and a fully
cable-reached school system with 37,000 or more students, CATV at. the school

level of education is cost-effective.
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The Delive.ry of SociaT ServiciS

In 1974, the National Science Foundation (NSF) awaided -seven grants fin
the design of experiments to deliver social services via intelactive- cable television.
The grantees were consortia, each consisting of a ieseaich oiganization, local gov-
ernment agencies and a cable system. The experiments pioposed by three of these
consortia were ultimately funded foi implementation. These expeOnents have only
.recently 6een concluded- tljus only some pi eliminary data ale atlitilable. But even
these preliminary findings have important implications rot the future of cable as a
social setvices/educational delivery methoglogy.

The Reading, Pennsylvania, Experiment
Oue dtperiment investigated the effect of iwo-way cable television on seMor

citizens' knoWledg6 of ,availahle sociarprograins, services and benefitand omm
their knowledge of and participation in community political and social processes.
New York University conducte'd this research in Reading, Pennsylvania, in codp-
eration with the ATC-Berks Cable TV Company, the City of Reading, the Berks
County Senior Citizen's Council and the Reading Housing Authority. a

Three neighborhood centers, one in a multi-purpose center and two in senior
citizen housing projects, were -linked via interactive cable. The offices of the
major city council members and.other public officials were regularly connected
to' this interactive systeni, and several local.schools and nursing homes participat- .

,

ed on'a rotating basis.
Although the original design called for limited home viewing by 117 senior

citizens by means of converters,- initial response was so fav6..iable that the pro-.
grams were aired over a regular cable channel so that all subscribers could view
the programs and participate via telephOpe.

Over a I 5-month period there were More than 450 Wows of interactive pro-
granmling covering a broad range of subjects of interest to the elderly- from talks
with the mayor and ci council members'and informition on preparing wills to
self-entertainment by g oup. singing and peer-group counseling. More than 70
agencies particitiati.d in the programming, 20 or which later became regular users
of the :system. Social service agencies provided 49 percent of the prograMming,
local government 21 percent, and educational institutions 15 percent.8

Much of the success of the Reading Program is attributed to these facts:

The pertinent consupiers were involved at every .level from program con-
.

ception to -production.
The lpcal system was therefore used to meet- local needs on aregular and
continuing basis, with the result that there was both increased, awareness
andincreased participation on the part of the local senior titizens.

Perhaps thk greatest evidence of the succes-i of the program 4s not in the pile
of statistics amassed, but in the fact,t that a local non-protit organization was cre-
ated to continue operation of the system at the end of the experimenthl hase--

. funded by private, industrial. and government contributions. Prograimn ng.has
expanded into the evening hours, and subscribers in the Kutztown cable system,
some 30 miles away, now `participate through a microwave ktiterconnect. A: local

V
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ir
branch of the 'Pennsylvania State liniversify is now using the interactive system

-to-conduct adult education courses for.colkle credit?...

The Rockford, Illinois, .Project

In ford, Illinois, a consortium involving the City of Rockford, the De-

par lit of Telecommunications of Michigan,State University and 'Rockford
levision used interactive cable to deliver training in pre-fire planning to city

fire fighters.
The 210 firefighters were divided into four groups participating in different

experimental t Teat ments:

) Two-way inilividual (each tire fighter with his own terminal);
2) Two-way group (one terminal per station, with group consensus response

catered);
3) One-way paper-and-pencil (at the point where interactive groups would

resphnd, tire fighters in this group marked an answer sheet, which was
mailed; and

4) One-way, no response.(these groups 5imply watched the tapes, serving as

the control group).

All groups took a 27-item pre-test transmitted via cable, with cdnventional
paper-and-pencil answer sheets. Then the two-way groups were familiarized with
the response terminals (modified cable converters) through a series of video
games generated by the system computer at the cable head-end. These games and

fire trivia *quizzes were continued throughout the experiment to maintain inte-
rest. Of the original'210;193 fire fighters, 92 percent completed the course. 10

Preliminary analysis of results .iredicates that, as expected, the interactive
groups fared better on the post-test than the control group. The group that used
paper-and-perkil response scored almost as well as the two corriputer-inleractive
groups. There were no significant differences in the performance of the individual
and group terminal groups, but the "satisfaction" quotient of the individUal
terminal group was significantly higher."

As in the case of the Reading experiment, the Rockford system has, accord-

ing to locakuserst proved worthy of continuation. Currently, teachers at 14
Rockford schools are participating in interactive, inservice training, as are nurses
in three Rockford hospitals.

The Spartanburg, South Carolina, Experiment
Another NSF-funded project involved three experimental programs conducted'

,by the Rand Corporation using the TeleCable system in Spartanburg, South Caro-
lina. These 'experiments were designed by Rand to test three modes of deliv-
ery/interaction:

.l)putbound voice' and video with data return;
., 2 ound voice and video with voice return; and.

3) Multi-point interactive video.

The data return interaction was applied to alult education offered by SParI !
tanburg Technical College to prepare ttitlents for the General Equivalency DeveV .

opment (high schoOl equivalency) exarinhations,

11
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The home teiminals used in .the course operated in two modes. In the irst
-mode, students could answer multiple Choice questions; in the second, they could
indicate that they would like the teacher to review the last point, move on to
new material or send other limited .messages. The responses woe transmitted to
the teachei in the .cable studii; and were also compiled and printed out in hard
copy for the teacher at the end of each class.

Post-test data did not reject-the hypothesis that cable instruction is no worse
than conventional face-to-face instruction. in fact, the cable group made slightly
more gain in every area except spelling." Despite the limited nature qf the inter-
action, there may be a number of educational applications where this methodol-
ogy can be useful.

Multi-point video was tested in the context of inserviee training of personnel
at' ddycare centers. A series of 'workshops Was conducted both from the-cable
studio and from daycare centersites, each of which was capable of origination of
both video and audio. A second group of daycare centers received the programs,
but were not interactive in any form. A third group, outside the cable area;
served as the control group.

Of the three groups, the group that watched the piograms bin aid not inter-
ail showed the greatest gain.(gains were limited in all groups due to unexpected-
ly high pre-test scores). This might indicate that the presenee of cameras and
microphones for interaction worked to the detnmeitt of the interactive group, since
many participants found cameras distrircting and felt that the ability to ask
questions via audio alone would have been sufficient.13

If some video interaction is desirable from the viewer's standpoint, but not
necessarily from the standpoint of the video-interactive participants, video inter-
action from a limited number of points, perhaps in rotation, miglit be appropri-
ate, with audio interaction from other points. This method has the added advan-

tage of producing an interesting, yet inexpensive program." This is also being
confirmed by a Rand Senior Citizen progranuning project in Spartanburg, which
is similar to the Reading experiment.

Voice-only refurn was tested in a parent education course dealing with child
development. Unfortunately, the program's efficiency was not tested against
video and audio .return, but only against telephone return, coupled with limited
data transmission (which occurred infrequently). The results of this experiment
therefore could not be expected to show any significant difference in the results
of the two systems, and, in fact, did not.

These NSF-funded projects were only a few of many submitted, and those
submitted represented only the tip of the educational/social service iceberg. But
as each new idea is tried, the knowledge about cable and its usefulness increases.

Tec nological Developments
and CATV's Future

Two factors that may IbId long-range promise for cable are fiber optics and
low-cost digital processing e uipment. Fiber optics uses a fine *glass fiber to trans-,
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mit a beam of light that has a channel capacity moch greater than that of coaxial
,cable.In aadition to being sin.allet, lighter and mote flexible than coaxial trunk
cable, it 'hasless inherent signal loss and is not subjgct to interference front out-
side electrical signals. Fiber optics may well make two-way audio-video cable cir-
cuits technically Comparable in quality and ccist to ove0he-air, two-way, audio-
vide,o circuits: -

. . .

Low-cost digita processing equipment which has 'drastically reduced the
cost and increase hd capability of the pocket- calculator and which made pos-
sible an almost endlessvariety of living room video games 'may make feasible the

more sophisticated hom4 terminals for consumer interactive use of cable. The
feeding of digital information upstream has proved.valuable and workable, where-

as upstream video especially color -has proved troubielMe and of dubious ben-
efit in all but highly specialized applic:ations. (The tilephone company has also
learned this lesson. -That's why the Picture-Phone, which has been a technical

reality for some years, is not yet sufficiently usefid to induce custalners to buy
its service even in test areas. Yet, a brisk business in equipment has developed to

feed digital information via the telephone for facsimile transmission and coin-
.

puter data input or access.) .

CATV Regulation: Still Wide Open

It seems universally agreed that the real future of cable is as a broadband
communications network. There is some divergence of opinion, however, as to
how the ultimate system should be structured. Some operators, for instance,

-argue that cable.operators should be considered a common carrier, and note that
such classification would separate the current programming and disnibution func-
tions of cable's basic service potential. In its response to an Option Paper on
Cable Television by the staff of the [louse Subcommittee on COnnnunications,
the National Cable Television Association (NCTA) had this to say with regard to

common carrier status:

At the same time as deregulation eliminates cable's status as "ancillary to
broadcasting", it would be contrary to the public interest to impose, now or at a
future-date, a new regulatory status 'common carrier -through the separations
sicI of cable programming and owneiship of facilities . . (effoitsj to maximize

program offerings and eliminate developmental lag of cable technology will be
thwarted by common carrier status.i 4

Nor, saysN(TA, should the telOhone companies be allowed to become the
monopolistic "one-wire" purveyor oficommunications services. 'Competition cre-
atesincentives for building ne%1 facilities and 'would Daduce Ma Bell's historical

reluctance to make wholesale cfianges where equipMent obsolescence has been a

factor.
For obvious self-interest reasons, NCTA supports a Congressional subcom-

mittee recommendation to provide a period of cable deregulation-to allow a mar-
ketplace. determination of the need or lack of need for federal regulation. (NCTA
would like to see a specific prohibition against non-ledera)---i.e.; state and local 1-

regulation for the same period, or .at least limited regulation within (iCingression-

ally established guidelines.)

119
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Effects of CATV's Philosophy of Regulation

CATV's "regulate ever ybody else but me" philosophy may booinciang against
the industry.

America has, since enactment of its anti-trust laws during the early 1000s,
been quite suspicious of mimopolistic controls of its communications and broad-
casting Servicts. Though on the surface CATV appears to be a bighly fragmented
industry, actually America's top 10 CATV opeiatois already control moie than

one-third of the industry (see tabl5 3). Thus, a decision by relativelr few oper-
ators could significantly affect the entire industry. Such a situation does not en-
courage further deregulation at either local, state or federal levels.* Further, the
original FCC rule-making process clearly warned that the FCC reserved the right to
make common-carrier use of CATV circuits a matter of future deliberation and
perhaps rule-making.

Table 3.
The 20 Largest U.S. Multiple System CATV Operators.

Operator Subscribers Operator Subscribm

1. Teleprompter 1,084,193 11. UA-Columbia 182,000

2. Warner Cable .-, 550,000 12. Service Electric 139,000

3. Community 13. Midwest Video 134,020

Tele-Communications 539,000 i
14. New Channels Corporation 129,833

4. American TV & 15. Continental Cablevision 128,9.00
Communications 500,000

16. TeleCable 129;600
5. Cox Cable Communications 354,490
6. Viacom 304 000 17. Storer Cable

_

126,099

7. Communications
18. GE Cablevision

. ,

.
115,000

Properties 245,444, 19. Athena Communications 101,000

3. Sammons Zil 2,792 20. Ceblevision Properties 88,029

9. Gablecom General 190,729

10. United Cable Televisioh 184,000

Total 1-10 ,
Total 11:20 ,

(38.6% of all cable subscribers) 4,194,648 (11.7%-of all cable subscribers) 1,272,481

Source: 1976 C',4 TV System Directory

I

Mary Alice Phillips offers one scenario in 'which cable television ekhibits a growth pattein
similar to that of the American aptomobile industry.---ultimately resulting in a few giant" oper-
ators (in her book, CA-TV: A History of Community Antenna Television, NOrthwestern U.,,.
Press, 1972, p. 171). I

.. ..
..,,

.

s.

12 0
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Conclusion
_

-Although the blue-sky talk regarding CATV's tole in creating a "wired nation"
no longer echoes loudly in .the halls of CongreSs 01 the pompous prose of the _ill-
informed expert, the filets Are these: .

CATV is alive and well and in many localities is-operating piotitably.
When CATV can provide complete access to the population of a given
geographic area, it can compete effectively on a cost basis with other
media in delivering educational and social servicesprovided the delivery
does'not require two-wpy video transmission. 4
When local franchising authorities, such as those Of Shawnee Mission, Kan-
sas, insist on the availability of two (or more) "free" channels for educa-
tional purposes as a part of the cable operator's franchise agreement,
CATV Cif} become a powerfully useful, as well as cost-effective eduption-
al/social service delivery medium.

Over-the-horizon technolOgies may enable CATV, during. the 1980s, to pro-
vide economically "the multi-channel (10 or more channels for simultaneous pro-
gram .clistribution) and the two-way audio-video and digital ciikuit capabilities
required for the delivery of Many educational, social and medical services.

Then, and only then, will CATV fulfill its once-forecast significance in Ameri-

can life.
14
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Bert Cow lan connnents: '

Curtis and c'encesarn my ins nt appreciation for putting a question mark at
the.end of their title. Too often, an s ecially of late, we are treated to vivid bro-
chures that proclaim cable television (t 7way, interactive, with lock-outs to pre-
vent ithe.kids from watching R-rated movieg) is the answer to all our problems.
Just think, these brochures scream, you Ma y. never have to leave'your home again.
(My choler tends to rise.) TheY.also offer us "instant electronic democracy."
'Despite the proponents of the video Town Hall concept, there is no way I would
care to abide by a vote cast in sresponse to television's inevitable simplification of an
issue. "The essence of"tyranny," someone once SaidCis the denial of complexitY."

Curtis and Pence note the requirement that (sin& 1977) all new systems,
.regardless of market size, are required to have 20-channel capacity and two'-way
capability. (Older stations have 12 channels.) How much of the capacity and capa-
bility is being used? Are most 12 (or 20) channel systems programming to full
capacity? Are most interactively capable systems (and how many.are there?)
using the two-way capability, and for what?,In regard,to this last, the questions

. raised by the authprs abdut the much-observed Qube are cogent, in particular the
question about how long the consumer will pay for "special programs designed to

:serve his unfilled, desired, but perhaps economically impractical needs?"
. I must questiOn seriously one' statement, that "cable television is especially

r, well-suited to serving-local edtioational needs." Wbat's in it for the cable operator?

41.
If anything, the bthavior of the media marketplace throughout its history seems to
show that anrne with a chandel is going to program anything that will get a large
audience, not a small one. I fear the cable operator will reach for Jaws 11 a lot
faster thin Geography 1. And, almost every accountin4 I have read of any use of
CATV in a two-waw, interactie mode for homebound students has ended with

. words similar to those used by the authors: "they never really got the. [two-way
technical.] bugs oid-of Ole system."

c The cost figures Provided bafflA me Slightly. (The reader should be warned
that all cost figures tend to tlffle de) The authors state that the figures supplied
by Shawnee Mission (and one would have tc see the raw data to know what: is
actually included) indicate annual per-pupil costs of14.40. Theyquote CenTeX
flgureston 1TFS at $5.12. They then point out that the 1TFS system is four, '
rather than two, channels. It seems to me that four channels at $5.12 is mdre cost-

, effective. And, 11FS can provide interaction; there is,no indication Shawnee can
do the same. It does semi that some cost-effettiveness/bénefit analysis would be
helpful hpre.

1 confletely agrte with the potential value (especially for interactive cable

122
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arklAssuming that interaction contributes positively to the educational experience)
'of fiber optics technology. It certainly will make a major diffelence in the wire-up
.costs in major cities. Digital is clearly the wave of the future; since we are running
out of spectrum space, any technology that can provide videri bandwidth in only
20 kHz of an increasingly scarce natural resource, is to be encouraged.

tend to agree, too, with the authors' points (one through four) about CATV's
future. Where we might disagree (though, to be fail, I have no reason to believe
they wouldn't share my view), is on a fundamental philosophical premise. They

Anent ion Citi'V's providing complet access to the population of a given geographic

4" area. I am Concerned with the geographic area known as the United States. If
CATV is to become the prime deliverer of educational and social services, the
central question ifthen: Who gets left out? Earlier statiskics available-to me Mdi-
cated that one could wire up about 85 percent of the linked States for "meason- .

able cost" (reasonable if education and the delivery of social services were ever to
become a matter of national priority), a cost of "x" hundred million dollars. Wir-
ing up The rest might cost as much again! To me, this raises a fundamental ques-
tion: Is-communications for education and the delivery of social services to be
viewed as a right or a privilege? The costs of wiring up "the rest" include, of course,
those that need communications for survival: the isolated, the rural poor, migrants,
ghetto dwellers, native Americans on reservations. If we believe we are entering
both an information age rtnd an information economy, ;we (the body politic) need
to decide this question. If the need is real, then cost should become subservient to
need, and the issue can then Ire left to engineers and technicians to design a need-

based system.

I.
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Communications Satellites
for

Education and Training:
Past, Present and Future

Kenneth A. Polcyn
Communications Technology Applications, Inc.

Mmost since-the technology was conceived, there have been predictions about the
value of communications Satellites for improVing education as well as other services,
but bringing these prognostications to fruition has been slOw. A government-funded
public service satellite system has been considered, but remains unlikely in 'the near
future. This chapter presents an overview of the educational-training demonstration,
and experimentation that has taken place; describes the 1970 FCC solicitation for
domestic satellite offers and resultant domestic systems; and finally, presents a
shapng concept that could possibly bring tHe predictions of educational useof sat-
ellites into existence.

Maj literegt in using satellites for education began shortly after the 1965
launcll the first International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (INTEL-
SAT)! te ite.1 President Johnson's 1967 Task Force on Communications Policy,
which rec mmended a serious look be taken at communications satellites for domes-
tic service , sparked U.S. interest.2 Then, several national education organizations
-became d ply involved as a result of," among other events, the 1969 agreement
between I dia and NASA3 for the _use of the ATS-F* when launched in the mid
19`70s to ebcploje the social benefits of communications satellites. The education'
organizatio s hoped. to use the satellite in the U.S. for demonstration and experi-
mentation efore it was provided to -India. Additional impelus was provided to the
growing U. . educational tpterest by the FCC's 1970 request for domestic Satellite
proposals: vhich specifically asked the potential carriers., to aeftlrerss educational
services.4 iASA's approval of the. Alaskan request for the- use of the ATS.-1 for
medical an educational experiments brought the educational community to the
threshold oflan extensive period _of research with-communications setellites.

Early Experiments and Deinonstrations

The stage was set for nelirly a decade of social csearch Using NASA's éxperimen- .

tal satellites. The experimentation and demonstration work began in Alaska in 1971 -
using the ATS-1, which provided an audio communications capability; shortly

* ATS-F before launch, ATS-6 after launch.
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thereafter, Hawaii began sharing the satellite for its own experimentatiOn in the

Pacific Basin, The ATS-6 added a video dimension and more power for continued

research; using the ATS-6. ATS-3 and ATS-1.. Alaska, the 13-state Appalachian

region and eight states in the Rocky Mountain region participated in projects from

September 1974 until June 1975. Finally, a joint U.S.-Canada experimental satel.
lite (CTS)* was launched in January 1976 to permit continued research with more

satellite power and in a new frequency band. Numerous U:S. entities are conducting

research 'Using the CIS, ,as well as the ATS's.** What has been The result of the

research?

ATS-1: gesearch in Alaska and Hawaii
1

I

- The Alaskan and Hawaiian efforts were the first to gain i\ nsight into the use a

satellites for public services. They pointed to the viability of such appliCations and

to the broad potential use and econothics of narrowband (audio channel) conrmuni-

cations. These projects, initiated in 1971, were for the most part Concluded in 1974.

The Stat.% ,of Alaska ISO experiment6 was initiated by the state healthm,co-
munity to conduct studi on 'the impact of interactive communications on health

care delivew and its improvement in remote areas; a public education project for

remote areas was piggy-backed onto the health effort. Relative to education and

training, the health prOject concentrated on programs for health aides and pro-

fessional nurses, which'suipported the interactive health consultative work con-

ducted throughout the experiment.
The results of the experiment showed that in remote areas interactive satellite

adilio chiumels can be an effective and reliable means for providing training and

professional health consultat ive communications, and contribute to improvinghealth.

The public education project, while fraught with administrative and political prob-

lems, did demonstrate that a communications satellite can be a useful tool for pro-

viding community information and education services to remote villages; fitrther-

More ,it can provide effective administrativt and information services to teachers

and classroom programs for Students.

The State of Hawaii7 (University of Hawaii) expanded on the concept of

"using a communications satellite to provide services to remote areas by experiment-

ing on an international basis and testing the multiMedia capability of an audio

channel to support service delivery. Owing td financial constraints, only interactive

data arid facsimile transmission vifere added. The first phase tied togetar campuses

of-the UniVersity of Hawaii on the islands of Hawaii and Oahu:Tile second phase

expanded the project to other Hawaiian 41ands .and to English-speaking nations,

territories 'and protectorates in the 'Pacific Brisin. The :third phase dealt with

establishing topic networks of interest to diet's-, the major ones being niedicai

news, education, science, cpmmunity and intra-national topics. /
,

(

* CTS is a Canadian satellite that NASA provided some support for anddaunched. It

has been uped on a shared basis, but soon will revert totally to Canada.
** The ATS-1, 3, 6 and CTS 'are being phaied out of public service experimentation an4

demonstration, because various gtvernment 'agencies believe enough has been learned about the

technology. While this may brthe eate for engineers, it is not so for potential users of the tech-

nology. Use of the technology will profoundly affect t social, economic, organizational,

managerial and other aspects 'ot the users. No prolonged t.rr rious researchin these areas has

taken place.
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The educaDon network 'experiments addiessed supporting nonnal classroom
instructional actifies; 1)101/Kling workshops-on cu,niculum development conduct-
ing researai seminars; exchanging information through voice 'data and facsimile
transmissions; and permitting pnmary school students discussion between Alaska,
Hawaii atid New Zealand.

The Hawaiian project demonstrated the potential of cmitunications satellites
fin permitting nations to worir together toward social development and toi the
exchange of ideas. It showed that audio channels can support most of Hie communi-
cations needs of diversei.communities-in a variety of fields and demonst lilted that
expertise and scarce resonrces can be economically slimed. Finally, the Hawaiian
project showed that.connuunication*satellites can support all levels of education.

ATS-6: Researchin Alaska, Appalachia and the Rocky Mountains

The. ATS.6 offered video media in the 2.5-2.7 G1 li. band.* greatei satellite
power and a signal beam focusing capahility. As a consequence, it permitted the
development 9f small, inexpensive earth terminals which could be placed at the
user site. 'Ike nature of the Alaskan, Appalachian and Rocky Mountain projects.
and the fact that they shared the A1'S-0, required the concurrent use of the ATS-I
iind ATS-3. These projects were initiated in September 1974 and' concluded in
June 1975.

iliuskoz. Since an operational system was the ultimate goal, the ovei all objective
of the,Alifskan8 work was to gain lexArience and learn how to plan and operate a.,
satellite sy.stem. Eighteen sites participated in the program. All were equipped to
receive color-television and had a two-way audio capability.

The' research encompassed the education, public hroadcis,sting, health and pub-
lic interest areas. The ed'ucation activities centered on early childhood education;
basic oral language development ;, health education; and inservice teacher-training.
In some instances, the.,programs were broadcast in English and two Alaskan native
languages. Instructional Trograms werp available to 1,200 rurat school children
(K-5th grades) and 150 rural Alaskan educators. The results supported the evolop-

vment of an operational system.
An operational communications satellite system was initiated i Alas a in

1975 using the RCA SATCOM. In addition to the metropolitan areas i-way
. audio earth terminals now are being provided to every rural.Alaskan community

with a population of 25 or more. These terminals are equipped with two two.-way
circuits, with a capability for eight two-way circuits. One circuit is for con-
ventional telephone, the other for emergency medical service. There is a plan to
provide a' ki.w data rate computer-based instruction and administration system to
these communities in tlie near future. Twenty-three of the rural village earth
terminals are equipped to receive video, and experiments arc being conducted on
the practicality of transmitting videotaped education programs to vitleotape
machines at these. sites during off hours. A locaj instructor at each site uses the
tapes to support pre-school through college prograns. Results have been promising.

A herti (Hz) is a unit of elpctronic wave equaLto one cycle per seconjl ; a gigahertz (GHz)
is equal to a billion cycles per second; a megalwrtz (MHz) to one illIon per seCond.

1,6.
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Appalachian Region.9 The Appalachian ploject concentrated on ploviding in-
service education to teacheis throughout the region. Fifteen widely dispersed sites
loyted in eight states participated. Teri Atrial and satellite communications were

used to provide for all desned connnunications, which included video, audio and

teletype transmissions.
Four graduate-level courses were conducted during the project. Two con-

centrated on reading instruction for teachers in the K-6th grades; the other two
addressed. career educatibh to K 2th grade teachers. The learning activities in-

cluded videotaped lessons, four-channel audio, interactive semMars, laboratory
sessions and library information retrieval.

Results of the research indicated that using communications satellites, linked
with terrestrial ...systems to provide inservice education to teachers in Appalac)thi,
is competitive with the cost and effectiveness of offering similar courses on a
university campus. The success of the project. led to an agreement for federal
funding which provides grants on .`a diminishing yearly iatio basis until 1982.
Research will commit me oll managing and operating a teleconununications het-

work and exploring the .service requirements in education, business and industry,
medical and health services, humanlesources, and government. Since the -ATS-I, 3,
6 and t-IS are now being phased out, ii is not clear what satellite win be used.'

Rocky Mountain Region.1° The. Rocky Mountain program was the most ex-
tensive, working with 69 sites in eight states within-the region. plus coordinating
the satellite and earth terminal activities for Alaska and Appalachia. Sites ,were
divided lino three categories: two-way audio, digital and video; two-way audio

'and digital; and* one-way audio, digital and video. The program sought to demon-

strate the feasibility, of a satellite-based media distribution system for isolated,
rural populationi, as well as to test and evaluate user acceptance and evaluate the

cost of various delivery modes.
Education and training programs and services that were explored included

a career education course foi junior high stuients; a inservice career education

course for teachers; conununity-oriented evening Programs; satellite delivered

films and videotapes to schools in remote, isolated communities; and an emergency
medical technician recertification program. The career education course served

22,152 junior high school students in the eight states; 876 teachers received college

or recertification credit.
The project was judged a success by most of its planners and participants.

ft showed t t a large networkfor services tO remote areas is feasible and identified

some de le services. A considerable numbei of .personnel were trained. Never-
theless, the Rocky Mountain project Oas completely terminated in 1975, and
no follow-on program has been 'approved for the region.

CTS ReseIrcit Projects

. The -Communications Technology Satellite (CTS)11 is a joint U.S.-Canadian
experimental satellite deSigned, amonglother things, to explore the use of th4 12
and 14 GHz frequency band for general communications. Since CTS was launched

in 1977, its time has been equally shared by both countries for various experiments

.and demonstrations.
Some of the experiments that have been proposed or are being executed

include 1) the Stanford University/Carleton University (Canada) shared curriculum
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that enables students_in one university to take courses in another., 2) the lkiblic
Health Service experiments, sponsored by the 1ister-11in National ('entel fn Bio-.

medkal Communications, which involved several institutions to evaluate broadband
yideo satellile Communications as an aid to dec'entralized education that
would enable health professionals in remote (vocations to participate in continuing
ediacation, andias a medium for more effecti,ie transfer of new knowledge generated:,
by biomedical reseatch; 3) the Archdiocese of San Francisco e4plotation of how
video teleconferencing among classroom tea'cliers can be used to
help them overcome problems in implementing individualized instruction in thir
.schools; and 4) the states of Washington, Alaska, Montana and Idaho (WAN11)
exptriments with .techniques that might improve administration', as well as teaching
techniques and procedures for decentralized medical education.

.Numerous other experiments have been conducted, but t4 ones discussed
above are the major problems now being undeitaken. All the expern)iental work has
been accomplished with NASA eKpetimental satellites, which are not the type avail--
able commercially or planned for operation in the near future. While potential sociat
service users have been traversing the path o the.high-powered satellite with small,
relatively inexpenve earth stations, the operational systems have evolved a
diftetrt technology.

The FCC's kequest for Proposals
In January 1970, the Nixon administration recommended to the Federal

CommuniCations Commission (FCC) that private companies be pernntted to build
and operate communications satellites on an open competition basis.'2 There was
a question, however:whether the FCC should permit anyone who wished to do *so
to -enter the satellite -field, in light of the !hinted knowledge of the technology
and . its possible impact on terrestrial communications systems and associated
markets. Consequently, in March 1970* 'the Commission solicited proposals to

aid it in asccrtaining the 'kinds of communications satellite systems that would
most 'effectively develop the technology for U.S. communications.13\

Concerning social servIll, the FCC asked responders to the solicitation to
address the following: .

Where the proposed services include television or radio program trans-
. mission, the terms and conditions under which satellite channels will be

made available for noncommercial educational networks should be cited.
We note that parties to this proceedingS, such as COMSAT and the ABC
network, have proposed to provide satellite channels without charge for the
interconnection of public and instruclional broadcasting. We believe this to
be in the public intalik. Applii:ants preparing television or radio program A
transmission services should also address the possibility of realizing a
"peoples' dividend" to .provide some funds for programming by noncom-
mercial educational stations, as suggested by the Ford Foundation.

Applicants proposing multilmrpose or specialized systems should also
discuss the terms and conditions under which satellite services will be
made available for data and compuler usage in meeting the instrittional,
educational and administrative requiiements of education institutions.14

* A number of proposals for and comments about domestic communications satellite
services had been submitted tollte FCC dating the second half of the 1960s, but this was the
first -Oficial request for proposals.

tc
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Proposed Domestic Satellite Sys.tems

Eight primary applkaiits responded to the FCC request. Western Union was

first -44tWh a tiling on July 30, 1970, and Western Telecommunications, Inc., was

the last to file on March 15, 19705 Table lamunarizes the responses by the eight

companies, (Details of each company's response appeared in the Federal Register.)'6

I Western Union offered to o'rbit three 12-channel satellites and Provide

normal service to include message, TV, data and leased channels, and was willing to

provide one or more Education Television (ETV) channels if the FCC ruled that it

was in the public interest to provide such channels at no charger

COMSAT/AT& 7' addressed only message, data, Picturephone and occa:

sional commercial television, offering to orbit three 24-channel satellites, hut no
putilic, or educational services. They. did indicate a willingness to discuss the possi-

bility of public services with the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB), refer-

ring to negotiations that CPB and AT&T were condUcting oo reduced rates for use

of land lines for national public television. (In this offering, ('OMSAT was to pro-
vide the satellite for only AT&T to use. AT&T w'ould lease the total satellite system

for a fixed number of years.)
Hughes Aircraft CompanyIGTE offered to_ orbit two 12-channel

satellites and provide nonual communication seivices to include television; cable

television, data and general telephone and electronic i'iaffic. In addition, Hughes

offered two free nonpre-emptable ETV channels on its first satellite with complete

back-up in case of failure of one or both channels. Further, two additional channels

-were offered on the second satellite, but they would be pre-emptablewith no back-up,

COMSA7' indicated that it would orbit three 24-channel satellites to

provide television, message, data and cable television services, but no public broad-

casting or educational services were offered. COMSAT noted, however; that if there

were genuine CPB requirements, preferential service agreements could be negotiated.

MCIlLockheed offered to place two 48-channel satellites in orbit to
provide normal television, cable television, voice, data, electronic mail and record

_carrier trunks. In terms of the FCC education and CPB requests, they addressed all

of the FCC interests. They -specifically responded to the computer-based educa-
tional requirements by offering five free channels for five yearsfor educational
service experimentation, to include educational television, Finally, MCl/Lockheed
offered to continue to provide the service after five years tt reduced rates.

,RCA proposed to provide three 12-channel satellites that would provide

television, radio, closed-circuit, motion picture and, data services, plus public and

educational seryices. Addressing the FCC public brOadeasting and educational

services request, two channels for national ETV and two for public television were
offered at reduced rates. The ETV- channels were to piggy-back national public
radio stereo; further, lower rates were offered for instructional experimentation,
but such syrvices would be pre-emptable.

Fairchild-Hiller proposed to orbit three 12-channel satellites providing

normal television, message and data services. Relative to public service and educa-
tion, the following offers were made: two full-uninterruptable channels.for PBS;

free use of one or two free ETV channels for direct reception via small inexpensive

terminals at schools or for community use.; and, one free ETV channel for AlaSka.

S.



Table 1. Proposals for Domestic Communications Satellite 'Systems.

,

Applicant ?

,Date

-of
Filing

_

Satellites
Services
to be

Provided

Areas
to he

Served
Remarks

-Ts

Western Union

1 ,

.

r

3/15/71 3; 1.2-channel

(2 active, 1 spare);
4 and-6 Glii .

-

Mensage, TV.
Data'. Leased

Channel

(no change)

50 states

,

(no change)

r

Free ETV channel offered

-...

.-
COMSAT/AT&T 3/3/71

(replacing
filing of
10/19/7U)

3; 24-channel
(2 active. 1 spare);
4 and 6 GHz

Message. Data.
Picturephone R
occasional TV

.

-..

48 contiguous
states; can also
serve Alaska

Willingness to-discuss
public services

COMSAT

.
.

3/1/71

.

3;.24-channel -

(2..A.c.tive. I spare);
TV. Message.
Data. ETV, CATV*

.

50 states and
Puerto Rico

.

Willing to negotiate
CPB Service

Hughes
Aircraft/GTE

, 1

1/4/71
.

.

2; 12.-channel

(1 active, 1 spare)

.

TV, CATV, ETV.
Data. GT&E
traffic

_

50 states
er.

.
.

offers 4 free ETV
channels

.

.

MCI lAckhe&I
Satellite

.

3/8/71

.

2; 4/3-channel

(1 active, i spare);
4 and 6 GHz . !v.

12 and 13 GHz
.

Iv, ETV, CATV.
Voice. Data,
Electronic Mail,
Recerd Carrier
Trunks

e .
50 states

,

..

$
Offers 5'ETV chsnnels .

free for 5.years for
service experimentation;,
after channels at re-
duced rates .

.

RCA (RCA
Globcom-RCA
Alascom)

3/11/71 3; 12-channel
(2 active, 1 spare
On ground);
4 and 6 GHz

TV, ETV, Radio,
Closed-circuit
Motion.Pictures.
Data

.

50:states And
Puerto Ria .

Offers 2 ETV:and public
TV channels at reduced
rate; reduced rates for
instructional experiments

Fairchild- A '

Htller
/15/71

'

.

2; 120-channel
(1 active. 1 spare);
4 and 6 CHz ,

7 and IS GHz

TV, ETV, Mes-T
sage, Data

.

.

48 contiguous

states at first;
ultimately to
include Hawaii,
Alaska, P.R. and
Canal Zone

2 free channels for PBS;
1 or 2 free ETV channels
for CONUS; 1 fgee ETV'
channel for Alaska

.

Western Tele-
,Communications

f. iF

3/15171

-

2; 12-channel
(both operationalY;
4 and 6 GHz

12 and 13 GHz ,

,

TV, CATV,
Data/Voice

.

.

50 states
- .

Nokmention of public
service
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Filially, WesternTelecommunliyttionsolkreil to provide three I 2-channel
satellites for television, cable television, data and voice services. The-FCC request
for public and educational services was not addressed.

. The FCC reviewed the proposals and conducted hearings throughout 1972*
and concluded that, with the exception of 'the joint AT&T)COMSAT and the
independent COMSAT submission and minor changes in others, each applicant
would he permitted to pursue their pending applications.*" Concerning the pub-
lic and educational service offering requested in the original proposals_however,
the FCC ruled:

'-
On the basis of the limited inform'ation now before us and tht; obvious
uncertainties as to the Vecific nature, capacity and costs of the satellite
facilities that will eventually 'emerge, we are in no position at this time
to initiate any definitive proposal looking toward" preferential rate treat-
ment or to even specify the types of entities within the educatiQnal and
noncommercial broadcasting services that should be eligible for such rate
treatment. The Commission will, however, entertain specific proposals
by carriers or users for the prescription of preferential rate classification
in accordance with sections 201, 202, 204 and 396(h) of the Communica--

A

tions Act. The carriers are of course free at any time to file tariffs
providing for such preferential rate reatinent subject to review by the
Commission in accordance with the Applicable statutory process and the
rules adopted by the Commission pursuant thereto. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the non-carrier applicants (such as Hughes and Phoenix) who
have -offered free .access to any facilities authorized to them to public
broadcasting and Other educational entities are, of course, expecteil to
implement the proposals made in their applications.18

With the exception of .the last line mentioned above, the FCC terminated
the proceedings, indicating that operational experience with domestic commercial
satellite' systems should exist befOte a policy is established.

Operational Domestic Satellite Systems *and ServiCes

In 1973, the FCC approved a number of applications for domestic satellite
systems. Western Union was the first company to initiate a U.S. domesticsatellite
system.

Western Union

In April 1974, the Western linion Westar I was launched by NASAt ; Westar 11

was fitunched in October to complete the Western Union domestic satellite system192°

For details, the reader is referred to the FCC documents and the Federal Register..

cited in the references.
" New submissions were provided to the FCC which eventually led to.the AT&T and

Satellite Business Systems (SBS) domestic satellite entities.
t NASA launches ad domestic and mist foreign communicationi satellites and is reim-

0 bursed for use of facilities and the tracking system. The carriers purchase launch vehicles and
satellites from privateprms.

1 3.1
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As figure 1 shows, the satellites are located at 99°W and 123.5°W, oriented to
serve the continental U.S., Alaska, and Hawaii, Fadi satellite has 12-34 MIL
transponders capable of relaying all media and data types, with a programmed life-

time of seven years.*

Figure 1. Westar coverage,

The satellites use the 4 and 61;1-1z frequency bands, with a transponder power
output of five watts. Because of the limited power of the satellite, the multiple
users of the band, and the possible interferencp with terrestrial communication
systems in the 4-6 GI-Iz band, 30-foot antennas are used at "receive and transmit"
locations. Twenty-six foot antennas are used at "receive onlyntations, but I6-foot
ones are coming into operation, with earth terminals currently in operation in Los
Angeles, New York, Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta and Havaii.

Westar is basically a point-to-point system (i.e., it provides Signals to specified
geographic locations or points where signals are received at eatth stations, and re-
distributed over existing terrestrial communications systems, such as microwave,
cable TV or telephone lines, to customers.) To Ilse the systemOnformation must
pass to and from the earth station and the user's facility over terrestrial lines. Ini-
tially, the user would pay the terrestrial carrier, such as AT&T, to use the imercon-

*A Western Union-Xerox Corp. merger is in process. Xerox is vianning a Xerox Telecom-
munications Network (XTEN) to establish a high-speed nationwide digital information net-
work.

1 3 2
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nect lines, plus the satellite usage rate. The satellite companies have nowygtablished
"access cities" at vatious locations, where system users pay only for the teirestiial !,
interconnection to the "access city" point. The companies then pay ii oni this point
to the earth tel nunal. (ha example, Western Union does not have an eat th teiminal
in the San Francisco area, but it is an "access city" which forwards Westar com-
munications to Los Angeles, where a Western Union earth terminal is operating. In-
stead o customers in the Lake Tahoe alea 'Paying foi terrestrial line usage to Los
Angeles, they pay only to San Francisco; Western Union pays for the interconnect
between San ,Francisco and the flos Angeles Carth terminal.). The Wesiar access
cities foi two-way video include. San hancisco, Houston, Los Angeies, Pittsburgh,
Washington, D.C., Chicago and Dallas; video reception service is available at the
access cities of St. Louis and Seattle/Portlaq. (

Westar Services..21 Western Onion satellites provide video, audio. facsimile and
data relay serviceS. V ideo transmissions-are aVailable in monochrome or color on a-
one-way only basis ..to single or multiple points. Service can be obtained on a dedi-
cated, long-term multi-schedulh, occasional or long-term schedule basis.. They are
summarized as follows:

Dedicated serVice is a full-time use of a video communications channel on a
yearly basis.

Long-term multi-schedule service is a minimum three-year use of a video,
channel requiring live hours of daily use.

Occasional use is comprised of monthly scheduled and reserved time ser-
vices. Monthly scheduled service required 30 hours of scheduled usage per month.
Reserved time service does .not require a minimum monthly or yearly usage, but
che usage must conform to specified times of' day or associated rates.

Long-term scheduled service is provided on an annual basis requiring-a
minimum usage of 3,00 reception and transmission hours, with at least 30 minutes
of' usage per operation. - `

Audio services are available for one-way or two-way point-to-point trans-
mission in a frequency range from 50 to 7500 hertz; a service called SpaceTel is
also available providing private audio networks for customers whose facilities

are located in %star SpaceTel service cities. .

System.Usage costs.226 The rates in the United States for the -use of communica-
tions systems are approved by the. FCC, and the rates are basically the same for all
communication satellite systems. Accordingly, the rate infOrmation for the other
carders is not discussed unless there is a major deviation fronipsual rates. Special
rates can be negotiated with a- system user, however, with FCC approval. For
example,, if a user owns its own arth terminal or long-term leases are desired, lower
rates are possible. The followin discussion assumes-the use of Westar earth terminals.

.Table 2 shows the rates f various services discussed above. Service rates are
determined according to the number of routes to be served and whether there is
one- or two-way service,* Table 3 shows the rates for one-way, two-way and multi-

'OA

* Since the cost inforniation presented here is not intended to he all inclusive and may
be out of date,- it is s!ruggested that the reader write the Assistant Vice President, Regulatory
Matters, Western Union Telegraph Company, 1828 L Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036,
or phone (202) 8624600, for more current and detailed information. Thc other carrieks also
shotild be contaceeil for their specific 41st information.
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point audio communications services for cities served by Westar. Type and II
cIiannels arc offered. Type I provides for service witlitn a frequency.raAge_of 300
to 3600 hertz;Type IL withima range of 50 to07500 hertz.

i*
Table213111estar Communication Satellite Video Rates.

. Dedixated
-IR-

. . Monthly Lease kate

One Channel .

.

Ptotected
Unprotected

.

$180,000
, $120.000

. Long Term Multi-Schedule Service
.1-YeartInitial Contract Period

r
Minimum Cumulative Paymepts

... First Year
Second Year ,

Third Year I

Fourth Year and Each Year
Thereafter

$ 750,006 .-

% .

r./oo.cmo
1;850,000

. .950,000 '.. .

,

. Occasional Use.Service * First italt.Hnot Each Addttional
Or Fraction Therent Consecutive One-

Onatter NOM sir
Fraction Thetent

1

1.1 Monthly Scheduled Occasional flansmit Recelge Ttansmit ReNeive

Prime Time ,

Daytime** 4

Earlybird*4* '.
c

-$215.00 $45.011 $105.00 $20.00
1 00% 00 10.00 95.00 15.00
45.00 12.50 45.00 12.50

1.2 Reserve Time pi.casional ..

$225.00 $45.00 $112.50 $2A0
100.00 70.00 100.00 20.00

45.00 11.50 45.130 12.50

Prime Time
Daytime*
Earlybird**

. Long-Term Scheduled Service
. .

$150.00 $25.00." S 75.00. $12.50Charges are Constant tor
All Hours

Adaptted front: Video and Program Channel Services Tariff Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany, Tariff FCC No. 261, Latest revision effective date December 1,1977.

"PP#.7ic Time: the. term "prime time", denotes the time period between 4:00 pm and
2:00 am EaAtent time, Mondays through Fridays (except for enumerated holidays) and between
2:00 pm and 2:00 am, Eastern time on Satin-days, Sundays; Thanksgiving Day, Election Day,
Christmas Day, New Year's Day and July 4; Daytime: the term "daytime" (as applied to yideo
channel service only) denotes the time period between 12 noon and 4:00 pm, Eastern time,
Mondays through Fridays (except for enumerated 'holidays) and between 9:00 am and 2:00
pm, Eastein time on Saturdays, Sundays, Thanksgiving Day, Election.Day, Christmas Day, New
Year's Day and'ittly 4; Earlyblrd: the term "earlybird" denotes the time period between 2:00
am and 12 noon, Eastern time, Mondays through Fridays (except for enumerated holidays) and
between 2:00 arn and 8:00 am, Eastern time on Saturdays, Sundays, Thanksgiving Day, Elec-
tion Day, Christmas Day, Now Year's Day and July 4.

** Minimuin period of use - 1 hour per occasion.
"Minimum period of use 2 hours per occasion.

13 4
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Earth terminak may or may not be located at a user's site. (The cost of
:terminals are in addition to the channel costs. They are leased 91.puuthas.cd by.thc.
customer. ,Not all carriers permit the purchase of terminals.)

Table 3. Wester Audio Hates.

.

I

..).

. Seryice Route .

Ironthly Channel Rates

Twu-Way

Type ,

1 ''. 11
tit

One-Way
. .

type ,

1 11

Multipoint4

Type .sv

1 II
..

Los Angeles Buffalo $1,050 $2,400 $750 $1,700 $375 $850

New )Ork - Cincillrati 550 1,800 400 1,300 375 850
New York - Clevelanil 550 1,800 400 1,300 375 850
-New York - Denver

. ) 800 2,100 550 1,500 375 850,

New York - Detroit ' 550 1,800 400. 1,300 375 850
New York - Houston 800 2,100 550 1,500 375 '850
New York - Kansas City 800 2,100 550 .1,500 . 375 850
New York:- Los Angeles 1,050 2,400 750 1,700 375 850
New York - St. Louis 550 1,800 400 1,300 375 850
New Yor14 San Francisco 1,050 2,400 750 1,700 375 850

Atlanta -4.os Ahgeles 1,050 2,400 750 1,700 375 850
: Atlanta - San Francisco 1,050 2,400 750 1,700 375 850

Washington - Denver 800 2,100 550 1,500 375 850
Washington - Los Angeles 1.050 42,400 750 1,700 375 850
Washington - San Francisco 1,050 2,400 750 1,700 375 850

Dallas - Cincinnati 550 1,800 400 1,300 375 850
Dallas - Loa Angeles 800 2,100 550 1,500 375 850.
Dallas - New Xork .-. 800 2,100 550 1,500 375 850
Dallas - San Francisco 800 2,100 550 1,500 375 850
Dallas - Washington .800 2,100 55Q -1,500 375 850

Chicago - Atlanta, 550 1,800 400 1,300 375 850
Chicago - Boston . 550 1,800 400 1,300 375 .850
Chicago - Dallas 550 1,800 400 1,300 375 850
Chicago - Los Angeles -800 2,100 550 1,500 375 850
Chicago - San Francisco 800 2,100 550 1,500 375 850
Chicago - New York 550 1,80W 400 1.300 375 850
Chicago - Washington 550 1,800 400 1,300 375 850

At1anta-I-Da1las
-

550 1,800 400 1,300 175% 850
Atlanta - New York'

o
550 1,800 400 1,300 375 850

Atlanta - Washington 550 1,800 400 1,300 375 850

Adapted front: Video and Program Channel Services Tariff; Wes rcr77.---flnion Telegraph Coin-
PM,. Tariff FCC tip. 261, effective November 1, 1977.

* Chwivay nudtipoint sari& is available as an adjunct to one-way Or two-way channel
smndre. The total applicable charge fora cornpdetely one-way midpoint mmndce arrangement
consists of tlie one-way rads for die lmiiest route within the multipoint configuration plus the
multipoint rate for eaCh additional mmndce route. WhOmultipoint satirical's provided in con-
junction with turomay channel service, dnly one twO-way chanjtelmay"be bachtdedin the ser,
.vioe arrangement. The total applicable charge for a wr,vicOarrangement composed ofimu,timD-
viay channel and one M more one-way multipoinUchannelswill consist of the two-way,rate for
the longest route with& the nudtipoint configuration plus the multipoint rate for each addl-

illkitk)tudservicevoute.
.

.k
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Table 4. Genaral Earth Terminal Colts.,
J't

. ,
Type of Antenna cost*

1P-Mter
-Two-way 1**-thannel video-audio $400,000

, -
(totally redundant)

One-way 1 ctiannei video-audio receive 65,000

'One-way 1*channel video, 1 channel 165,000+
two-way audio

5 Meter.
One-way 1.channel video-audio 25,000

a

Two-way 1 thannel.audio
(estimated, no system exists)

40,000

2 Meter
One-way 1 channel audio 1,000
(estImated,,no system exists)

* information provided by Scientific-Atlanta; estimates are
. bawd (30 their information but were made by the author. .

** Additional channels can be added for less cost. Installation
costs are not included.

47,

. If terminals are not located at the customer's site, an interconnection dost must
be added and, depending on the media and distance, the costs can be considerable.
The rates depend on the part of the country in which the service is being obtained,
and on the specific, carrier. For example, a yearly 30-mile one-way video , with
audio mierowave link between an earth tgrm al and a user's facility provided by
AT&T, would cost approximately $80,000, but a two-way audio capable of
handling data' transinission over the same 30-m le distance on a yearly basis would
cost approximately $2,800. Table 4 shows general earth terminal. costs. '

As -Table 2 shows, dedicated monthly video service is available with a "pro-
Aected" and "unproteeted'I rate. Such service applies only to a firll-time- video
channel. In the event of a failuire, the user is guaranteed a channel on an alternative
or "back-up satellite," The user with "unprotected" service does not !lave this
guarantee, but the satellite being used does have a back-up transponder to which he
may be switched. In eiter case, in the event Of service interruption, ibr protected

serVice, credit is allowed for interruptions of one-half hour or more and is corn-
puted on a proportionate basis; when there is unprotected service,hoWever; credit
for interruptions begins at three hors and is also computed on a proportionate
basis.

Current Western' Union Sociaa.ervice Offerings. Western Union's original social°
service offering was to provide one -or more free ETV channels, if the FCC ruled
that it was in the public interest.23 The FCC did not so rule, and therefore the free
service has not been,provided. Westerii Union lias negotiated rechiced rates,hoWever ,
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with the Public Broadcasting System (PBS) for service to its public TV licensees*:
PBS, working with its affiliates. has purcltased approximately 150 earth terminals.24

Special-rates also have been negotiated with othei entities for one-thne use.2"
Iiitute Western Union Satellite Systems.25 Western Unjon plans to launch an

advanced all-digital satellite in 1980-81, traitmitting in the 11.7-12.2 Gliz band
as well as the 3.7-4.2 Gift. band. Working in.the 11.7-12.2 GHz band, the highly
powered satellite is to be capable of transmitting one billion bits per second within
a 500 MHz bandwidth by using special techniques; antennas measuring 10 to 15
feet in diameter will be able to be placed at the user's site so that audio and video
signals can be directly received and transmitted,

American Satellite Corporation

American Satellite Corporation (ASC)27 was the second company to offer
§ervices, beginning on July 31, 1974.ASC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Fairchild
Industries, does not\have its own satellites in orbit; it leases time on Westar. ASC is
able to compete with other domestic satellites** by providing for its own earth
terminalsigning long-term agreements for use of satellite transponders, and
providing fOr unique bandwidth usage.t In most cases, ASC has also sought out a
different market segment than its competition.

ASC Services. ASC provides for the transmission of teleplmne, data, facsimile
and television signals, with the first commercially available digital satellite trans-
Missions now in operalion. Voice 'data is transmitted over voice grade channels
at speech up to 9000 bits per second (bps). Wideband data is transmitted at 56

kilobits (56,000) per .second (kbps), ISO kbps and 1.544 megabits per second
(mbps). This .capability permits the customer to mix teletype, data and top quality
digitized voi& tfansmissions. Graphic materials can also be transmitted using high-
speed facsimile equipment at 56 kbps and above.

Network Configurations. ASC offers three tym)of. network configurations:
commercial, dedicated and specialized. The comrfiercial networks are composed
of large regional or access-city earth terminals with which customers interface over
normal teirestrial lines. Dedicated networks small stations situated on the
enstomer's rooftop or premises pemdt a private communications system to be
established between company facilities free of normal terrestrial interconnects.
Specialized networks are customized communications systems that lack the traffic
,to justify a dedicated network; they are composed of a .Co,mbination of regional
and user facility earth stations.

Perth Terminal Locations. ASC. has four major commerckal earth stations
operating. in Dallas, Los Angeles, New York and San Francisco. Aecess cities or
central offices afe located in the above locations., as well as in Atlanta and Honston.
At these points., signals are relayed, usually by.microwave, to the nearest ASC earth
station for transmission to the satellite. Conversely, signals are also received by the
central offiy and distributed to the customets..Dedicatea earth stations for

-* The reduced rates include a charge of $66,666 per month fol the first three trans-
ponders and $62,500 per month for each additional. For the specifics of the contract, contact
the Western Union Office previously noted (p. 132).

** 'Domestic satellites are sometimes referred to as 7DOMSATS."
For specific and up-to-date rate _information, write the Director of Rates and Tariffs,

American Satellitez.Corp., 20032 century Blvd., Germantown, Md. 20767 or .phene (301)
428-6051. .
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business 'are located at Chicapee, Massachusetts:. Orlando, Florida; and South
BrAps,wiclOslew Jersey,, all for Dow Jones and Co. Earth stations also link Sperry
Univac WIllties in Blue Bell, Pennsylvania, and Roseville, Minnesota: the Boeing
Compvtif Services, Inc., facilities in- Seattle, Wichita and Philaddphia arc also
linkeeakdkated earth stations for the federal government arc located at Fairchild
Air Force Base, Washington; Loring AFB, Maine; Offutt AFB, Nebraska; Centerville
Beach, Moffett and Monterey Naval Stations, California; .Barbers Point and Wahi-
awa, Stockton, California; Kennedy Space Center, Florida; Goddard Space
Flight Center, Maryland; and Kaen Point, Hawaii.

American Sawilite's fublic Service Offering.28 As noted in table 1, Fairchild-
thller, the owners of ASC, originally offered to provide:

Two free PBS channels;
One or Nu) free ETV channels for CONUS;
One free ETV channel for Alaska.

None of these proposed services have been provided.

.2

RCA SATCOM ,

RCA 29'30 initiated domestic U.S. service in 1973 using the Canadian satellite

system.* Oil December 13, 1975, the first RCA three-axis stabilized satellite was
launched, and service began on January 1,5, 1976;. the second 'satellite was orliiited

Mardi 26, 1976. Each satellite has 24-34 MHz transponders. As figure 2 shows,

,./

-

.AIIIIII1 Ify
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Figure 2. .RCA SATCOM coFerage.-

* The Canadian satellites, like the U.S. satellites, are located in a geo-stationary orbit
(i.e., over the equ'Ettor rind statkmary relative to the earth) and can concentrate their signals

on the U.S. for comniunication purposes if permitted to do so tly the FCC and the Canadian.
,overninent.

1 38,
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I 0.

one is located at latitude 135°W and the other at 119°W geared to serve the con-
tinental U.S., Alas liVand Hawaii. At launch, the satellites had an expected life of

eight years,.
The RCA satellites also operate at 4 and 6 tall., have a transponder out put of

five watts, and are capable of relaying all types of media and tiiita. The system also

uses a 30-foot antenna for receive-transmit locations and, like the Westar system,
uses a 26-foot antenna for receive-only earth stations. While RCA is providing
services to thc continental U.S., a major geographic area of concentration is the
state of Alaska, where 100 earth stations are operating; an additional 20 are to be
brought into service over the next year or so.

'ThroUghout the U.S., approximately 350 earth.stations are in operation. Major
RCA facilities are ifr New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Houston, San Francisco,
Philadelphia and Atlanta; access cities include Washikton, D.C., Boston, Wilming.
fon and Dallas/Ft. Worth; those dedicated to government services inchide Goddard
Space Flight Center and Suitland, Maryland; Thule . AM, Greenland; Wallops
Island, Virginia; Camp Roberts, Edwards AFB, Monterey and Goldstone, California;
Johnson *ace Center, Texas; White Sands, New Mexico; and Kokee, Hawaii.

RCA sAirati Servic'es. System services include the usual range of media
signals, but both analog and digital transmission are possible. Point-to-point private
networks and, with -the relaxation on earth station sins, combination networks are
being provided for customers. Private networks are the fastest growing service arca
for RCA, particularly in the cable TV area1.Home Box Office, lnc., which provides
certain cable TV i;ompanies with exclusive entertainment, such as first run movies

nd athletic events, has been expanding rapidly by using the RCA system. Over.170
cable TV conimunities are using the system, with an additional 180 scheduled for
operation in 1978. An example of a combination of networks is the Alaskan
Bush Service, which will eventually provide telephone and medical communications
to every rural community with 25 or more people, The system combines satellite
and terrestrial linkages to reach over 160 villages.

System Magi Costs.* RCA has developed a means to permit two video
channels (one-way) to be transmitted over the same bandwith. As a result, the cost
of a full-time video channel is approximately $800,000 it year. RCA is experiment-
ing with four channels sharing the same bandwidth, and_hopes eventually to put six
channels into operation. In each case., the price per chkutel use will beleduced
accordingly..

In a special case, RCA is prAding the State of Alaska with one-way video

channels at a cost of $540,000 a year." Reduced audio channel rates for the
Alaska Native Health Service also have been negotiated.

RCA Social Service Offerings.32 RCA's original offering for social services

included:
TWo channels for national FTV at reduced rates;
Two channels for public television at reduced rates;

. Public stereo radio piggy-backed on ETV;
Reduced rates for instructional experimentation, but pre-emptable.

RCA has provided most of What they.originally offered, though mainly in Alaska.

For specific and up-to-date rate information, write the Administrator of Tariffs, RCA

American Communications, Ines, 201 Centennial Ave., Piscataway, N.1. 081154, or phone
(201) 855-4450.
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American Telephone & Telegraph".

The'COMSTAR system, because of the American Telephone and Teleoraph
(AT8i1)33 and General Telephone and Electronics (GT&E) investment, was pro-
hibited from providing all services except MTT; WM'S, AUTOVON and other
special services until 1979. The FCC felt that an AT&T and GT&E communications
'monopoly would work against a competitive domestic satellite marketPlace, if it
were, to enter the market with no restraints. Consequently, restrictions were placed

on AT&T and its partners in order to give other companies an opportunity to
establish a competitive position.

AT&T leases COMSTAR, which is owned by Communication Satellite-Corpora-
tion (COMSAT). COMSAT launched the first satellite, ('OMSTAR I, tiii" May 13,
1976, and began service June 24, 1976; COMSTAR ll was launched (in July 22,
1977.34 As figure 3 shows, the satellites are located at I28°W and 95°W latitude

SAULLIII POtiiTION 1)
tiAtttliTt P.USIloON OAP

Figure 3. COMSTAR Coverage.

and can provide communications to the continental U.S., Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands. The,satellites each have 24-34 MHz transponders

capable of relaying all media and data types. They have a programmed lifetime of

seven years.
Like Westar and SATCOM, the satellite operates in the.4 and 6 Gliz frequency

bank, with a transponder output of five watts. The system receiver-transmitter'
antenna size for the earth stalionsare 26 feet. Some of the earth stations in the
system"are owned by AT&T and others by GT&E.

1 4
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A T&T Servicrs.35 As noted above, service restrictions have been placed on
AT&T. It is licensed 1) provide message service to public and government private-
line service. The system has"the. capacity to handle 28,800 simultaneous conversa-
tions or equivident digital-data capacity. Each transponder can handle up to 1,500
one-way voice transmissions, 443 mbps of data or one channel.

Earth tation Locations.36 AW and GT&E have earth stations at Hawley,
Pennsylvania; Three Peaks, California; Woodbuty, Georgia; Hanover, Illinois;
Sunset, Hawaii; and Triunfo Past and Hanosossa, California.

Future AMT Satellite Systems." In the futurt% AT&T plans to own and
operate its own satellite systeM with a spot beam feature that will differ from
today's syStems. Current satellites provide both' area coverage and spot beams. Arca
coverage signal beams cover large geographical areas; this is illustiated in figure 3
with the large signal footprint covei-ing Canada and the 48 contiguous states. The '?.
smaller footprints, which are exemplified by the coverage of Hawaii and Puerto
Rico, represent spot beam coverage; the primary advantage of this type of coverage
is that it allows several geographical locations to use the same frequencies without
interference.

AT&T plans to put a system, into operation that will still have the area coverage
to serve high-density traffic areas, but hopes to improve-on the spot beam concept
so that low- traffic areas can be served more economically, and the satellite can be
used more efficiently. One hundred spot beam orientations will scan the U.S. 80
-times a second, communicating by 'unique address with earth terminals that are
opeiating in the Time- Division Multiple -.Access (TDMA) mpde.* If this concept
can be put into operatipn, smaller user terminals will be possible, and satellite
channel capacity will be increased by over 300 percent.

AT&T Public &Tyke Offerings.38 Relative to the original offering, which .
involved COMSAT and AT&T, the companies did not respond to the FCC public
or educational services request per se. They did, however, indicate a willingness
to negotiate reduced rates. With the restrictions currently placed on AT&T,
opportunities to pursue such services have been limited.

The MAR1SAT System

The MARISAT satellite system was not among the original offers.of,services
and cannot be considered 'a domestic satellite system in the usual sense..It came
into existence to.provide mariners with inure reliable means of conununication.

MARISAT operations 'began over the Atlantic in 1976; today satellites also
service the Pacific and Indiana Oceans: " Figure 4 shows the system footprints and
access terminal locations. Satellites are located at latitudes 15°W, 73°E and
176.5°E. R. is a commertial venture operated by COMSAT General Corporation,
RCA Globcom, Western Union International, and ITT World Corn and cers
commercial ship/shore voice or teletype communications 24 hours a day, seven
days a week." The system provides service to the U.S. Navy and to the world
maritime ustry.

'C'ommeiYlQi Frequencies and Capacity.4' The inaritithe industry frealpncy
bands are:

* TDMA permits several stations to share the frequency band.



Ship-to-satellite
Ship-to-shore:

Ship-to -sluwe

--1
Shore-to-ship

Shore-to:satellite 6420.0 - 6420.0 MHz
Satellite-to-ship 1537.0 - 1541.0 MI lz

The communications configuration provides for two voice channels and 44*
two-way teleprinter (telex') channels. If needed, six yore voice channels could be
provided, in additioli to the current teleprinter and voice channels, as a result of
the unexpected amount of prime power generated by the satellite's solar cells.
The system's voice channels are normally used for data and facsimile transmission
with rates of 1200/2400 bps, although 4800 bps Have been transmitted during
experimentation. It is possible that 9600 bps could be transmitted:"
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16.36.5 1645.0 MI lz.
4195.0 -4199.0 MHz 7

Figure 4. MARiSAT coverage.
Qv

Earth Station IA)cations. The satellite and earth station systenL provide ship
and shore coinmunications from the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans via the
MARISAT system. Linkage between the Indian Ocean satellite and the,U,S. is
nrade via the earth terminal at Yamaguchi. Japan, which relan.the information
through the Pkitic satellite to .the Santa Paula, California, terminal. Information
from the Atla tic satellite is received at the Southbury, Connecticut, terminal."I

MARISA Services. Experimental programs have been undertaken by a
'lumber of shipping.g.ompanies to deterthine the desirability of various types of
services. Such efforts have addressed transmitting information and data on payroll,

,inventory, stores And requisitions, engine room conditions, emergencies, ship
Nrerouting and rescheduling,- daily summary report's, weather, simulated time sharing
and voyage reports. From these endeavors, operational programs are to evolve; the

major one -that is anticipated is the Shipping Operations Information System
(SOIS).44

The SOIS system is thc result of a joint effort between the Maritime Adininis-

* Twenty-two -teleprinter chantiefrare equivalent to one voice channel; in other words,
one voice channel can be divided into twenty-two teletype cluinnels.

1 12
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t ration and the maritime -industry .SO1S consists of four components: Cargo Space
Documentation (CSD), Intel modal Distribution Coordination ((DC), Fleet
Resource Management (N(M), and Maritime Industry Reporting (MIR)." The
CSD generates the documentation and paperwork that is required for the transport
of international cargo; the IDC provides status and utilizatio reports that are
used tO monOr cargo handling equipment to make the best use of the equipment
worldwide; the fRM provides vessel owners with information needed to allocate
their resources more effectively and make 'more accurate forecasts of sales and
profits; and the MIK provides an overall summai-y-of frerformance, utilization and
financial status.

Besides shipping criMpanies, service organizations such as the U.S. Weather
Service, Coast Guard and Defense Mapping Agency have worked with ships and
owners to provide and receive data and information." Some of the support
provided to the ships includes weather forecast information, mariner advisories,
port and harbor information, and mediol information.'

Service Costs.* Ships are equipped wit shipboard satellite terminals (SST)
which provide for two-way communication. The St can be purchased for $62,000
or leased for a two- to five-year period over 4inch the cost can-he amortized." The
SST interface equipment includes a teleprinter and a telephone. The cost of using
the system is $.10-per minute for voice with a minimum of three minuteS required,
and $6 per minute frit telex with a one minute minimum."

Possible Training and Education Opportunities. The MARISAT system, while
aimed at supporting basic indusny operations, could easily -he used to provide
meaningful and productive training and educational support to ship crews. The
'system's capability is adequate to handle needed interactive media requirements,
and system interface equipment is readily available Consequently, a training-
education support service is technically possible; and such a servic.e is needed.5?

Satellite Business Sy4tems
it%

Satellite Business Systems (SBS)5 "5 came into existence if: December 1975
as a joint venture which involvq1 International Business Machines (IBM), COMSAT
General, and Aetna Life and Casualty as partners. SBS is still in its formative stage,
NI plans to be opetatiohal by 1980 or 1981 to provide services exclusively for the
large business, industrihl and government enlities.

SBS differs considerably from the other operational domestic satellite systems.
Advertised as the first all-digital satellite, it will have 8-54 MHz transponders with
a transponder output power of 20watts. Figure 5 shows two power coverage amis.
In the prime power kcus areas noted as Region 1, 16-foot and smaller antennas will

be used; 23-foot anteithas will be required in Region 2. If launch schedules are met,
the satellite will be the first conunercial system to operate in the 12 and 14 GHz
frequency.band. The first SBS satellite is to be located at 1 l0°W and serve the
contiguous 48 states. A backup satellite will be in orbit to provide service in case
the primary satellite should encounter problems.

The 200 watt power offers some unique possibilities for customer service, since
th'e small 16foot earth terminal can be placed at the customer's facility, which is

* Fok up-to-date tariff information, contact Tariff AdministratOr, MARISAT, 950
L'Enfant P aza, S.W. Watth D.C. 20024, or phone (202) 554-6010.

-
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Satellite Position 11.0°W

,Figure 5.. SBS coverage, Regions 1 and 2.

-

what S S plans to do. For 'example, by eliminating the interconnect requirement
high v ume users will be able to provide complete intra-organizational communica-
tions ngore efficiently and cheaply than by using terrestrial or combination tends-
trial-satellite communication systems. -

The SBS system -will permit geographically d4ersed users to combine voice,
data and video/image communication into a single, integrated, private-line, switch-
ing network.

.

The SBS Market and Servkes.* SBS intends to provide servides to industries
with hii data-transfer requirements betwden their central .computer_centenq and
widely .ispersed facilities, ka well as to meet high volume multi-media cominnhiea-
lions re uirements. Thus, SBS is concentrating on wooing the top 100 communice'
tion cap city users away from rival common carriers.

Iiacl user willbe-able to establish an integratednetwork for efficient; effective
and Prottected communications, purchasing a dedicated communications capacity
that will be dynamically allocated over the day as demands require. Capacity will
be purchased on a block basis, with the minimum capacity s mewhere in the

r neighbojhood of 56 kbps.
* Users will have a network management facility, so that they will be able to

monitor. the status and Verformance of _the network, charge traffic prioritiek or
services, and collect Usage data for accounting purposis. SBS will. also have a
management facility to monitor the satellite and earth terminal performance,

4

For mom specific and up to date information, write Satellite Businetis Systems, 8003 W.
Park Dr., McLean, Va. 41.02 or call (703) 827000.

4
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distribute a usei network efficiently in relation to the capacity of the satellite,
support the system's maintenance, and aid usets in designing new netwoi ks to
satisfy increasing or decreasing cominunicat iflns requilements.

For the data communications uSer. thete will be complete digital switching

,Ietween earth stations, which could affect tlity placement of computels. Thew are
potential savings in modems* when interfacing directly with other computers: there

will be a variety of transmission speeds up to 0.3 mbps, This could be usail for
relocating total data bases, providing processing backup, or enabling the transfel of
work from one computer to another during peak workload times.

Resides the usual communications, SBS also envisages that the communications
capacity will be used increasingly for telCconferencing as well as for electronic mail
delivery. Because users will manage their own dedicated communications capacity
and associated networks, they. will be better able to determine what economies and

impact can be gathed 14 using them for these services. Nevertheless, since the
impact of personal contact on various types of business outcomes is still unknown,
it is difficult to estimate how much the network will be used for such activity.
The projected SBS technology, however, could make a tnitIli;r contribution to
electronic mail-delivery by virtue of the available bandwid,th and word processing:

it will enable a facsimile page to be transmitted in 18 seconds instead of six minutes.
.SBS also plan's to contribae to the mail delivery service through communicating
word processors, which is expected to drop ate cost of electronic mail below that

Qf today's physical delivery.
System Usage Costs. The rates for the MIS systemmill be based on a different

concept from the current domestic satellite systems. Current satellite usage costs

are based on a distance-sensitive concept related to terrestrial communications,
whe.ze-eosfs increase with the 'distance the 'message travels. This is because the cost

of building and maintaining cables, microwave towers, and so on (costs associated

with carrying the message) increases with distance. This costing concept is nOt

valid with satellite systems except, perhaps, as it relrit%to the interconnect cities
noted in the description of the West irr system.

Sinoe in most cases SBS will be delivering signals directly to the customer's
facility through earth terminals physically-located at a customer's place of busi-
ness, distance will play no patt in the costs of operation. Rates will be° based on
the amount of satellite usage and the rental of earth terminals. Currently, these

. .
rates.have not been established with the FCC.

Educational Applications. SBS itself was not one of the original companies
that submitted prpposzils to the FCC in 1971. SBS is (lot planning to pursue the

education market.
The SBS users will have the oppeirtunity to use the.capacity they lease in any

fashion they desire, however, and it seems.likely they-will use it for training and
education. Each year business and industry are placing more emphasis on.such pro-
grams. lt is quite-possible.that communications satellites will be used for compre-
hensive instructional delivery systems for firms, because the satellites will permit
centralized control, plus the distribution of training from% centralized site to wide-
ly dispersed field locationS. Consequently, business and industry may become the
leaders in the use of satellite technology for training and educational purposes.

*A modem is a combination modulator and demodulator at each end of a telephone line
used to convert binary digital information to audio tone signals and vice versa. .
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, ortclusions

While tlie FCC asked the original proposeis of domestic satellites to addiess the

education issue, it finally ruled to wait and see whether satellites were capable of,

becoming a viable economic component of the .domestic communications systems,

but. .hd not rule out special agreements that` might be negotiated between carriers

and educat ion eift it ies. It should be -kept in mind that the original
.offerings of the proposers were solicited under a cloud of uncertainty concerning

whether a "closed" or "open",..entry* into the marketplace would be approved
by the FCC. The uncertainty resulted in rather generous Weis by some of the
proposers, who perhaps hoped to gain a more, favorable position if the closed
entry' concept, was approved.

When the FCC decided not to make educational services a requirement. the

pmposers chose to address the known communications service markets, and most
ignored their original educational offerings. Given the uncertain economic viability

of satellites in The comninnications Market, the FCC's decision was proper from

a business. perspective. Unfortunate4y, the develOpment of 'the technology has been
influenced by this decision, With the result, that low-powered, low-cost -satellites

have evolved along with large, 'costly -earth ierminals, which few users can afford

- to place on their premises.**
The satellite systems. that were envisioned for education'would permit-small,

low-cosf, two-way transmiasknrearth terminals to be located at d user's facility,

so that multi-media Comthunications could take place among numeroUs locations.
This technology only exists-1'6r Ziperimental/demonstration purposes (hrough

NASA's ATS-1,3,6 and. the NASA-Canadian CTS systems. Chances are slight that

such a system will come into operation in the near future, tbecause the demand

for such services has not been sufficient to make them appear profitable for
carriers. The systems that exist or are planned by the satellite common carriers
discussed above are likely to)be the only operational systems available to the
educational col nunity f i the foreseeable future.

Ncverth,4Iss, the ed cational community and others interested in the public

service us of satellites may be able to .take advantage of the existing systems.
Satellite detworks arc proliferating rapidly with almost 750 earth terminals already

in 'use in the United States and 1,500 expected by 1980. Yet, nearlytalf the
capacity of current systems goes unused. Because of the evolving network and the
available capacity, it may be possible to work with those that lease time and equip-

ment, and share the costs. Education foid training needs probably can be met by
using the systems in off hours, or by purchasing more capacity for a relathrely
small additional cost, since initial investments in resources already have been made.

;" Simply stated, dosed entry meant that one or a limited number of proposers would
he able to enter the marketplace, while open entry meani that as many businesses as had
resources would he permitted to pursue business.

** The public service demonstrators/experimenters were using 10- and 17-foot nna

systems. The terminals with one receive-ply video channel and one two-way autriot .hannel

cost $8,635. commercial systems are just introducing 16-foot antennas that cost roughly seven

times that amount. Of course, they are operating with low-powered satellites rather than the

ATS-6 type of system.
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Figure 6. Shared facilities and channeli concept.

As illustrated in °figure 6, schOls, hospitals, banks, small businesses and others
located in the vicinity of earth terminals that own or service large business enter-
prises, CPB, PBS or cable companies, may be able to wOrk with these groups
to obtain a sharing arrangement. Considerable information must be gathered,
however, before current users can be approached. Information such as what
types aad amounts of information are to. be transmitted or received, the time
for transmission and receplion, the locations to receive and transmit the informa-
tion, and the potential budget will be required, plus more, before a fruitful dialogue
can begin.

What are the incentives for large businesses and others using communications
to shure .t hem? -One is thysharing of system costs, %91ich can be .an attractive
prospeet, particularly ea commitment has been made for multi-year service.
The sharing might also be taken as a tax deduction by corporktions. Finally, the full
use of existing satellite systems should eventu ly'bring the rates down for all uscrs.

1 'Consequently, the sh&pg concept could be Very attractive, particularly if the
.y proper detailed planning ndertaken.

Two ,problems confro sharing concept: the owners of ti large number of
earth terminals, such as PBS,* have receive-only systems, and terrestrial inter-
connec0 are required between the terminal and the user. These problems do not

**seem i surmountable. Adding the two capabilities is a relatively simple task; the
cost is another matter, however, particularly *that oNtwo-way video, which is
extrem ly expensive. The Same applivs to the interconnect problem. Nevertheless, if

* votat western states are negotiating with PBS and Western Union for the shared use of
. thie rent PHS-Westar networktpr one-way ETV to various public school systems.

//
_ ; 1 1
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the majority of 'Public service needs can Ile met with slow scan TV, telex, facsi-
mile, and low data rate transmissions, a relatively inexpensive two-way audio earth
terminal capability and. audio interconnect line -would suffice. If public service
users are privy to the FCC's information about planned systems, an agreement
may be worked out with the primary users when thc initial requirements are being
decided.

Konetheless, as the situation now stands, it is highly probable that the use
of communications satellites for education-training purposes will be slow to develop
except in major industries. Adding impetus to the gfowth of the e'ducation-training
usage will be the rncept of shared use of existing or planned non-education-
training satellite 'facilities and channels. This will be the case for public services
usage in general. A hard look should be taken at *the current Alaskth satellite
system, for it is an example of how sharing for public and commercial services can
be planned for and operated.
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.Bert Cow Ian Continents;

Polcyn's "Communitations 'Satellites for Education and Training: Past, Present

and Future," puzzles me. His ftistory is comprehensive and, to my knowledge, accu-
rate. Where I become unsure is with statements such as: "While rates for special
usage can be negotiated with the satellite common carriers, most of theni.do not
offer the technology that.Would permit widespread use of communicgionS satel-
lites for education and training unless existing systents are shared." IT'e reference
is to commercial systems; all available evidence (including the author's own corn-
tnen% t about the inadequacy of the commercial technology for education purposes)
points to the high cost of such systems, even when shared, as well as to the Map;
propriate technology, especially if educators feel that interaction is a necessity.

There had been some hope among educators that the system in process of
'implementation the satellite interatnection of all public'radio and 4elevision
stationsWould provide some help in this direction. Let ine quote from a.recent ,

report that addresses the question directly:

lames T. Ragan, Vice President, Broadcast' Services, Western Union !whose
WESTAR I satellite is being used for the interconnection system] provided
the followiml statement: "As a result of question!: tithed . concerning the
availability orWestar capacity to potentialmi, ers of the ('PB interconnection
system, WU and CPB have met to clarify situation. They are agreed .. .

there are currently.no known constraints of WE5TAR I which will inhibit
WU's ability to satisfy user requirements as provided under the terms and
conditions oi Tariff No. 261."

Philip Rubin, CPB's Director of Engineering Research and Development,
does not agree that the situation has been resolved. Because of the contractual
relationship existing between CPB and Western Union, precise densils of
transponder capacity and allocation are, and must rethain, proprietary. How-

ever, Rubin felt that space would not be available. What seems to be at issue
here is that Western Union is saying it can provide satellite time/o a user
now IFebruary 1978); Rubin argues that, since the station's are -Aot fully
built, there are not apt to bo users wanting space now and, by tho time the

111
system is fully built and users wisbtime, there won't bo any transponder
capacity availqble.

[Delegates to a series of conferences on this system) wore emphatically
told, by CPB, PBS and NPR executives, that there will be no-spare thne on
CPB's four transponders; "Will be fully utilized from the outset for public
broadcasting uses and new, except,perhaps, for very small segments of
time at very odd hours.*

Otl$ wonders, then; what commercia ystem might be appropriate for educationj
social service delivery? I also wonder wh a government-funded social-service satellite

'system remains unlikely, as the author notes. There is ample Precedent for the non-
profit sector being proxided with special services (including direct financial aid) and
tariffs (the bulk postal rate) by government. Government ions a weather satellite,
free to all. It seems to me that an article dedicated'to the Ose of satellites for edu-
cation ought to advocate a public service satellite telecommunications system, rather
than doubt theeprobability of one ever being achieved.

4'

1.

*A report to the Corporation for Public Broadcasting from the Public Interest Satellite
Association. Not available for distribution at this writing.
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-
Regarding Polcyn's statement concerning the Rocky Mountain experiments on

the'ATS-6, "The project was judged a success tiy most of its planners and part ici-
pants,'1.1 must point oul that considering the great amount of federal funds ex-
pended on this project, one would hardly expect those who planned and participated
in it- and spent the moneyto say otherwise. There might, though, bevothel view.

Polcyn's comment, in regard, to the CTS project, that "while potential social
service users have been traversing the path of the high-powered satCllite with sin
relatively inexpensive earth stations, the operational systems have evolved a differ
technology," is a pertinent one. One wishes the reason for this had been probed, as
it must be rooted in the politics of NASA and the OMB. The hope is, of course, that
the present Administration's policy will take into account the rieed for really
inexpensive, small, portable earth terminals and a two-way system for use.by educa-
tors and those who deliver social services and health care.

In Polcyn's discussion of Westar's.services, he writes, "Audio services are avail-
able for one-way and two-way point-to-point transmission in a frequency range,
from 50 to 7500 hertz. . ." The earlier-mentioned Public Interest Satellite.Asso-
ciation reptirt to the CPB included a section in which Western Union audio services
(and audio is believed to be extremely effective for most public service uses) were
costed out. To quote from that report :

At the current time, though, Western Union only offers a 24 hour a day,
seven day a week audio service, openitMg at I .5 kHz, which is excessive
capacity for the user needs (audio-teleconferencing] modeled. There is no
occasional service tariff Pr audio] .

Finally, Polcyn proposes shared use of commercial systein as the best answer'.
for educators. I disagree. There is no reason educators cannot press for policy
"Changes andfor the development of a satellite system dedicated to their needs, to
the needs of those delivering social services, to the total range of needs of the non-
profit sector. This is not to imply it will be an easy battle; involved wjll be legiSla-
tion, regulatory agencies and the assignment of international frequency allocations
for dedicated spectrum and large-antenna, high-power satellites. Technically, all
this can be done. The educational/social service community must want it enough
to make the efforts

15c)
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